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PC Models That so·und Like Alphabet Soup
DOES IT EVER seem like PC manufac
turers are clueless when it comes to
actually selling products? Or that they
have no interest in making their prod
ucts seem desirable, interesting, or fun?
Let's say that you're in the market for
a laptop. You do your research (con
sulting PC\Vorld.com, of course) , and
you narrow your choices to just a few
likely candidates. "Hmmm," you think.
"Which one sounds best? Well, I could
get a Toshiba Satellite L645D-S4036,
an HP Pavilion DV4-2173nr, or a Dell
lnspiron iM501R-1459MRB."
Don't those model names just roll
off your tongue?
Um, no. They're a garbled gra b bag of
inharmonious numb·ers and letters. Can
anyone really get excited about a prod
uct whose name can't be recalled, much
less repeated, without a teleprompter?
The products that I mentioned above
aren't exactly obscure items either; all
three are best sellers at Amazon. So

The people responsible for naming computers have never seen a
string of numbers they didn't like. Maybe some discipline is in order.

L

that means someone is buying them,
even if their names have all the sizzle of
a Microsoft Security Bulletin code.
Why do PC names have to be so dead
ly dull? Consider the names of the lat
est phones: Droid Incredible, iPhone 4,
Samsung Vibrant-simple, direct, zippy
names all. Maybe this is one reason
why throngs of buyers line up to snag
the latest phone , whereas you never see
a news report about people queuing up
for a hot new notebook.
Sure, phone makers have it easier in
some ways: fewer products in the line,
fewer configuration options. But sim
plifying a name just req uires a little dis
cipline, creativity, and maybe-gas p!
even plain old fun . It works for car
manufacturers, why not for PC makers?
Some manufacturers might argue that
these unwieldy names are highly de-

VISIT PCWORLD ' S DIGITAL CLUBHOUSE

Take Our Tech IQ Quiz on Facebook
IN THIS ISSUE of PCWorltj, we
challenge you to test you r knowl
edge with our tech quiz {"What's

facebook
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PCWortd

Your PC IQ?" page 70). But if you
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PCIQ?

don't feel like tabulating you r
score manually, there's an easier
way to see how you rate: We've
posted all 45 questions on a spe
cial Facebook page {find.pcworld.
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ment of automatic score tallying.

you to see how much tech data your brain Is storing.

Why Facebook? Well, for one
thing , it's where many of you-and a sizable number of PCWorld editors-start the day.
Plus, our main page on Facebook is a great place for our staffers and readers to interact
in a comfortable, informal environment. We like to think of the PCWorld Facebook page
as our digital clubhouse. where we let our hair down. chat with folks, and discuss topics

scriptive, giving an accurate representa
tion of the internal options a buyer can
expect. The problem with that argu
ment: PCs, both desk- and lap-bound,
are now so configurable that no label
can hope to encapsulate what's really
inside. Within any given line of laptops,
you can chose from a panoply of pro
cessors, storage options, and more.
That kind of choice is great; there's just
no need to call out every combination
of options in the machine's name.

Designed to Confuse
A cynic might say that computer manu
facturers design their naming conven
tions to produce confusion. Obfusca
tion isn't accidental; it's the point.
If a big-box store advertises a Widget
Tech Huzzah 5097B-15iJ laptop, it does
not have to worry that a consumer may
demand that the store match the price
that a retail outlet across town is offering
on the WidgetTech Huzzah 5097B-15iK.
In reality, there may be virtually no differ
ence between the two units, but the con
sumer doesn't know that.
Complex names also make online
price comparisons impossible. Dozens
of models; thousands of configurations;
indecipherable, protean prices? Don't
sweat it; just click the 'Buy Now' button.
Still, I find it hard to believe that in
creasing cus tomer confusion is an effec
tive marketing strategy. Most manufac
turers these days are selling a computing
"experience," not just a bundle of com
ponents. So why can't they pick a name
that conveys that experience and lose
all the follow-on letters and numbers.
Customers would rejoice- and maybe
even ask for products by name.•

and stories that interest us. You'll find the page at facebook.com/PCWorld. If you haven't
visited yet, please stop by and see what's shaking; we'll be waiting for you.

Steve Fox is editorial director of PCWorld.
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PCWForum
July's feature about
online and brick-and
mortar tech stores,
"Where the Deals Are,"
brought out some read 
ers who had their own
favorite stores and others who had points
to make about sales taxes , or comments
on our test questions. You can vote and
critique at find.pcworld .com/70305 .
~~~~~~~~~-_/
The Best Stores?

Remember the Sales Taxes

July' s "Where the Deals Are" left out my
favorite place to buy products: Buy.com.
I have found many bargains there. A
while back I purchased a 60-inch LG
HDTV for $1725. I checked many other
stores and Websites, including the ones
listed in your article, and none came
close-some stores wanted twice as
much for the same model. Buy.corn's
price included shipping and handling.
I also noted that RadioShack was
graded low. Some ten years ago , I pur
chased a set of TV earphones from
RadioShack. They still work flawlessly,
and my wife thanks me every night.
Another item I bought from Radio
Shack is a reel-to-reel tape recorder in
July 1974. I took this recorder to many,
many paclra11gas (parties); I have hours
and hours of oldies , and it still works.
If quality and price were the criteria
for this article, you left out the best .
Ignacio A. Balli, f 1: , Sa11 A11to11io

"Where the Deals Are" was very infor
mative. However, one item that 's men
tioned at various points-sales tax
charges-needs more discussion.
For example, in the "Desktop PCs "
section, you trumpet the fact th at
Amazon "doesn 't charge sales tax in
many states. " What this really means,
however, is th at Amazon is not required
to collect sales tax in those states . It
does 11ot mean that the co nsu mer is off
the hook for pay ing the sales tax. If
Amazon does not charge the sa les rax,
th en the buyer is required to pay a use
tax directly to their state instead.
Some states allow you to pay the
sales tax wit h your annual tax form, but
the ones that do not have this opt ion
require the buyer to obtain appropriate
forms from their state, fill them out,
and mail a check for the amount of the
sales tax to the state with the forms.
Edwaidf. Mackry, Westbury, New York

There are better places to shop online,
with much better service and prices.
Newegg.com, TigerDirect, ZipZoomfly,
even eBay (but you have to do your
research) . Microcenter is another good
store; it competes with Newegg's prices.

The Value of LEDs

bz2010, PCWodd.co111far11111s

In "Where the Deals Are, " l read the
test ques tion "How does an LED back
lit screen differ from a regu lar LCD
type laptop screen?" with the answer
"1he LED screen saves power and can
have better color and contrast, but you

don ' t need one unless you like the way
it looks. " TI1ere's more to it than that.
LEDs not only save power, they arc
inherently low-voltage devices , whereas
fluorescent tubes need a high-voltage
power supply, which is the major
source of fail ure in these displays. So
the LED is also more reli able than the
older LCD screens. TI1at means LED
displays can be much thinner becaus e
you don 't need to have room for the
high-voltage power supply board and
shielding, as well as the light tubes.
LEDs have far longer life expectancies
than a fluorescent tube (lifetimes mea
sured in tens of thousands of hours).
Finally, beca use you can distribute
many more LEDs across the back plane
of the display, you can get a more uni
form illumination of the entire screen
than you could with a few light tubes .
Amie BcrgC1; Sa111111a111islr, Washi11gro11

Reading this article ["The Fall of
Dell: A Business Model Innovator
Loses Its Way," find .pcworld .com/
70306] seems to confirm the idea
that Dell skips out on how to
properly ensure its parts are
working as they're supposed to.

Blues224 75, PCWorld.com forums
Mobile Donations
Addressing scams in the nonprofit
world, G inny Mies advises PCWodd
readers: "Stick to the big-name chari
ties, and you should be okay" ["Should
You Not Donate by Text Message?"
Skeptical Shopp&1; July].
Wow! Why send more money to orga
nizations that already draw the majority
of government, corporate, and large
foundation donations? Yes, there are
some scoundrels posing as nonprofits,
but if people followed Mies 's advice,
we would have only a handful of large,
corporate nonprofits while thousands
of well-run, well-meaning hum ani»
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tarian organizations starved to death.
Mies should reconsider her advice, or
at least stress her point about research
ing nonprofits beforehand.

Gary Sc/11ow, Director
WiRED lmcmational, San Francisco

Public Broadband?
Mark Sullivan's editorial advocating a
truly government-run Internet service
("A ' Public Option ' for Broadband?"
find.pcworld.com/70309] was built on
faulty logic, with a false analogue to
SEC and EPA regulatory schemes.
Higher prices in the Un ited States are
the result of its much larger infrastruc
ture. The cost to redevelop and expand
old telco networks is far greater in the
U.S. than in a small country like Japan.
The demographic and geographic reali
ty of our country is being ignored as
the free market is attacked.
No one, however, has stepped up to

answer the big question: What makes
us think the government could be more
efficient? Municipal Wi-Fi has failed in
almost every instance or been trumped
by private firms like Starbucks, yet we
prescribe government intervention as a
way to improve service?
WLAN and satellite Internet provid
ers are gaining market share, and the
broadband access market is becoming
increasingly competitive through inno
vation. Price controls, regulations ,
access-speed floors , and the like would
undoubtedly set America back years .

Marc Oestreich
1lrc Heartland lnstir11tc, Chicago

into a document, mousing over it in
WordPerfect will revea l the file name
and path of the graphic. Word leaves
you puzzling over where the graphic
came from . Judging from your article
about Office 2010, that still hasn 't
changed; such an annoyance.

Richard H. Glcick, Maitland, Flon'da
PC World welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Share your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story an our Website. ar visit our
Forums (find.pcworld.com/55165). Send
e-mail ta letters@pcworld.com. •

CLARIFICATION

WordPerfect Lives!
Regarding July's "Inside Office 2010":
As an old WordPerfect user, I always
felt that it had major advantages over
Microsoft Office' s Word. Chief among
these is that, when you insert a graphic

Save

JUNE'S "BANISH SEVEN Bad Tech
Habits" (Here 's How) should have
mentioned that Casper 6.0, a back
up utility, costs 550.
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Your Browser in Five Years
BYJEFFBERTOLUCCI
WHAT WILL YOUR Web
browser look like in 2015?
Five years doesn't always
bring dramatic change to a
technology-today's desk
top PC, for instance, isn' t
much different from its 2005
predecessor-but browsers
are undergoing major chang
es that will alter our day-to
day computing lives.
Future browsers will
become commonplace in
cars, but they'll also add
voice recognition, text-to·
speech, and touchless ges·
ture controls for apps where
keypads , trackpads , and
even touchscreens may be
either inconvenient (as on
smartphones) or downright
dangerous (as in driving).

The next dominant computing platform won't
be Android , Mac OS. or Windows. It's already
here-and it's the Web. The underpinnings of
the 2015 Web are closely t ied t o your browser.

l
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A Rush of Innovation
"You're going to see tremen
dous innovation in the
browser space in the coming
years," says Linus Upson,
vice president of engineering
at Google. "We really wam
the Web as a platform to get
to the point where you can
do anything on the Web that
you can do on Windows, the

Mac, or the iPhone. "
Google envisions a future
where the browser handles
all of your applications
including eye-grabbing 30
games, seamless language
translations , and even gram

mar corrections. Some fea
tures exist in rudimentary
form today, but they'll be far
more capable in five years.
As today's tech lab proj
ects enter the ma instream ,
the browser will take on a

new look and feel. AMO's
Fusion Media Explorer, for
example, is a 30 browser de
signed to showcase the mul
timedia capabilities of the
chipmaker's processors; it
also features drag-and-drop
uploading to Facebook and
other social networks.
An Israeli startup called
EyeSight Mobile Technolo
gies is developing touchless
gesture controls for Android
phones : Swipe your hand
over a front-facing camera to
navigate a photo gallery, say.
Google is building voice
recognition and text-to
speech features for brows
ers. (Opera Software's free
Opera browser pioneered
voice- and mouse-gesture
browsing, however.) No
wonder major automakers,
including Audi, BMW, Ford,
General Motors, and Mer
cedes, are experimenting
with ways to add browsers
to cars and trucks.
In short, the next big com
puting platform is already
he re- and it's the Web. And
the competition to offer the
most compelling window to
the Web possible, via the
browser, is intense.

Future browsers will use HTMLS. Read "How HTMLS Will Change
the Web" at find .pcworld.com/ 70388. And get a Look at Google's
concepts for a Chrome OS-based tablet at find .pcworld .com/ 70389.
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Web Everywhere
zilla in 2008. Called Aurora,
apps, including productivi
requests for interviews.)
The browser is spreading be
the interface anticipates a
ty suites like Google Docs
Recent signs are somewhat
yond PCs and smartphones
Web-centric world where
and the new Microsoft Of
enco urag ing. For its part,
into areas of gadgetry former
all data and apps reside in
fice 2010 Web Apps, could
Microsoft has said that it is
ly unknown to it, such as TV
the framework of the brows
hasten a migration from rel
committed to adhering to
set-top boxes and printers .
er. In a demonstration vid
atively slow-booting desk
emerging Web standards
Nascent examples include
eo, a man named Ttm uses
top OSs like Windows and
such as HTMLS, which will
Google TV, the search giant's
gestures to interact with
the Mac OS to speedy, sim
let developers build dynamic
platform for bringing Web
Aurora on a large wall
pler browser-based systems
Web apps that work we ll
screen. The d isplay includes
. content to your li ving room
like Goog le Chrome OS .
across various browsers,
television (see find .pcworld.
a camera that reads and in
For this "cloud " vis ion to
including those on mobile
com/70351 ); HP's Photosmart
terprets Tim's hand and arm
come true, though, compet
phones and tablets that
Premium TouchSmart Web
movements . Personal work
ing vendors must agree on
don ' t support power-hungry
All-in-One Printer, a color
spaces , similar to book
standards to undergird this
browser plug-ins like Adobe
inkjet with a 4.33-inch color
marks, appear as large
browser-based world. And
Flash, Apple QuickTime, and
LCD that provides access to
thumbnails; Tim organizes
reaching such an acco rd
Microsoft Silverlight.
Web-based apps; and a crop
his desktop by "grabbing"
won't be easy. Will Apple,
Early examples of apps
of tablet devices inspired
that run inside HTMLS
by the Apple iPad.
compliant browsers may
Meanwhile the emer
provide a peek into the
gence of newer, faster
future. Flickr Explorer,
wireless data services
for instance, allows users
4G technologies like LTE
to zoom in and out of
and WiMax, and the
images and to pan
increasingly widespread
through photos much
Wi-Fi-will put browsers
faster than they can in
into yet more business
today's browsers.
and consumer devices.
Com plex 3D games will
run inside browsers, too.
For many of thes e de
vices, the browser won't
Browsers will become
deliver Web pages; rather,
more gamer-friendly as
IN THEIR AURORA browser concept, Mozilla Labs and Adaptive Path envision,
it will act as an applica
such emerging Web stan
in the format shown here, a business-card-size browser that gives you fast
tion platform, an enter
dards as WebGL-w hich
tainment hub, and a gate
access to personal and professional content and communication tools.
provides a 3D graphi cs
way to users' files that
app lication programming
which has achieved great
are securely stored online.
workspace objects (without
interface in a browser with
touching the display) and
success with its App Store,
One imponant, soon-to-ship
out requiring the use of
pushing them to where
a proprietary (and highly
example is Google Chrome
plug-ins-take hold.
profitab le) online market
"Click on a link, boom, ·
they belong on the screen.
OS, a browser-based operat
place of programs solely for
you' re playing a 30 game, "
ing system that is slated to
Aurora offers an intrigu
the iP ho nc, iPad, and iPod
ing glimpse of a browser
debut on netbooks and tab
says Google's Upson, who
based future. (You can see
Touch, accept a vision that
lets later this year.
contras ts the simplicity of
Aurora videos for yourself at
works against its wa lled
Web-based gaming with the
With Chrome OS , the
garden approach to person
command center for all user
cumbersomeness of a PC
www.adaptivepa th.com/aurora .)
al computing? And will Mi
desktop instaJlation, or of
activity, most of which is
crosoft, which is notorious
Web-based, is the browser.
physical media such as DVDs
A Browser-App World
for ignoring browser stan
So how might we interact
that today's gaming consoles
Popular, widely used desk
dards in favor of its own
with Web-enabled devices in
usually have to use.
top software-particularly
technologies, play nice?
a few years? Web design firm
business-oriented too ls
One thing is certai n: TI1e
(Neither Apple nor Mo zilla
browser in 2015 will play an
Adaptive Path , a leader in
such as Microsoft Office
responded to PCWodd's
are unlikely to vanish com
user interface development,
even larger role in our daily
interv iew requests for this
created a conceptual inter
lives than it does today-and
pletely by 2015 . But the
article. Microsoft declined
face for Firefox maker Mo
that's saying a lot.
emergence of Web-based
SEPTEMBER 2 010 PCWORLD.COM
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Hutu Plus Subscription Service Streams TV
Reasonably priced
service has huge
potential. but our
hands-on preview
also found some
limitations.
AFTER MONTHS OF specu
lation, video-streaming site
Hulu released a preview of
its long-rumored subscrip
tion service in late June. But
in this preview, the service
does not go far enough
either in uniting video play
back devices or in offering a
library of shows. (For anoth
er take on the Hulu sub
scription serv ice, see Skepti
cal Shoppe1; page 24.)
The new, $10-a-month
Hulu Plus can stream 1V
content to Net-connected
1Vs, Blu-ray players , and
other devices including the
iPhone and iPad. The service
can handle up to 720p high
definition streaming, and
will work across PCs, 1Vs,
mobile phones , and tablets.

How Hu lu Has Grow n
Hulu 's appeal is its wide
selection of 1V shows from
major production studios ,
broadcasters, and indepen
dent content creators. After
more than two years on the
Web, Hulu has grown its
libra ry and its usability dra
matically since we first re
viewed the site two years
ago . Now, Hulu aggregates
material from 100 providers ,
including networks ABC,
Fox, and NBC. The service is
jointly owned by NBC Uni
versal and The Walt Disney
Company, among others.
Not only does Hulu's site
provide an easy way to catch
14 I PCWORLD . COM
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HULU'S LIBRARY OF TV shows provides loads of content for tablets.

the ideal of a cloud-based
up on current 1V episodes
library of television shows .
you missed, but it also provides an impressive archive
In many ways, Hulu Plus
of back seasons of classics.
underscores the challenges
of making 1V series widely
At launch, Hulu Plus will
available . For starters, not all
work with PCs and Macs;
with Apple's iPad, iPhone
Hulu-hosted offerings are
available in Hulu Plus, and
(3GS and 4) , and iPod Touch
Hulu may instead refer you
(third-generation) platforms ,
via an app; and with 2010
to another site.
But audiences should not
built Samsung connected
have to think about the
devices (including Blu-ray
players, Blu-ray home thecomplex , Hollywood deal
ater systems , and 1Vs)
via the Samsung Apps
platform. 1he Hulu Plus
app streams over both
3G and \Vi-Fi.
Hulu also notes that
Sony PlayStation 3 sup
port is "coming soon, "
and within months after
Brothers & Sisters
launch , the service should
work with connected
HD1Vs and Blu-ray play
ers from Sony Electronics
and Vizio. Microsoft
Xbox 360 support is slated for early 2011.
After some hands-on
time with Hulu Plus, 1can
HULU PLUS STREAMS TV shows to
say it's off to a good start
mobile platforms as well as to PCs.
but is far short of fulfilling

making realities behind such
limitations-issues relating
to the ownership rights to a
show, and where that show
will live online. As audienc
es, we simply want seamless
access to that entertainment.
And seam less access is,
mostly, what Hulu Plus does
deliver for the selection of
shows it offers. One thing I
like about the service is that,
once havi ng subscribed for
$10 a month, I can use Hulu
Plus on different platforms
including my Apple iPad and
iPhone 4. On both devices,
playback was of a pleasingly
high quality, over both Wi-Fi
and AT&T 3G on an iPhone.

Glitches and Gripes
But I repeatedly ran into
glitches where the image
quality became unwatchable;
this happened consistently
after commercial breaks.
My other gripe is the lack
of cooperation among devic
es. For example, if I start
watching on my iPhone and
want to switch to watch
ing on my iPad or on my
PC , Hulu can 't keep track
of my last viewed show
and where I was, so as to
c
0
link the devices accord
r.
r
ingly. That's a feature I've
G
gotten used to with mul
tiplatfom1 e-readers such
Amazon' s Kindle.
as
'1
Until Hulu Plus can
dramatically grow its
content library, improve
u
integration among differ
ent
viewing devices, and
"'
eliminate the boundaries
among shows , the service
won 't live up to its gamechanging potential.
-Melissa]. Perc11so11
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Forward
Seagate's Huge New 3TB Drive Raises Storage Ante
SEAGATE Technology re
cently announced that it is
shipping the industry's first
3TB hard drive, the Free
Agent GoFlex Desk, which
works around a technical
constraint that has kept
hard-drive capacity maxed
out at 2TB . (Western Digital
debuted the first 2TB hard
drive a year and a half ago.)
The new drive breaks that
limitation at a reasonable
cost per gigabyte- $250, or
$0.08 per gigabyte (with a
USB 2.0 base). Seagate sells
its 2TB GoFlex Desk exter
nal drive for $190, or a com
parable $0.09 per gigabyte.
For better performance,
you can swap out the USB 2.0
base for optional FireWire
800 or USB 3.0 modules.
Though the company docs
not specify the file parame-

THE FREEAGENT GoFlex Desk Is
the first 3TB external drive.

ters, it does say that its 3TB
drive can store up to 120
high-definition movies , 1500
video games, thousands of
photographs, or "countless"
hours of digital music.
According to Seagate engi

neers, the capacity issue lay
with the master boot record
(MBR) partition table, con
tained in the first sector of
a hard disk. The partition
table used with Windows XP
and earlier Microsoft operat
ing systems was limited to
2.2TB-an unthinkab ly high
number a decade-plus ago.
Vista and Windows 7
introduced a new partition
table scheme, dubbed GPT
(for GUID Partition Table).
The GPT supports up to 8
zetta bytes (a zetta is about
10 to the 21st power).
Seagate's workaround is to
make the 3TB drive report a
4K sector size to tl1e operat
ing system, in order to ac
commodate a larger drive in
side the device, which can
then work with Windows XP,
Vista, and Windows 7, as well

as with Mac OS and Linux.
With this SmartAlign Tech
nology, as Seagate calls it, the
3TB drive achieves its capaci
cy boost witl1out increasing
areal densicy. It has five plat
ters, each with 600GB-one
platter more than current
2TB drives have.
Look for more to come.
Storage analyst Tom Cough
lin, of Coughlin Associates,
notes: "I expect we will see
up to 750GB to 800GB per
platter on 3. 5-inch drives
before the end of this year.
That would give us 3TB or
more with a four-platter
drive, or approaching 4TB
with a five-platter drive. "
Later this year, Coughlin
expects to see a two-platter,
lTB drive that will fit in a
standard laptop computer.

-Melissa]. Permso11

New Technology Could Replace HDMI Cables
ARE HDMI'S DAYS num
bered? They might be if a
new aud io/video (A/V) cable
standard developed by four
tech companies catches on.
The recently finalized
cable technology, known as
HDBaseT, transfers both
audio and video signals over
ordinary RJ-45 ethernet
cables . The standard is the
result of an effort-by LG,
Samsung, Sony Pictures
Entertainment, and Valens
Semiconductor-that started
more than six months ago.
The venerable HDMI cable
was first produced back in
2003; the rise of the Blu-ray
Disc format and the growing
popularity of HDTV have
fueled its adoption.

16
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While HDMl has sever
al advantages over other
sorts of A/V cables, it
does have its problems.
The technology frequent
ly suffers from switching
delays and is known for
its limitations on cable
length-problems that
HDBaseT could solve.
In addition, HDBaseT
will be ab le to deliver full
HD video, audio, Web con
nectivicy, and power over
one cable simultaneously.
Whereas an HDMI cable
can be no more than a few
meters in length, HDBaseT
supports cables up co 100
meters long. The new tec h
nology can also carry 100
watts of power via the cable.

But what do all these
promising advantages really
mean? The back of any TV is
usually an unsightly mess of
cables. If this specification
proves popular, it'll mean
fewer cab les . A single cable
wou ld not only power your
television, but it cou ld also
send in all the data signals
sound, visua ls, and more
to your set. Replacing multi-

pie cables with just o ne
would be a welcome change.
The HDMI cable isn't
dead just yet, but the
HDBaseT alliance hopes
that devices supporting
the new standard will ship
later th is year, with the
new cable becoming
increasingly widely
adopted during 2011.
Whether that becomes a
realicy remains to be seen,
however-an updated HDMI
spec ification is expected in
the not-too-distant future.
Find more information
including a technology com
parison table (as a PDF file)
-on the HDBaseT Alliance
Website at hdbasel.org .

- Cl11is Bra11d1ick
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Forward
Free Products Lead in Security Software Market
THE HIGH BRAND visibility
of large security vendors
doesn't necessarily mean
dominance in the market,
according to a new study.
The study was performed
by Opswat, a company
whose primary product,
Oesis, is a development
toolkit used to manage
third-party security apps.
Opswat's study focused
on what kind of security
software the participants in
their survey used, primarily
in English-speaking markets.
Opswat gathered the data
from Windows users run
ning both AppRemover, an
application designed to
completely uninstall security
apps , and Am I Oesis OK?
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AVAST FREE ANTIVIRUS led free security programs w ith a market
penetration of 11.45 percent , accor ding to the Opsw al report.

which can detect whether
security too ls are compati
ble with other third-party
applications. Both are free
and have "hundreds of thou
sands" of deployments,
according to Opswat.

The report found that 42
percent of the market is
composed of free utili ties.
"It would appear that end
users have as much faith in
the ability of free antivirus
applications to keep them

secure as they do paid anti
virus, " the report says .
Free programs ranked as
the top four security soft
ware deployments , as fo l
lows: Avast Free Antivirus
at 11.45 percent; Avira Anti
Vir Personal Free Antivirus
at 9.19 percent; AVG Anti
Virus Free at 8.6 percent;
and Microsoft's Security
Essentials at 7 .48 percent.
Ruggero Cantu, principal
research ana lyst with Gart
ner, says the figures are not
surprising. Free products
are more likely to be popu
lar in a recession, while
advanced users looking for
more features are willing to
pay for that kind of software.

-Jcrwry Kirk

How Secure Is My Password? Let's Check
There are t wo kinds of passwords: those that you don't care about
and those t hat really, really need to be secure. But how can you
tell whether the password that protects your life savings is strong
enough to repe l a serious hacker? HowSecureisMyPassword.net
is one too l that can help you figure it out. Enter something lame,
like Fredl5, and you 'll find that a desktop PC would hack it in 3
minutes. On the other hanc, NiTtFaGm2CtTaOtP would take rough
ly 151 trillion years to crack (of course, it takes about half that long
to enter) . Test various combinations, and you should soon arrive at
a good balance between security and conve nience in a password.
howsecureismypassword .net
SHORTFORM.TV BRINGS SOME of the best Web videos-such as this

Paper.li: Sedate Twitter

one about gangst er hamsters-Into on e site, in continuous streams.

Paper.li is a Twitter-based service that violates everything that's

18

supposed to be great about Twitter- yet it's oddly effective. Paper.ti

Shortform.tv: PC TV

takes a Tw itter feed, search. or topic; scou rs all the related tweets;

On the scale of unrelenting toil, finding good Web videos is hardly

and creates a newspaper-style digest of all the articles that are

comparable to. say. working in the plant that makes your iPhone.

linked within those tweets. The service has one big catch, though:

Still, you do have to watch a lot of junk to find a few video gems.

Like dead-tree newspapers, the Paper.li digests are updated only

Shortform.tv picks some of th e best online efforts, arranges them

once a day. So much for the famous immediacy of Twitter news.

in channels, and lets you watch them one after another without

But if you're not inclined to follow your Twitter feed obsessive ly,

having to jump from site to site. Never has watching gangster

Paper.ti's summaries can be a conven ient way to catch up. paper.ti

hamsters rap about toaster cars been so easy! shortform.tv
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EXPERIENCE THAT DELIVERS 7 TIMES MORE RELIAf:llllTY ... "
THAN THE INDUSTRY AVERAGE.
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Does Jailbreaking Still Make Sense with iOS 4.0?
THE NEW iOS 4- formerly iPhone OS-brings
a slew of great features to the iPhone and the
iPod Touch. Multitasking, home-screen wall
papers, and app folders are all features that

20

The new features in Apple's
mobile operating system may
not end iPhone jailbreaking.

l

New Spec

jailbreak users have been enjoying for a long
time. Now that they're officially part of the OS,

yet to see whether Apple has adopted further

to Boost
Bluetooth

are there any reasons to continue hacking your

measures to thwart unlocking on the iPhone 4.

'Obsolete' Hardware

Don't think the App Store has quite enough

A NEW LOW-ENERGY spec
ification for Bluetooth that
should greatly expand the
wireless technology's pres
ence has been finalized, a
standards group announced.
"Some of these new low
energy devices [that the spec
will make possible] will be
able to operate for years on
just a tiny, button-sized bat
tery," Bluetooth Special
Interest Group executive
director Mike Foley wrote in
his blog. ''The ability to run
on such a miniscule amount
of power-as little as 10 per
cent of the energy used by
Classic Bluetooth devices
will enable a host of new uses
for wireless products in
everything from sports and
fitness to healthcare and
home entertainment."
The new spec, called Blue
tooth Core Specification
Version 4.0, is li kely to be
adopted swiftly. In fact,
some observers predict that
it will grab half the market
within five years.
How soon are gizmos that
incorporate Bluetooth 4.0
going to arrive on retailers'
shelves? According to Foley,
the first devices should start
arriving this fall, "with a flood
expected in 2011."
- John P. Mello J1:

If you have an iPhone 3G. you may have been

apps? Cydia. the unofficial app store available

saddened to hear that iOS 4 would not be bring

only to jailbreakers, might be just the thing for

I PCWORLD.COM
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iPhone hardware, including the 3GS; we have

iPhone? We think there are-as outlined below.

More Apps, Please!

ing any of the new multitasking goodness to
your device. Apple claims that the
3G's old ARM6 processor is not
capable of running multitask
ing. But as jailbreakers have
known for a wh ile, the

you. Cydia contains thousands of apps that
won't be approved by Apple anytime
soon. Sometimes this translates
into unstable apps with weird
user interfaces; but in many
cases. Cydia apps deliver

iPhone 3G has always been

functionality that Apple

perfectly capable of run

chooses to block. With iOS

ning multiple apps simulta

4 (especially if you have a

neously, albeit with a hack.

3GS), there are definitely

Now that iOS 4 is out and

fewer apps to jailbreak for,

the Dev Team has already creat
ed jailbreak too ls for the new firm
ware, iPhone 38 users willing to tinker are

but as long as Apple hand-picks
the apps to be sold in its store, a
niche for alternatives will exist. Dying for

comfortably running the 3GS version of iOS,

Flash (and don't care about stability or battery

bringing Apple's own slick multitasking inter

life)? Jailbreaking is still your only recourse.

face to their "obsolete" hardware. I'm fairly

-Mike Keller

certain it won 't run as well as on the 3GS or
iPhone 4 (and I wonder about the effect on

iPad and Velcro-a Great Team

battery life). Such considerations could partly

Speaking of iGadgets, iPad owner Jesse Rosten

explain why Apple wants users to experience

devised some clever uses for the iPad. with the

multitasking on faster devices. All the same,

help of a little Velcro. Just slap one side of

Apple's stance sure smells as if it has more to

some industrial-strength Velcro to the back

do with an interest in selling new hardware.

of your iPad and slap the other side onto any
thing that you please (for easy transportation

The AT&T Problem

from one place to another): on your wall to dis

Have an iPhone but think that AT&T is just the

play photos; on the dashboard of your ca r or

pits? Join the club. Even Steve Jobs took a

motorcycle to display GPS navigation; or on the

couple of well-deserved jabs at the carrier

top of your oven for play-along cooking videos.

giant during his iPhone 4 announcement. It's a

Jesse's video- which got posted on Apple's

little disappointing that the Apple/AT&T exclu

site- shows these and some other really cre

sivity agreement has seemingly been extended,

ative uses for putting the two together. Check

but fear not! If you are willing to hack your

out the video at find.pcworld.com/70338.

phone (thereby voiding your warranty) , unlock

- James Mulroy •

ing your iPhone can bring you to potentially
greener pastures- in the form of a carrier such

Visit the GeekTech blog at go.pcworld.com/geek

as T-Mobile. Unlocking works on all existing

tech for more hacks. tips, and hardware news.
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Don't live in fear online.
Even the most vicious attacks
are no match for BitDefender.

Proactivel personalized protection.
../ Stops Viruses and Spyware Cold
../ Proactively Blocks New Threats
../ Optimized for Maximum PC Performance
../ Safeguards Your Identity Online

Defend Your Digital World. Find out how at

www.bitdefender.com/PCWorld
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OCZ SSDs not only
deliver a more responsive
PC experience, but provide a cooler,
quieter, and more durable solution compared to
mechanical hard drives. With our SSD expertise we've
designed the fastest bang-for-the-buck drives on the market,
making the choice an easy one.
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Consumer Watch
Google Is Ginormous: Why You Should Care
BY TOM SPRING

faces a criminal investigation over the matter), and carried
over to this country. Two U.S. citizens have filed a class
IFYOU HAVE a Google e-mail account, use Google search,
action lawsuit against Google, accusing it of violating federal
and see online ads served by Google's DoubleClick, the com
privacy and data-acquisition laws by collecting parts of docu
pany probably knows more about you than you might like.
ments, e-mail messages, video , audio, and VoIP information
We trust Google with a vast quantity of data-from search
being sent over networks scanned by Google's Street View
history (Web History) to e-mail
cars. The plaintiffs seek up to
(Gmail) to physical location
The search giant's burgeoning portfolio now
$10,000 for each time that
(Latitude) to, perhaps , health
encompasses health care. wireless, Web
Google collected data from
records (Google Health) . And
based business apps. and social networks.
unprotected hotspots, accord
therein lies a privacy paradox.
ing to court documents .
Yet many of us give Google a
Google acknowledged the
pass when it comes to the mas
snafu, said it hadn't known it
sive amounts of data it collects
was collecting the extra data
on us and stores on its servers.
until recently, and promised to
For one thing, it's a likeable
delete the information. Mean
brand with dozens of free con
while, privacy groups such as
sumer services such as Google
EPIC (the Electronic Privacy
Earth, Picasa photo editing
Information Center) have
software and image hosting,
asked the ITC to investigate
and Google Docs. In return for
the way Google collects data .
using them, we agree to give
Google bits of our personal
Privacy Flubs on Parade
information, which it uses to
Last February, when Google
follow us around the Web and
launched its Google Buzz so
cial network, privacy advocates
send us targeted ads .
Over the past mont hs we've
blasted the company for expos
glimpsed the ugly side of our
ing Gmail contacts when users
opted in to the service.
bargain with Google: privacy
related lawsuits, formal com
Referring to the Google Buzz
plaints to the Federal Trade
controversy, Google cofound
Commission by various advocacy groups, and rumors of on
er Sergey Brin told the company's developers conference in
May, "We .screwed up, and I'm not making excuses about it. "
going or impending Department of Justice antitrust scrutiny.
Earlier, Google had apologized when researchers found that
the company could see and record what users typed in the
Google's Latest Intrusive Oversight
Chrome browser's Omnibox address/search bar- along with
In May, Google admitted that its Street View cars were col
their IP address- before they pressed <Enter>. Even before
lecting sensitive personal information from unencrypted
2004, a privacy uproar arose over Google's Desktop Search.
wireless networks as well as harvesting photos of the world's
Last April, privacy commissioners from Canada, Germany,
roadways. A privacy uproar erupted in Germany, where the
the United Kingdom, and seven other countries sent a let- »
inadvertent snooping was discovered (and where Google

I

For a mind map of Google's many-tentacled empire, see "Google Is
Ginormous-But Is That Bad?" (find.pcworld.com/70358). For details
about the earlier Chrome controversy, see find.pcworld .com/70359.
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ter to Google expressing co ncern over
the company's privacy practices. The
letter blamed Google for "willfully" dis
regarding privacy laws in many coun
tries when roll ing out Google Buzz.
Dedicated Googlers equipped with a
Google Buzz account, a Nexu s One
phone, and a netbook have given
Google enough data to pinpoint their
identities, lunches, and weekend plans.

Hulu and Pandora: Worth the Upgrade?
Pandora and Hulu now offer premiu m
I'VE BEEN A fan of Pandora
subscription services t hat promise
Radio since it launched in
superior quality and more content.
2000, but the growing num
ber of ads interrupting my
statio ns is annoying. One such ad told me
play. For me, Pandora One's va lue doesn 't
that I could avoid the ads if I upgraded to
justify the expense. If you're curious

l

In Google's case, problems often
arise over unintentional privacy breach

Pandora One-by buying a year's subscrip
tion. Does spending the money make more

es. And sometimes Google has no con
trol over what it shares ab out you. For
instance, Google says that it received
10,000 requests for user data from gov
ernment agencies in the six months

sense than ignori ng or muting the ads?
Similarly, video streamer Hulu touts bet

ending on December 31, 2009.

the cost. (For a Hulu Plus ha nd s-on by my
colleague Melissa Perenson, see page 14.)

ter audio/video qua lity and more content
with its s ubscri ption service. I took both
offerings for a spin to see if they're worth

Can You Ditch Google?
Today Google has 178 million Gmail
users , according to ComScore, and mil
lions more use everyday services such

J

Features: Pandora One
($36/year) delivers ad

Hulu Plus
Features: Hulu Plus ($10/month) offers
HO-quality video and lets you watch every
episode in the current season of top shows
from ABC, NB C, and Fox. The free version
limits you to the five most recent episodes.
The premium service also gives access to
a bigger library of past seasons
of current and discontinued
shows; you can watch on
your iPhone, iPad, iPod
Touch, Samsung TV
or Blu-ray player, or
Sony PlayStation 3.
Support for the

house, thanks to owning DoubleClick,
one of the biggest online adverti sers.
I believe that Google is protecting my
identity when the information it uses

free playback, higher
quality audio (192
kbps), and unlimited
listening (you can
use the free service
for no more than 40

to send me targeted ads is not person

hours a month) . You

ally identifiable and when it tries to re
frain from ever identifying me by name.
I commend Google for offering an easy
to-understand Privacy Das hboard that
allows users to view all their Google
related privacy settings easily. It' s also
somewhat reassuring to know that
Google "anonym izes" its server logs ,
deleting cookies and users ' IP address

also get the Pandora
Desktop Application, which
you can customize with skins
and launch outside your browser.
There's also no daily skip limit with
Pandora One. With the free service, users
can skip songs (by givi ng them a 'Thumbs
Down', by skipping, or by clicking Tm
tired of this song') only 12 times per day

es every 18 months. But in the end, if

across all stations. The hourly six-skips

ple media devices, Hulu Plus is a dream
come true. And at $10 a month, it's pretty

Google has amassed a digital library of
all the Google-related things I do o n
line, it migh t as well have my name.
Google is on its way to transforming
the Web into a computing platform
that rivals Microsoft Windows . But if it
wants to avo id the backlas h Microsoft
endured when it was perceived as being
too big, Google should avoid missteps
that invite the " Big Brother" lab el.

per-station limit remains because of Pan
dora One's licenses with mu sic stud ios.
Assessment: The difference in audio
quality from Pandora to Pandora One is
noticeable, and I enjoyed having hours
and hours of playback without a single
advertisement. Using the browser-based
version is al ready very convenient, so I
didn 't use the Pandora Desktop app often.
The limit on skips per station each hour is

affordable. If you don't own a supported
product, however, you should hold off
un til Hulu adds more devices to its roster.
Also, if you're a Netflix member, you
probably won't get a lot out of Hulu Plus.
A lot of the older material on it (such as
Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Law & Order:
SVU) is already on Netfli x Watch Instant
ly. And finally, if you r favorite shows are
on Comedy Central, CBS, or the CW, fo r

PCWorld comribuior Daniel lo11escu helped
with this repon.

unfortunate (te n per hour wou ld be bet
ter), as Pandora's Music Genome Project
can be a bit random in what it decides to

get Hulu Plus: It doesn't s upport them.
Hulu offers free one-week tri als of Plus,
but you have to request an invitation.

as Google Maps and Google Search.
Google is also an advertising power
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Pandora One

about upgrad ing, you can subscribe to a
24-hour free trial-no strings attached.
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Microsoft Xbox 360,
Sony and Vizio TVs
and Blu-ray players, and
other devices is coming.
Unlike Pandora One, Hulu Plus
is still riddled with annoying ads, which
are up to a minute long and so metimes
repeat two or three times in the course of
a single episode. It's a drag.
Assessment: For TV addicts with mu lti

Consumer Watch

I PURCHASED THE RegWork Windows Registry cleaner online but lost
my Internet connection before I could download it. The only way to get
the download was to pay another $30. I registered a complaint with Pay
Pal and was told that I would get a refund, but the PayPal withdrawal
from my checking account showed up on my bank statement, and the re
fund never did. When I e-mailed RegWork, the company said that it had
issued a refund more than two months prior. Can you help?
Ron Morga11, Nonh Olmsted, Ohio
DYS responds: A RegWork representative

started working to resolve the problem.

told us that the company had reversed

The case manager directed him to a cou

Morgan's charge. To follow up, the rep

ple of Websites to run virus scans. One of

then asked ClickBank, RegWork's pay

the new scans discovered an infection,

ment processor, to investigate. The Click

which Klapchar removed, and the graph

Bank investigator subsequently con

ics problem hasn't reappeared .

firmed that the refund had been issued.

If you believe that a company is giving

When we asked Morgan for copies of

you the runaround, call cu stomer service

any correspondence he'd had with Pay

and ask to speak to a supervisor. Because

Pai, he couldn't find any, so he checked

tech support reps are expected to com

his PayPal account-and discovered a

plete calls quickly (without hanging up on

530 credit there. PayPal hadn't sent the

customers), your tenacity will push them

money to Morgan's checking account.

to find the answer to your question.

According to the PayPal site, refunds are
credited to a customer's credit card if the
person used a credit card for the original
payment. However. if the customer used
another funding source, as Morgan did,
the cred it goes to the person 's PayPal
balance-not to the funding source.

If yo u're waiting for a refund and the
vendor says that you should already have
received it. try to think of other places
where the funds might have landed-and
check there. Also, if you're considering
using PayPal to purchase a product
online, make sure that you review its dis
pute and refund policies in advance.

Discouraging Delays

Comarco, acting in cooperation with the

Brian Klapchar of Garner, North Carolina,

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commis

contacted us when he couldn't get a

sion, recalled about 507,000 Targus Uni

definitive answer regarding a graphics

versal Wall Power Adapters for Laptops

problem with his fairly new HP Pavilion

(only certain models of the adapters are

Elite HPE-llOt desktop PC. Over a three

affected; for details, see www.regcen .com/

month period, various HP tech support

comarcorecall). Faulty w iring can cause

reps told him that his case had been

the connector tips to heat. posing a burn

escalated. Each time, the rep would

hazard. Consumers should immediately

assure Klapchar that he would be hear

stop using these adapters and contact

ing from someone soon. He didn't.

Comarco to receive a free refurbished

After we talked to Hewlett-Packard, a
case manager contacted Klapchar and
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Comarco Power Adapter
Recall Notification
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replacement. For more information, call
Comarco toll-free at 877/ 781-5186.

Sony Issues
Major Recall of
VAIO Laptops
SONY HAS ANNOUNCED a recall of
535 ,000 of its VAIO laptop computers
following reports of problems with
overheating that have caused system
damage, and might cause injury. If you
own a VAIO laptop, you should verify
whether your machine is part of the
recall, and then take the steps neces
sary to get the problem resolved.
The heat management system in the
BIOS of affected VAIO laptops is not
functioning properly, which can cause
the system to run hot. The BIOS for the
VAIO laptops was developed by a com
pany other than Sony, and customized
for Sony by yet another company; how
ever, Sony tested it on the VAIO plat
form prior to making it available.
Sony has received nearly 40 reported
cases ofVAIO laptops overheating to
the point where the casing became
deformed . Though there have been no
reports of fires or burns resulting from
the overheating issue, Sony warns that
such dangerous outcomes are possible.
To deal with the problem, Sony has
developed a firmware update for the
BIOS. Sony is directing customers who
own affected VAJO laptops to apply the
update in order to eliminate the threat
of overheating. In its recall statement,
Sony also recommends that "If you
have any questions or need additional
assistance with the firmware update
installation, call Sony technical support
at 866/496-7669 for assistance."

-To1ry Bradley •

Windows®. Life without Walls'".
Fujitsu recommends Windows.

LIFEBOOK
TABLET PC.
GET IN TOUCH
TODAY.

cP

FUJITSU

LIFEBOOK T900 TABLET PC

Your ultimate mobile meeting tool. The LifeBook®
T900 is an ultra-versatile lightweight tablet PC for the
professional user. When teamed with Genuine Windows®7
Professional, you 'll be able to stay connected, stay productive and
stay in touch. With the LifeBook T900 multi-touch screen you can
either work with your fingers or with the patented multifunctional pen.

www.shopfujitsu.com

Fujitsu, the Fujitsu logo and LifeBook are trademaiks or registered trademarks of Fujitsu Limited in the United States and other countries. Microsoft. Windows, and Life without Walls are trademarks
or registered trademaiks of Microsoft Corporation In the United States and other countr1es. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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The Plum Card®from American Express OPEN gives Kristen Cox
a 1.5% Early Pay Discount O R a Defer Pay Option each month.
From LAN wires co wireless services, Kristen Cox puts all the expenses for her growing
company on the Plum Card. Ir lets her choose each month between getting che 1.5% Early
Pay Discount or getting up to 2 mont11s co pay without inceresc. Kristen chooses che discount
each month and gets t110usands back for her business. Money that has let her open a new
location - without taking on debt.

Start .

Booming.
1-866-620-PLUM

open.com/ plum

Payyour balaoce in full within 1Odays of the statement closing date and get a1.5% discount on virtually all purchases made that month.The di&:eunt will appear as acredit on the follO\'ling billing
statement Pay 10% of the balaoce from reN activity on your billing statement plus the entire amount of any previoosly deferred payrrent or amounts pastdue by the "Please Pay By Date" on that statement
and youcanextend payrrent on the rest until the closing date of 'tl)ur next billing cycle without penalty.Visit open.com/plum for details. ©2010 AmericanExpress Bank.FSB. All rights reserved. POO

Business Center
IPv6 Is Coming-What You Need to Know

l

Failing to plan for the new Internet protocol
could cause your business t o miss its benefits
and to su ffer higher costs and painful outages .

An IPv6 address (in hexadecimal)

200l:ODB8:AClO:FEOl:OOOO:OOOO:OOOO:OOOO

+-JL-~++

r - - - i r - - - i ,-----, ,-----,

BY CURTIS FRANKLIN

200l:ODB8:AC10:FE01:

~~~

Zeroes can be eLiminated

+

i

THE INTERN ET PROMISES unli mited connectivity, but the
0010000000000001;0000110110111000;1010110000010000; 1111111000000001 :
current address ing plan, in place since the late 1970s, is run
0000000000000000;0000000000000000;0000000000000000;0000000000000000
ning out of open addresses, and a new scheme called 1Pv6 is
being put in place to power the Net's next stage of growth .
IPV6 ADDRESSES WILL use a 128-bit, hexadecimal format that will
For small businesses that plan ahead, the shift can enhance
allow billions of additional addresses on the ever-expanding Internet.
computing security, reliability, and performance. But waiting
now may mean costly equipment updates to avoid outages.
1Pv6-era routers and firewalls will provide more-secure con
Internet Protoco l version 4 (1Pv4) , created almost 30 years
nectio ns for business computers , and 1Pv6 will allow greater
ago, formats Internet addresses in a quartet of numbers, such
security and performance for business-critical apps .
as 70.42.185.10. (111is 32-bit address space allows around 4 bil
lion possi ble addresses- a number we're rapid ly approaching.)
First Steps
URLs , such as www.pcworld.com, are converted into these nu
Small bus inesses will have to ens ure t hat all network equip
meric IP addresses by a Domain Name System (DN S) server.
ment and sofrware is ready for 1Pv6 at the switchover t ime.
Planning ahead will hel p prevent interru ptions. It will also
In 1998, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Nu mbers (ICAN N) ratifie d a
allow you to buy eq uipment
1lli Local Area Connection Properties
new Internet protocol, 1Pv6.
and services at negotiated
It shifts to a 128-bit IP
prices rather than on an
address space (each broken
emergency basis.
Connect using:
into hexadecimal groups),
Building a checklist of every
oj Maive!J Yukon 88E8038 PCl·E Fast Ethernet Controller
providing some 340 undecil
piece of network equipment
lion (340 times 10 to the 36th
and researching its 1Pv6 capa
Corligure...
bility is a solid first step. Dis
power) possible addresses.
tinguish between systems
with 1Pv6 "transition" capa
IPv6 Benefits
bil ities and those with full,
A certain level of security will
buil t-in 1Pv6 compliance that
be baked into the protocol.
yo u' ll want for the long run.
1Pv6 carries capabilities for
If yo ur small business uses
veri fying addresses and
the
Internet mostly for e-mail
known identities, and estab
Prop.::1tes
~~ln_st_a_ll.._.~~J '~~-Un_l_nm_a_ll~~J 1
and instant messaging, mak
lishing trust between routers.
Description
ing sure equipment is 1Pv6
This means, for example, that
Allows your computer to access resources on a Microsoft
network.
compatible should suffice.
it should become harder for
criminals to mount "address
SUPPORT FOR 1Pv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) Is part of the net
But if you've begun building
cloud apps or if you have »
work services package for versions of Windows from XP onward.
spoofing" e-mail attacks.

The Internet is expected to run out of IPv4 addresses as early as next
year (see find.pcworld.com/70339 ). Will ISPs migrate directly to
IPv6-or use workarounds instead? See find.pcworld.com/70340 .
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complex online workings, planning now
may prevent Internet outages later.
The major points of concern are your
ISP ; yo ur netwo rk infrastructure; and
servers, workstations, and devices. ISP
issues are largely out of your hands .
When the ISP and network infrastruc
ture are IPv6-capable, workstations and
servers should hop on board. At the
device level, current Windows, Linu x,
and Mac operating systems can work
with IPv6 addresses and networking.
The network infrastructure is where
most businesses will have major issues .

Internal Infrastructure
If yo ur company purchased equipment
for its network in the past two years
anything from routers to fax machines
-it's likely to be 1Pv6-capable. Equip
ment between two and five years old
may have some 1Pv6 capabilities. If the
gear is more than five years old, how
ever, its readiness will be in question.
Check a product's administration
program and look for 1Pv6 features, or
ask each of your vendors about existing
or upgraded 1Pv6 capabilities, and begin
to plan software or firmware updates .
Even if your infrastructure or ISP is
not 1Pv6-capable, it may begin working
with 1Pv6 addresses from wo rkstations
or servers using one of the available
1Pv4-to-[Pv6 transition protocols-but
that's no t a long-term so lution because
of secu rity and stability concerns .
You must check firewa ll s, intrusion
prevention systems, DNS servers, and
other security and service appliances
for 1Pv6 compliance. A firewall can easi
ly block 1Pv6 protocols , and DHCP
servers will have to be 1Pv6-capable in
order to serve 1Pv6 addresses.
Once your company begins to look at
IPv6, you can use certain Websites and
services to see whether 1Pv6 connectiv
ity exists. Google and YouTube, for ex
am ple, have-1Pv6 pages (at ipv6.google.com
and ipv6.youtube.corn, respectively) for
new protocol searching and surfing; if
your network lacks 1Pv6 capability, your
browser won't be able to access them.
In short, start taking inventory now.
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Collaborate in Real Time With Google Docs
GOOGLE DOCS provides
This Web-based productivity platform
small and medium-size
can be a real boon to small businesses.
businesses with a cost
Spreadsheets: Collaboration works
effective. Web-based office productivity
much as it does in Docs: Up to 200 users
platform. Teams, peers, and partners can
can share a spreadsheet file, and as
collaborate online in rea l time.
many as 50 can work together simu ltane
With the rece nt launch of Microsoft
ously. Also as in Docs, the names of cur
Office 2010 and the accompanying Office
rently active collaborators appear at the
Web Apps. Microsoft. too, now lets you
top of the screen, and clicking the arrow
work with documents in the cloud. But
unveils a pane for real- time chat.
Google is virtually synonymous with the
A small colored square next to each
Web and thus has the adva ntage when it
comes to such online collaboration.
name gives each user's designated color.
Whatever cell a user is editing will have a
Here is a brief overview of the four dif
box surrounding it with that user's as
ferent Google Docs applications and their
signed color, so that
real-time collabora
people can easily iden
tion features.
tify which user is edit
Documents: Once a
docume nt is created,
ing which cell.
ot her users who have
Presentations: Up to
access to th e file can
200 differen t users can
share Presentations
view and edit it. In the
files as well. but only
most current version
of Google Docs, a doc
10 editors. rather than
50, can work on them
ument can be shared
simultaneously.
with up to 200 individ
Capabilities such as seeing changes in
uals, and as many as 50 users can work
on it simulta neously. If two users are
real time and opening a chat mode are
ed iting the sa me document at the same
the sa me as in the other applications.
time, a box at the top of the screen will
Drawings: Google Drawings is the new
comer to the Docs lineup: it provides fea
list the current collaborators.
Users viewing or working with the doc
tures and capabilities similar to those of
ument will be able to see all edi ts and
Microsoft Visio. Up to 50 simultaneous
additions in real time as they are typed.
collaborators can work on the same file .
Obviously, the potential exists for two col
Drawings also has chat capability.
However, when using Drawings, online
laborators to ed it the exact same text at
collaborators see changes only when
the same time. Google. however, closely
monitors the time stamp of each edit to
those changes are completed. not as they
apply them in the appropriate order.
happen. If a user cancels a drawing
action before completing it. none of the
Sensibly. Google also provides a chat
capability so users can communicate
other editors will see the cancellation.
with one another as they collaborate.
Google Docs is nowhere near as robust
(You click the arrow to the right of the
and feature-rich as Microsoft Office-but
many people consider Office to be bloat
names at the top of the screen to open a
pane where you can chat with other users ed with unnecessary features. For simple
currently editing the document.) Besides
documents. spreadsheets. presentations,
providing instant feedback on changes
and drawings, Google Docs is more than
made, the chat mode lets collaborators
sufficient: and for real-time online collab
coordinate effort and prevent conflicts.
oration, Google sets the bar.
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Business Center
TECH AUDIT
Manufacturer Boosts Productivity and Morale With IT Overhaul
ARGUS MACHINE COMPANY has made custom parts and pipeline
threading in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. for oil and gas fields since
1958. But in three buildings totaling 100,000 square feet, unreli

How a maker of industrial equipment improved
productivity and reduced costs via IT upgrades.

L

able, piecemeal technology was frustrating some 100 employees.
Workers in Argus's plants rely on software t hat instructs manu
facturing and assembly machines, but frequent network outages
forced employees to upload commands manually. causing delays.
Staff in sales, marketing, accounting, and administration cou ld not
easily access the corporate intranet. electronic documents, or the
printing, e-mail, and accounting systems.
The exi sting technology mixed Hewlett-Packard tower servers,
an IBM e-series blade chassis, and an old VMware ESX 3.0 server
with only 2GB of RAM and four memory-starved virtual machines.

A STORAGE-AREA NETWORK (SAN) server such as this Dell Equal

A broken Microsoft Exchange server with 2GB of RAM constantly

Logic PSSOOOE iSCSI unit is a must f or VMware environments.

swapped ou t to the hard drive for extra memory. The main server
room overheated, sapping equipment's power and life expectancy.
Also in the mix: unmanaged 100-mbps ethernet network switch
es, a no-name firewall, and one overloaded uninterruptible power
supply. Employees had no idea whether data was backed up, and
they wrote over unlabeled tapes that were already full. An old PBX
phone system couldn't even tra nsfer ca lls to other locations.

We expanded the three blades to 16GB of RAM and turned them
into VMware ESX v4 servers using the iSCSI NAS systems. Next,
we converted the physical servers to the virtual environment.
With the purchase of a VMware vSphere v4 Essentials Bundle and
the existing IBM blades. Argus had a high-performing, scalable
server infrastructure backed up wi l h Vizioncore vRanger software.
The vSphere package fea tures three ESX servers with dual proces

The Solution

sors in each. VMware Virtual Center software manages the virtua l

Argus had some nice pieces, such as the IBM blade chassis and

ized server environment. We upgraded the entire network using

blade servers. but we wanted to upgrade the rest of their IT infra

Dell PowerConnect 5448 Managed Gigabit Ethernet switches.

structure. To limit interruptions and expenses, we staged some five
miniupgrades and test periods over six months.
We had Arg us buy both Thecus N8800 and Qnap TS-809U-R P

The

Payoff

Once the overhaul was done, the company in stantly received posi

iSCSI network-attached storage (NAS) uni ts. consolidating stor

tive staff feedback. Argus moved from a constant fire- fighting

age whi le increasing and distributing space among servers. In

mentality to growth in an expanding IT department, and manage

addition, Argus eventually bought a Dell Equallogic PSSOOOE

ment regained trust in its IT infrastructure.

iSCSI SAN (storage area network) server-a must-have compo

Plant workers enjoyed reliability on computer-controlled jobs in

nent for any VMware environment of the type that Argus uses

their shops, with almost no downtime. Office workers could access

and migrated the Thecus and Qnap NAS devices to backup duty.

fi les and e-mail, printing, and other tools, no longer bumping into
delays and taking forced coffee breaks. Data security increased, and
Argus saved time and money in the long run.
The compa ny has since made further upgrades and enhance
ments, such as a Voice-over-IP phon e system that the new net
work easily supports. Argus has also established a private extranet
site that business clients can use to access secure, up-to-date
information online. Clients can find current information on invento
ry and the status of work orders at any time, instead of asking
someone at Argus to dig up the data. Rather th an being regarded
as a big expense·, tech nology is helping to drive new sales.

-Daoid Papp, Microrck Co1porario11
If you ore on IT consultant serving the small- to midsize-business
market and would like to learn how you con contribute to PCWorld
Tech Audit. send moil to techoudit@pcworld.com.e
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Windows®. Life without Walls'M .
Acer recommends Windows 7.

TravelMate
TAILORED FOR YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
Acer® TravelMate®5740
• Intel<!> Core'" i5-450M Processor
• Genuine Windows"' 7 Professional
• 4G B DDR3 SDRAM, 250GB 1 hard drive
• 15.6" display
TM5740-6291 (LX.TVF03.069)

$799

Acer Aspire 5741
• Intel® Core'w i3-350M Processor
• Genuine Windows® 7 Home Premium
AS5741 -5698 (LX.PW002 .037)

$619

Acer GD235HZ bid___
•
•
•
•
•

23.6" w ide TFT LCD
3D ready 5
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°1160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVI, HDMI'" (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• Tilt adjustment
(ET. UGSHP.001)

·-1I

, Acer D240H bmidp
•
•
•
•
•
•

24" wide TFT LCD
Digital photo-fram e function
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000:1 dynam ic contrast ratio
170°1160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
VGA, DVI (HDCP) , HDMI'", USB signal
connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• Two 2.0W integrated speakers
• 1GB' storage
• CompactFlashz, Secure Digital card reader
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.FDOH P.001 )

$325

~~~~e~~~~HL bmdrz •
•
•
•
•

White LED backlight
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/ 160" horizontal/vertical viewing angles
VGA, OVI (HOCP) . four USB
signal connectors
• 250 cdlm' brightness
• Sms response time
• Two 2.0W integrated speakers
• Height, pivot, tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.FB3LP.002)

$299

-1
Faster.
Smarter.

Windows®. Life without WallsTM
.
Acer recommends Windows 7.
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All feature ultra-powerful processors and
graphics, 16:9 HD screens, Dolby® Home Theater®
v3 or Dolby® Sound Room® and an HDMI"' 1.3 port,
yet each is only about one-inch thin. 6
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Acer® Aspire®5820
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More than 8 hours4 of excellent
performance in a thin and light design

The Aspire TimelineX is a family of ultra-slim
yet extremely powerful laptops ranging from the
incredibly compact 11.6" and 13.3" models up
to the super-sleek 14.0" and 15.6" versions.

1

II

--·---~·"',

Intel®Core'" i3-350M Processor

! • Genuine Windows®7 Home Premium
4GB DDR3 SDRAM, 320GB 1 hard drive
•Acer CineCrystal 15.6" display
AS5820T-5951 (LX.PTG02.111)

The original Aspire Timeline series was the first to break the 8-hour battery life barrier
and the Aspire TimelineX matches that and adds excellent power straight out of the box.
With Aspire TimelineX, power and battery life are no longer incompatible. One push
of the PowerSmart button and the Aspire TimelineX transforms into a true all-day
companion, or a supremely powerful entertainment device.

l§S§HD

Acer® Aspire® 1830
• Intel® Core'" i3-330UM Processor
., • Genuine Windows® 7 Home Premium
• 3GB DDR3 SDRAM, 250GB' hard drive
• Acer CineCrystal 11.6" display
AS1830T-3505 (LX.PTV02.034)

$599' '

Faster.
Smarter.

Acer Aspire X3950
• lntel11 Core'" i3-540 Processor
• Genuine Windows11 7 Home Premium
AX3950-U2042 (PT.SE602.016)

$599

'

Acer S243HL bmii
•
•
•
•
•

24" wide TFT LCD
White LED backlight
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
8,000.000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA, two HDMI'" (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 250 cdlm' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 2.0W integrated speaker
• Till adjustment
(ET.FS3LP.001)

Acer P5271
• DLP" JD-ready professional projector'
• XGA (1024 x 768) native resolution
• 4,000-hour lamp life (economy mode)
• 31 00 ANSI iumens (standard mode)
• 3000: 1 contrast ratio
• 2X digital zoom
~'
..~r
(EY.J8701 .008)

•'° r

$849

' - ----

~

-

-·

• Intel Core"' i5-650 Processor
• Genuine Windowsti 7 Professional
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 500GB 1 SATA hard drive
VX498G-Ui5650C (PS.VAW03.002}

$699
Acer Veriton X498G
• Intel"' Core'" i3-540 Processor
• Genuine Windows"' 7 Professional
• 2GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB 1 SATA hard drive
VX498G-Ui3540C (PS.VAW03.001 )

$599

Acer T230H bmidh
•
•
•
•
•
•

23" wide TFT LCD
Touch-screen capable•
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000: 1 dynamic contrast ratio
160' /160' horizontal/vertical viewing angles
VGA. DVI (HDCP). HOM!'" signal connectors

$349

• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 1.5W integrated speaker
• Height, till and swivel adjustments
(ET.VTO HP001)

Faster.
Smarter.

1

Windows®. Life without Walls
Acer recommends Windows 7.

M.

TravelMate
-.1mE:L-l~E:

TRAVELMATE TIMELINE
WORK SMARTER, TRAVEL LIGHTER
Acer® TravelMate® 8572
• Intel® Core"' i5 Processor
• Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
• Downgrade right to
Windows® XP Professional 3
• 14.0" display, 1366 x 768 resolution
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB 1 hard drive
•Integrated Super-Multi drive

• 5-in-1 card reader
• 802.11 b/g/n WLAN, Bluetooth®,
gigabit LAN, V.92 modem
•Integrated webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• Optional port replicator available
•One-year limited warranty2

U~Thin

Faster.
Smarter.
{

Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
The Acer notebooks and netbooks featured in tl'is insert come with a one-year standard limited warranty.' For extra protection and peace or mind. consider <he Total Protection Upgrade. which covers the
cost of a replacement unit if, as detennined by /IC.er, your covered notebook o r netbook cannot be repaired. On· site service Is available. too, for Travel Mate notebooks. 1

2-Year Extension of Limited Wanranty (146.AB820.EX2)
For Ace< Notebooks and Netbooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty

$99
2-Year Extension of Limited Wanranty + 3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.AD077.002)
for Acer Notebooks and Netbooks with 1-Year l.inited Warranty (Total Protection Upgrade runs
concun-ently with limited warranty and limtted warranty extension.)

$199

2- Year Extension of Limited Wanranty + 3-Year Limited On-Site Service (146.AD362-001)
for Trave!Mate Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty (On-site seivice runs concurrently with
limited warranty and limited warranty extension.)
$149
2-Yenr Extension of Limited Warranty+ 3-Year Limited On-Site Service+
3-Year To tal Protection Upgrade (146.AD362-002)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty (On-site setVice and Total Protection
Upgrade run concurrently with limited warranty and limited warranty extension.)
$299

' When rafooing to storage copacrty, 1B stands !0< o ttlC>JSalid gigabytes and GB stands !0< one billion byles. 5"'ne utikties may 1ndicote varying sto-age copaaties.
Total user-accessible capacity may vary depend1119 on operaling environments.
' For a free copy o f the standard limited w arranty end ·users should see a reseller where Al:.ef products are sold o r write to Acer AJnenc a Corp:xalion . Warranty Department. P.O. Box 6 13i, Temple. TX 76503.
3
The alternate operating system can be installed !n place of, not in addition lo. the pre-loaded operaling system.
'Actual b<J.ttcry lifo varies by usage, senings. and o~ting conditions. The ~a+ hours battery life" claim is based on t..tob1 le M ork 2007 productivity benchmark test resJ!ts for tho Ac.er Aspire TimelineX.
Performance may vary depending on syslom conllguralton. For tes t result information visi t: acer.com/Ux _lest

' 30 content. 30 glasses and an appropnately equip1>3d PC ore also required to display 30 images.
• Heights range from 0.94- - 12•· 10< the Aspire 5820 to 1.0- - t. 1- !0< the Aspire 1830.
7
On·sile service appUes to the conlincotal U .S. and Caroda only and may not be available in all locations. In those areas ·.vhcro on·sito SCMCC IS proVJded. a technicl.lfl will be d ispatched. if necessary. fotlowiog efforts
to resolve the PfOblem by tefophooe support.
• Touch·screen capability roquires appropriato soltwmo installed on the PC connected 10 the display. This software does not come with the d splay.

ac.er

Acor America Corporation. All rights reserved. Pricing is effective from August I , 20 10 lhrough September 30. 2010. lnfo·matlon is subject to change without notice. Prices shown are
estimated :;troot prices and do not include tax or shipping. Retailer or reseller prices may vary. Product images are representations of some ol the models available and may vary from the model
you pur chase. Acer, the Acer logo, Aspire, TravelMate and Verllon are registered tradcmnrks of Acer Inc. Intel, tho Into! logo, Int el Core. rtnd Core Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation In the
U.S. nnd other countdes. Microsoft. Windows and lhe Windows logo are either reg istered lrademmks or trademarks of Microsoft Corpora:lon in the United States and/or other coun lrics. Other
names nnd b~:ind s mn:y be claimed as the property ol others.
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Security Alert
Big Headaches From Little Data Breaches
BY ROBERT VAMOSI

AT&T site did not lead directly to financial or personal data .
An exposed e-mail address might attract more spam, but
the ICC-ID by itself should be useless. However, speaking at
UNTIL EARLY JUNE, AT&T had an online tool that helped iPad
SOURCE Boston in April, Nick DePetrillo and Don A. Bailey
3G owners sign up for its mobile Wi-Fi service: Users typed in
the 19-digit serial number for their iPad's micro-SIM card, also
showed how ICC-IDs such as those employed by AT&T can
known as the ICC-ID (integrated circuit card identifier) , and
be used to guess the more important IMSI (International
the site returned the e-mail address that the owner had used to
Mobile Subscriber Identity) number for each account owner.
verify registration. AT&T used
Although it was specific to
Even a minor piece of data can reveal qu ite a attacking the GSM mobile
that address to populate a field
bit of personal information - but you can't
on the Web registration form .
phone network, DePetrillo and
expect to be notified about all such t hrea ts .
A group of researchers called
Bailey's talk (PDF at find .
Goatse Security spotted a flaw,
pcwo rl d.com/70348) showed
and made a script that random
how IMSJs could help to
ly generated and submitted
reveal the identity of the
ICC-ID numbers to the site
owner and other information.
(find.pcworld.com/70346). They
Notification Laws
got back over 114,000 e-mail
addresses, including those of
As of April, 46 states and three
U.S. territories have Jaws for
White House Chief of Staff
Rahm Emanuel and New York
noLificaLion of consumers
whose information may have
Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
been compromised in data
Goatse Security did not con
breaches, according to the
tact AT&T first, but they did
wait until it changed the site
National Conference of State
before providing the e-mail
Legislatures. (None specifically
add resses and serial numbers
cover leaks of SIM card data.)
to a Gawker.com editor, who
Alabama, Kentucky, New Mex
ico, and South Dakota do not
then disclosed the flaw.
Should such seemingly trivial
yet have such laws . No federa l
notification law exists, but one
leaks be subject to current data
breach notification laws? And
may be in the works. A federal
law specific to health-care data
if they should, just how serious
breaches (PDF at fi nd.p cwo rld.
is the threat of identity theft
when an attacker obtains an e-mail address and a serial number?
com/70349) became a reality as part of the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
Under current law, AT&T did not have to disclose the expo
sure of the addresses or serial numbers. Dorothy Attwood,
Most state laws mirror California's 2003 law SB1386, in
which "personal information" is defined as first and last
AT&T's chief privacy officer, said in an apology to customers
names, plus any combination of a Social Security number,
(fi nd.pcworld.com/70347) that Goatse "deliberately went to great
driver's license, account number, or credit or debit card
efforts with a random program to extract possible ICC-IDs and
capture customer e-mail addresses." She also stressed that the
number with a password or security code. Leaks of unen- »

r

Are you a Windows XP holdout who is committed to Service Pack 2?
Discover how to keep XP SP2 safe-now that Microsoft has stopped
releasing patches for that version-at find.pcworld .com/ 70356.
SEPTEMBER 201 0 PCWORLD . CDM
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Security Alert
crypted personal data must be disclosed
unless under law-enforcement investi
gation (in which case the disclosure can
be delayed) . Encrypted data is exempt.
A pending 2010 revision to the Cali
fornia law includes improvements that
other states have made, such as a des
cription of the data-breach event in the
notification letter, a copy of which

BUGS & FIXES

Microsoft and Adobe: More Monthly Patches
FIXES FOR THIS month
include a barrage of up

Plus: An update for Firefox introduces
safeguards again st plug-in crashes.

L

dates for many Microsoft
products. covering threats ranging from
remote code execution to data corruption.

Microsoft's Patch Tuesday release in
June consisted of ten updates that fixed

attacker to take control of the victim's
computer. Adobe Air versions 1.5.3.9130
and earlier for Windows. Mac. and Linux
are similarly vulnerable.
You can download the latest Flash
Player at find .pcwo rld.com/70329. Down

must go to the attorney general's office.

Multiple Microsoft Fixes
Arm Thyself
Though the law is currently playing
catch-up, consumers can take action
for themselves. The Federal Trade Com
mission 's site at fin d.pcworld.com/70350
tells how to guard against identity theft,
and wh at to do if you become a victim.
Additionally, the Fair and Accurate
Credit Transaction Act of 2003 allows
consumers to get one free credit report
from each of the three credit bureaus
annually. Sometimes the three reports

fi nd.pcworld.com/70330.
Adobe also released updates for Read 

One critical update resolves two flaws
that may allow remote execution of mali
cious code in Windows Media files, soft

er and Acrobat. The company recom

ware that delivers Web content. or
streaming media. Another
fixes two holes that could
allow remote code exe

tools , too. One is a fraud alert that

ActiveX control. The last
critical patch plugs six
holes in IE 6, 7. and 8.
Be sure to apply three "impor
tant" updates for Office and SharePoint.

freezing it. There is a fee to freeze and

f

load the newest version of Adobe Air at

cution through Internet

unfreeze your credit report; some states
waive the cost of a freeze if you have
been a victim of identity theft and can

42

34 vulnerabilities affecting Windows 2000
and later. Three updates are rated "criti
cal," and seven are rated "impo rtant."

have discrepancies; FACTA makes it
easier for consumers to resolve errors.
FACTA introduced consumer credit
requires anyone making an inquiry or
change to your credit report to contact
you first. A credit freeze, a more drastic
measure, prevents anyone from access
ing your credit report without your un

JAMES MU L ROY

Explorer; one method
of exploit involves an

Update MSl0-036 addresses a vulnera
bility that puts you at risk if you view an
attacker's specially crafted Excel. Word,
Visio, Publisher, or PowerPoint file.

mends that users update to Reader 9.3.3
and to Acrobat 9.3.3; for details about this
fi x. visit fi nd.pcworld.com/70331.

Firefox Crash
Protection
Mozi lla has addressed
multiple problems in
Firefox 3.6.x (before
3.6.4), Firefox 3.5.x
(before 3.5.10). Thunderbird (3.0.5 or earlier). and
SeaMonkey (2.0.5 or earlier).
Exploits could cause browser crashes,
and attackers could run malicious code
on the victim's computer. Other issues
include stability bugs in the browser
engine employed in Firefox and other
Mozilla products. For more information,

document the event. Neither tool pre

MSl0-038 fixes 14 flaws in Office that
allow remote code execution and give

vents you from getting a copy of your
credit report. Mortgage companies and
others that currently do business with

attackers access to your PC. And MSl0
039 fixes three holes that permit bad
guys to gain user privileges via a Share

find.pcworld.com/70333.
Mozilla also released a new feature
called Crash Protection (find .pcworld.

you retain access to your credit history;
only new inquiries are stopped cold.
Though these tools and laws were
designed to address credit-related data
breaches, personal data is now leaking
out in new and different forms . If crimi
nals can guess how mobile carriers are
associating users ' account information
with serial numbers, then perhaps new
and better definitions of what qualifies
as a data breach are necessary. The les
son here is that no leak is too small to
cause major headaches later.

Point site and a malicious link.
If you do not use automatic updating,

com/70334) to ensure that Firefox will
keep functioning when plug-ins crash; all
you need to do is click Refresh, and the
page will continue working. This should
be a huge plus, since many people use
third-party Firefox plug-ins, which can

PCWORLO . COM SEPTEMBER 2010

download the patches manually: Go to
Control Panel, click Windows Update. and
click Check for Updates. You can learn
about each patch, confirm whether your
software version is affected. and down
load the fixes at find .pcworld.com/70328.

Updates for Adobe Apps
Critical flaws in Adobe Flash Player
10.0. 45.2 and earlier could cause the
application to crash and permit an

browse to find .pcworld.com/70332 and

slow and/or crash the browser.
To correct the vulnerabilities and get
Crash Protection. you can either down
load the newest version of the browser
at getfirefox.com or update within the
application by clicking Help·Check for
Updates in the Firefox toolbar.

The Internet
1s yours again.
•

•

ESET Smart Security 4
Effective, fast protection for your PC
Refresh your online experience and say goodbye to trojans. worms, hackers
and spam . ESET Smart Security® is the faster. lighter, smarter solution to
Internet threats . Choose proactive protection that will never slow you down.
Fall in love with the Internet - all over again.

www.eset.com

(es l§i
Internet securit y
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Security Alert

Reliable Encryption for the Rest of Us
ENCRYPTION IS a strong
way to safeguard passwords, personal informa

A useful free download protects your
private information with minimal fuss.

L

tion , and other sensitive data, but it can

name, yo u'll need to manually enter the

technobabble that surround the topic.

.tc file extension that TrueCrypt uses.

Many encryption utilities-such as the

Security Apps
Frequently Miss
NewMalware
NEW RESEARCH FURTHER confirms
the difficulties security vendors are hav
ing in keeping up with malware.
Security software can take an average
of two days to block an attack Website,
says a report from NSS Labs. The firm
developed a test that mimics how peo
ple browse the Web, and recorded how
and when security suites blocked the
threats-if they did so at all. The latest
test ran 24 hours a day for nine days.
"We've done testing like the bad guys
do ," says Rick Moy, president ofNSS
Labs. "We go out to the live Internet
and find out what is circulating on
malicious campaigns , in real time."
Some security vendors employ repu
tation systems, which usually involves
checking a database of blacklisted sites.
But such systems are not widely used
and are immature, according to NSS
Labs. Overall, vendors took an average
of 45 .8 hours to block a site, if they
blocked it at all, the report states .
If a suite did not block a bad site the
first time, NSS Labs continued to test
every 8 hours to see how long the ven
dor took to add protection; times
ranged from 4.62 hours to 92.48 hours.
The researchers also had a "zero-hour"
criterion, in which the test checked
whether the software stopped newly
found malware sites, and the results
weren't great: The best vendor blocked
new sites only 60 .6 percent of the time.
-Jeremy Kirk
44 I PCWOALD . COM
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choose a name and location. For its

be confusing due to the acronyms and

Stay wi th the default AES (Advanced

BitLocker feature in Windows 7 Ultimate,

Encryption Standard) selection: AES is

or the Rohos Mini Drive utility for protect

approved for use w ith top-secret govern

ing info on a thumb drive-are available.

ment data. Pick a volume size big enough

But my favorite tool covers all the bases:

to hold any files you plan to encrypt.

It's free, it's easy. it's effective, and it

Next comes setting the password, per

works on all major operating systems.

haps the most important step. Create a

TrueCrypt (www.truecrypt.org) lets you

good, strong password: don't just reuse

create virtual encrypted drives. Versions

the same one you 're using for everything

are available for Win

else. You'll also need

dows, Mac OS X, and

to write it dow n

Linux: if you install it

somewhere safe

on several machines

r rueCrypt has no

running different OSs,

password -recovery

you can open your en

option, as that could

crypted riles from a

provide a means for

network share, thumb

breaking in. Lose the

drive, or other shared

password, and your

storage device.

data is likewise lost.

The tool has plenty
of advanced options,
but the simplest approach is to make an

Stick with FAT for
the file system type.
Move your mouse to generate random

encrypted file protected by a strong

ness for the encryption-you'll see the

password. When you open your True

encryption key changing next to the

Crypt file. it acts as a hard drive with its

'Random Pool' header- and click Format.

own drive letter. You can interact with
that virtual drive the same way that you

Your encrypted virtual drive should
now appear. If you double-click that file

might with any storage device: You open,

(or click Mount in TrueCrypt and select

save, drag, and drop files to and from the

it), your data store will open at the drive

data store. TrueCrypt handles all the

letter you choose. At this point, you can

encryption and decryption in the back

add the files you'd like to encrypt.

ground. When you close the encrypted

When you 're finished , click Dismount.

file , the data is protected until you give

Under Settings ·Preferences you can also

the password to open it up once more.

specify 'Auto-d ismount volume after no
data has been read /written to it for XX

Creating Your Data Safe

minutes', so if you forget about True

First. download TrueCrypt from find .

Crypt, it will close and encrypt your fi le.

pcworlcl.com/70321. Install it, fire it up,
and click Create Volume to build and
name your virtual encrypted drive.
Stick with the default 'Create an

You should also back up your Tru e
Crypt file. After saving the backup to a
thumb drive or other shared media
device, you can restore your encrypted

encrypted file container' and 'Standard

fi les on a new compu ter as long as you

TrueCrypt volume' options, and then

have installed TrueCrypt on it. e

•
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ao on the Internet

Your child is on line now. Sadly, so are the bad guys. Each day, more than 50,000
predators are striking up conversations and trying to set up personal meetings
with unsuspecting children through Facebook, MySpace, chat rooms and Instant
Message services. How much do you really know about your child's on line
"friends" and what they're planning?

Monitor and Protect your Children Online with Spector Pro

I

Make sure your child is safe with Spector Pro, the best selling software for
monitoring and recording every detail of their PC and Internet activity. Spector
Pro records everything they do on the computer - their chats, instant messages,
emails, the web sites they visit, what they do on Facebook and MySpace, the
pictures they post and view .. . and much more. Plus, with Spector Pro's advanced
screen snapshots feature, you not only see what they do, you see the exact order
in which they do it, step by step.

Abad.com.

G 0 L 0

Is there a "Susan" online with your child? Find out with Spector Pro, the most
widely used and trusted monitoring tool available today.

AWARD

~SpectorSoft"
© Copyrighl /010 'i1wc101~.!>ft Corpor:nlon.

Take the next step
Call us today at

Visit us online at

1.877.288.5702

www.SpectorProiswatching.com

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

owe
Mercurv Extreme
W hat single upgrade will do

SSDs

the most to make even a new com

OWC's SSD vs. HOD Shootout Video!
Which Is laster? Watch the video and see the dramauc difference!

www.otherworldcomputing.com/ssd

the fas test hard d rive, it will take

puter feel faster? The answer isn't a

more than 30 seconds before you

new CPU. It isn't a new graphics

can get down to business. vVith an

board. It ofte n is n't even more

average S SD? Seven seconds,

RAM . It's the right choice of sol

according to the tech gurus at Ana11

id-state drive ...with many factors

dtech. What's more, SSD s are com

and unknown insights covered by

pletely silent and use as little as one

an in-depth article at M acPerfor

third as much power as a hard drive.

manu Guide. com/SSD-Real~tbrld.

html. Bottom line though, replac

ID

ing your hard drive with the cor

Fast out of the box is a given for
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rect lightn ing-fas t SSD drive will

SSD s, but what about a year later?

compe titive p rices and indus try

els in clude a five-yea r warranty.

simply change the way you work

I t's not a good investme nt if the

lead ing speed fo r P C use rs who

111ey arc available in 50, 100, 200,

and give your PC a performance

SSD fa ils to main tain its perfo r

care about long term performance.

and 400G B capaci ties. Why the

bascd personality transplant.

ma nce over t ime . Some o f the

Just how fas t are OWC's SSD s?

unusual numbers? Because the Pro

To understand just what a differ

wo rld's fastest Windows-based

Tweaktow11 gave t he Mercury

RE reserves 28% of its actual capac

ence an SSD can make, boot up your

SSDs come from Other Worl d

E.memc Pro RE its Editor's Choice

it}' for over-provisioning, using
th at space to maintain the same

PC (or Mac), start your favo ri te

Computing-a company sensitive

Award, calling it "class-leading in

applications- P hotoshop, Light

to an ultra demanding Mac audi

many real-world tests." Bare Fea fJ

high level of performance and reli

room, Firefox, W orld ofWarcraft,

ence. Me rcury Extreme Pro SS Ds

called it their "fa stest SSD tested to

ability over the full life of the drive.

ctc.-and start counting. With even

provide an award-winning mix of

date." Bcnchmark ReviewJ sa id it

Use rs no t op t ing for RAI D

offered "the best choice fo r combined

striping can instead select a model

Comparison of sso Data Write
Speed Estimated Over Time

speed and operational performance."

from t he Extreme Pro line. The

MacPeiformanceGuide says, "When

cos t is a bit lowe r, and capacity

you step back and look at the incred

rises by 20%-Pro models come in

ible performance, the resistance to

60, 120, 240, and 480GB sizes

pe rformance degradation and the

with 7% over-provisioning.

blissful end of internal fragmen ta

Whichever capacity you choose,

tion issues, then add the cntcrprisc

you can supercharge your notebook

gradc reliab ility and redu nda ncy,

or desktop computer and truly tr.ms

this is an entirely new class of prod

form your daily computing experi

uct, great fo r Mac or PC users."

cnc:c with an OWC Mercury Extreme

lhe Mercury Extreme Pro RE

e DWCSSDs

DMB/sec

• Como11Utors· ssos

Unllko mnst ssos on the market today,the Mercury Pro ramllv uses allvanced
OuraWrlte 111 111ear-1evellng am! block management technologles to keep Read/
Write performance at peak Willie o1'ers see perfonnance lalL
Base llata Rllflill!IS'-'Co!lYrllllrl 2018 DIGllOfD IMC llhtP811orruanceGu&!o.toml.
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arher world t:amaurina

www.otherworldcomputinu.com
800-215-4516

SSD incorporates enhancements
for RA1D·O striping, and all mod-

Pro series SSD.
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iPhone 4 vs. Droid X:
A Head-to-Head Comparison
BY GINNYMIES
RETINA DISPLAY! Video
calls! HDMI port! We've
heard lots of shouting from
fans of the hot phones of the
minute, the Apple iPhone 4
($199 for 16GB or $299 for
32G B, with a two-year
AT&T contract) and the
Motorola Droid X (S200,
with a two-year Verizon con
tract) . \Ve got our hands on

No two pl1ones are hott er t han t he latest Apple
handset and Motorola's new Android phone. We
put both t hrough a range of hands-on tests.

l

both dev ices and tested
them in key categories.
Due to issues with the
iPhone 4's antenna and its
proximity sensor, we are
keeping its rating as "pend
ing." Apple has acknowl
edged the problems, and
we ' ll update the rat ing once
the glitches are fixed .

MORE ONLINE

Cost of Ownership
For more on the photo and video
capabilities of the iPhone 4, he
Droid X. and two other phones.
see find.pcworld.com/70336 .
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On the cheapest vo ice and
data plans (see the chart on
page 49), the Droid X costs
about S360 more over two

years than does the 16GB
iPhone 4; but the Droid X
plan includes unlimited
data, versus 200MB for the
iPhone 4. With the high-end
plans, the Droid X costs
$120 more over two years.
Its plan includes unlimited
d ata; the iPhone 4' s plan is
capped at 2GB per month
(few use rs will exceed the
2GB limit, though) .
Another issue is how
much storage you get. The
iPhone 4 comes in 16GB
and 32GB models, and it

lacks expandable storage.
The Droid X has SGB of
storage built in; a 16GB
MicroSD card comes in
the box, too. And since the
Droid X takes MicroSD
cards up to 32GB, you can
extend storage up to 40GB .
Winner: Droid XThe total
cost of ownership is not a
lot more, and you get a larg
er d ata allowance and the
potential for more storage.

Data Speed and
Voice Qualit y
The stats: Both phones have

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi , and GPS.
The Droid X, however, can
also act as a mobile hotspot.

INSIDE

56 QNAP TS-25 Pro Turbo
NAS

For an extra $20 per
month, the Droid X lets
you connect up to five
compatible Wi-Fi devices,
such as yo ur laptop, to
Verizon's n etwork.
Both handsets provide
noise cancellation, which
is supposed to improve
voice calls by blocking
the sounds around you.
Testing methodology: In
five San Francisco loca
tions , we used the FCC
endorsed Ookla testing app,
running three tests and pick
ing the top upload and down
load speeds of the three.
For our voice tests, we

56 APRICORN AEGIS
NetDock

1Phone4
Initial price (with a two-year contract)
Minimum voice: 450 minutes per month
Text messages: 200 (iPhone 4), 250 (Oroid X)
Minimum data: 200MB (iPhone 4), unlimited (Oroid X)
Total after two years (low-end plan)
Unlimited voice
Text messages: unlimited (IPhone 4), 5000 (Droid X)
Maximum data: 2GB (iPhone 4), unlimited (Droid X)
Total after two years (hlgh·end plan)

5199

S200

S40

540

SS

SS

SIS

SJO

51639

S2000

570

570

520

S20

52S

S30

52959

S3060

more natural, and were more
pleasing to listen to on the

a resolution that meets or
exceeds the maximum reso

other end of the line. We had
no dropped calls on AT&T.

lution the human retina can
resolve. Some debate has

In Droid X calls , audio was

static, jitter, delay, dropped
calls, or a failure to connect.
Data speed winner: iPhone 4

On the other end, I'm told,
my voice was loud, but Jess
dynamic and a bit shrill. We

The iPhone 4's average down
load speed was 1958 kbps,

heard minor static on some
calls, and warbling on oth
ers. We had one dropped call.
Note that we tested in
only one city, and that test
ing over wireless networks is
unpredictable; weather and
network traffic can affect the
results in unknown ways.

Our iPhone 4 calls sounded

zoomed text is barely
legible on the Motorola
phone, we 're guessing its
browser does not do sub

DroidX

pixel rendering. I like the
extra space for browsing
and video watching on
the Droid X, but the
iPhone 4 definitely has a
sharper, brighter display.

LOOKING AT THE phones' total cost of ownership after two years, the Droid X Is
pricier-but it has no data cap, and It offers more potential storage capacity.

usually clear enough, but not
as full as that of the iPhone 4.

enough for \Veb browsing
and standard-def video
watching. The phones had
similar average upload speeds
(434 kbps on the iPhone4
and 564 kbps on the Droid
X), sufficient for file sharing
but not for multiplayer gam
ing or videoconferencing.
Voice quality winner. IP hone 4

66 LENOVO MINI Wireless
Keyboard N5901

Total Cost of Ownership, Compared

placed calls to a common
local number, listening for

while the Droid X averaged
1130 kbps-still more than

64 WESTERN DIGITAL WD TV
Live Plus

Display
The specs: The iPhone 4 has
a 3.5-inch, 960-by-640-pixel
screen that Apple says is a
" Retina display," one with

arisen over the topic, how
ever (find.pcworld.com/70301).
The Droid X's 4.3-inch dis
play is larger than the iPhone
4's screen. But its resolution
is lower, at 854 by 480 pixels.
Testing methodology: I set
the phones to their maxi
mum brightness and loaded
PCWorld.com on both, with
no zooming in. After placing
the handsets side by side, I
asked other editors to look
at the text and pick which
displ ay was more readable.
Winner:iPhone4 The differ
ence is astounding. Text is
sharper, white backgrounds
are brighter, and black text is
blacker on the iPhone 4 than
on the Droid X. Since non-

OS and Multitasking
The specs: The iPhone 4
runs iOS 4, the latest
iPhone operating system.
ll1e biggest update is the
addition of multitasking.
On the Droid X, Motoro
la's Motoblur skin runs over
Android. The phone does
not have the newest Android
version, 2.2 (aka Froyo), out
of the box. You 're stuck »

*****

SUPERIOR

Droid X I Motorola

Shines at multimedia playback. but
the multitasking can be awkward.
List: S200 {with two-year contract)
find .pcworld .com/70299

iPhone 4 I Apple
Rating pending
A major upgrade from the iPhone
3GS in almost every respect.
List: $199 for 16GB, S299 for 32GB
{with two-year contract)
find.pcworld.com/70300
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with 2.1 until the 2.2 update
arrives, perhaps around the
time you read this. The main
difference between 2.1 and
2.2 is a boost in performance.
Testing methodology: Opin
ions about most aspects of
phone OSs are extremely
subjective, so trying to deliv
er a verdict on the OSs over
all is foo lish. We did, how
ever, examine multitasking.
The contrast is striking.
Apple exercises more con
trol over multitasking: Only
apps designed and approved
for multitasking will work .
And for now, the number of
such apps is limited .
The interface is smooth
and intuitive, though. You
doub le-tap on the home
button to call up the multi
tasking bar; it shows four
icons at a time, with the
most recently opened apps
starting at the left. You flick
your finger to scroll through
the rest. To close an app out
of memory, you press and
hold its icon and then click
the red circle with a dash.
Android's approach is more
open, but harder to navigate.
Android keeps apps running
in the background, not just
suspended as iOS 4 does .
For example, a Web page may
continue drawing even after
you have left the browser to
do something else.
To see open apps, you can
hold the home button-but
that shows just six apps at a
time. The only way to see all
running apps is to dig down
to Smings•Applicaiio11s•Ma11
age applicatiom. You can then
scroll to Comrols and press
Forr:e stop to close an app.
You can download a thi rd
party tool to make viewing
and closing apps easier. For
50 I PCWORLD .C OM
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iPhone 4vs.
Droid X:
How the
Specs
Stack Up

Manufacturer

Apple

Operating system

IOS4.0

Android 2.1with Motoblur

Processor

!GHz

!GHz

RAM

512MB

512MB

Size

4.5 by 2.3 by 0.37 Inches

5.0 by 2.6 by 0.4 Inches

Motorola

Weight

4.Bounces

5.4ounces

Software, with Swype

Keyboard

Software

On-board storage

16GB/32GB

BGB

Expandable storage

No

MicroSD,16GB included

Display size

3.5 inches

4.3inches

Display resolution

960 by 640 pixels

854 by 480 pixels

Cam era

5 megaplxels

Bmegapixels

Flash

LED flash

Dual LED flash

Video-call camera

Yes. VOA

No

Video recordi ng

Yes, 720p

Yes, 720p

Noise can cellati on

Yes, two microphones

Yes,three microphones

Wi- Fi

Yes

Yes

GPS

Yes

Yes

Bl uetooth

Yes

Yes

HOMI

No

Yes

Battery

1420mAh

1540mAh

Talk time

7hours

8 hours

Applicati ons store

App Store,225,000 apps

Android Mar1<eL 65,000 apps

Multitasking

Yes

Yes

Web browser

WebKit

Web Kit

Flash support

No

Yes '

Tethering

Yes

Yes

Wi-Fi hotspot

No

Yes

FOOTNOTE: 'With the arrival of Android 2.2 In "the second half of thissummer."

some Android users, this may
be a burden. Other users,
however, enjoy having this
level of control and customi
zation over their phone.
Winner: A draw It's a matter
of personal preference.

Media Playback
The specs: The iPhone 4 sup
ports AAC, Apple Lossless,
Audible, HE-AAC, MP3 , Pro
tected AAC (iTunes), and
WAV. It also supports H.264

video up to 720p, MPEG-4,
and Motion JPEG formats.
The Droid X accepts AAC,
AAC+, eAAC+, MIDI, MP3,
and WAVaudio files . It also
supports HD playback via its
DLNA and HDMI ports, plus
H.263, H.264, MPEG-4, and
WMA video formats .
Testing methodology: I did
casual audio testing. Loading
the same MP3 file on both
phones, I listened on V-Moda
Remix Remote earbuds as

well as over each phone's
external speakers; I asked
colleagues for feedback, too.
Video was tougher to test.
First, I couldn't compare You
Tube clips fairly, since the
iPhone 4 lacks the Droid X's
YouTube HQ feature , which
lets you watch better-quality
videos if they are available;
despite that, I decided to use
the same Despicable Me Yo u
Tube trailer on both phones.
I also had problems finding
one H.264 file for both hand
sets. I downloaded trailers via
iTunes and rented HD mov
ies for the iPhone 4. On the
Droid X, I downloaded
H.264 trailers from H264
info.com. As I couldn't get
the Droid X's Blockbuster
app to work, I cou ldn't rent
feature- length movies for it.
Winner: Droid Xfor audio, a
draw for video It was close ,
but we unanimously picked
the Droid X for sound; the
bass was deeper, and vocals
sounded crisper and richer.
We noted a slight tinny qual
ity in the iPhone 4's playback,
but everyone agreed that its
audio was still quite good .
As for video, playback on
both phones was smooth
no stuttering, pausing, or
pixelation. The iPhone 4's
image quality was better, but
viewing on the Droid X's
larger screen felt more com
fortable. And when HQ video
is available, YouTube on the
Droid X blows the iPhone 4
out of the water. Then again,
downloading movies directly
on the iPhone 4 via iTunes
was easy; using a third-party
site like H264info.com is
risky and time consuming.
Senior editor fv1ork Sullivan con
tributed to this report.
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Top 10 Cell Phones
HTC's EVO 4G nabs the lead, but other capable Android smartphones follow close behind.
MODEL

Rating
HTCEV04G
S2DO NEW
find .pcworld.com/70155

1

****""
SUPERIOR

Notable qualities
• Large, but nicely designed
• Sharp 4.3·1nch display
•Decent media player

Features and specifications
• Carrier. Sprint
• Form factor: Candy bar
• Weight: 6.0 ounces
• Camera resolution: 8.0 megapixels

• The speedy EVO 4G packs powerful specs and media features Into a stylish design, but not everybody will get to enjoy 4G connectivity.
Motorola Oroid X
S200 NEW
find .pcworld.com/70299

2

**** *
SUPERIOR

•Slim, solid hardware
• interface can be sluggish
•Great audio and video features

•Carrier:Veriz on

• Form factor: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.6 ounces
•Camera resolution:8.0 mega pixels

• Motorola's Droid Xshines at multimedia playback. network performance, and features-but the interface can be poky on occasion.
HTC Droid Incred ible
5200
find.pcworld.com/70079

3

****"'
SUPERIOR

•Beautifully designed
•Highly responsive touchscreen
•Average music player

• Carrier: Venzon
• Form factor: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.6 ounces
•Camera resolution: 8.0 megapixels

• The HTC Droid Incredible Is a terrific Android phone with a gorgeous display, a slick user interface. and a lightni ng-fast processor.
Google Nexus One
$180
find.pcworld.com/64373

4

*****
SUPERIOR

•Dazzling OLEO display
•Comfortable keyboard
•Audio and video are middling

• Carrier: T·Mobile

• Form facto r: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.5 ounces
•Camera resolution:5.0 megapixels

• The Nexus One offers a stunning display and nice speed, but network issues and its on-screen keyboard keep it from being a superphone.
Samsung Captivate
5200 NEW
find .pcworld.com/70387

5

****"'''
SUPERIOR

•Stunning Super AMOLED display
• Responsive keyboard with Swype
•Superb multimedia features

• Carrier.AT&T
• Form factor: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.2 ounces
• Camera resolution: 5.0 megapixets

• The Samsung Captivate has a dazzling display and a bevy of multimedia and social networking features.

rmJ Motorola Droid

(ll!lJ s1so

6

****1r
SUPERIOR

find .pcworld.com/64263

• Solid construction
• Keyboard Is a bit shallow
• Superb video and audio features

• Carrier: Verizon

• Form factor: Slide
• Weight: 6.0 ounces
•Camera resolution: 5.0 megaplxels

• Though the first Android 2.0 phone hos strong Web fe atures and a great 3.7-inch display, some users might dislike the shallow keyboard .
Apple I Phone 3GS (32GB)
$200
find .pcworld .com/63910

7

****"'(
SUPERIOR

•Sophisticated design
•Extremely responsive touchscreen
• Excellent video and music playback
and features

•Carrier:AT&T
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight:4.8 ounces
•Camera resolution: 3.0 megapixels

• Performance enhancements distinguish the 3GS-an otherwise evolutionary step up- from previous Iterations of the iPhone.
RIM BlackBerry Bold 9700
5200
find .pcworld.com/64262

8

****"''(
SUPERIOR

• Most stylish BlackBerry to date
•Ergonomic keyboard
• Good video and audio quality

• Carrier: T-Mobile/AT&T
•Form fa ctor: Candy bar
• Weight: 4.2 ounces
•Camera resolution: 3.2 megapixels

• The best Black8erry available, the Bold 9700 packs a multitude of features into a sophisticated, slimmed-down design.
Palm Pre Plus

sso

9

*****
VERY GOOD

find.pcworld.com/69450

•Sleek. ergonom ic design
•Keyboard is small and flimsy
• Gorgeous video and audio apps

• Carrier:Verizon
• Form factor: Slide
• Weight: 4.7 ounces
•Camera resolution: 3.0 mega pixels

• With expanded memory and new software capabilities. the Pre Plus Is an Improvement over Its predecessor. but it still has some quirks.

10

•

.

Motorola Cliq
$150
fin d.pcworld.com/64261

*****
VERY GOOD

• High·quality design
• Comfortable keyboard
• Audio and video are decent

• Carrier. T-Mobile
• Form factor: Slide
• Weight: S.6 ounces
• Camera resolution:5.0 megapixels

• The beautifully des igned Cliq is a social butterfly's dream phone. but other users may find the Motoblur interface overwhelming.

CHART NOTES: Ratings are as of 7/8/10.

MORE ONLINE
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Visit find.pcworld.com/ 70337 to see in -depth reviews. full test results, and detailed specs for all cell phones on this chart.
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But we can make sure your
files are spill proof.
M illions of people will lose irreplaceable computer fil es in
t he next year. For just pennies a day, Carbonite"' On line Backup
will make sure you 're not one of them.
Carbonite automatically encrypts and saves your fi les to secure
offsite data centers. It 's quick and easy to set up on both PCs and
Macs. Should anything ever happen to your computer you can easily
restore your fi les. And you can securely access them anywhere
even from an iPhone or BlackBerry® smartphone.
Visit carbonite.com and use offer code CB 162 to start your 15-day
FREE Trial and get an additional 2 months FREE with purchase.

· Unlimited online backup
· Backs up files automatically
· Encrypts your files for privacy
· Easy setup for PCs and Macs
· Works quietly in the background
· Access your files from any
computer, iPhone or BlackBerry"
· Only s55 a year

CARBtiNITE'"
Try it FREE now at

carbonite.com
or call 1-800-327-0483
Use offer code CBl 62 to
start your FREETrial and get

2 MONTHS FREE
upon purchase.

©2010 Carbonite, Inc.

Back it up. Get it back.
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Gateway NV59C09u: Attractive but Seemingly Fragile

•

THE EXTERIOR OF the
Gateway NV59C09 is
a subtly rippling
silver with black
edging. The 15.6
inch LED-backlit screen
(with a 16-to-9 aspect ratio)
scores, too: It's small enough
for easy portability, yet
roomy enough for digging
into work or games. At
15 inches wide, 9.96 inches
front to back, 1.22 to 1.34
inches thick, and 5.5 pounds
(6.3 pounds with the char-

* * ** * VERYGOOD

NV59C09u I Gateway
All-purpose laptop is slick but a
little pricey for its build quality.
List: S799
find .pcworld.com/70335

ger), the system isn't too big
or heavy. But I didn't think
this all-purpose model earned
its asking price of $799.
Our test unit creaked audi
bly when I lifted it. I had the
recurring impres
sion that
itmight
fall apart
at any moment.
Both the keyboard and
the screen flex ominously;
and the keyboard consists of
flat surfaces on thin pegs .
Inside are a 2.13GHz Intel
Core i3-M330 CPU and 4GB
of RAM, providing adequate
muscle for applications and
video. But the 320GB hard
drive (spinning at 5400 rpm)
and integrated graphics
make the laptop unsuitable

THE GATEWAY NVS9C09u is

stylish but could be sturdier.

for higher-end games. The
PC's WorldBench 6 score
of93 isn't bad, but it's not
top-of-class either. In our
battery-life tests, the system
ran for 4 hours, 24 minutes.
Including a Blu-ray player

is a nice touch, but
the screen's resolution
is only 1366 by 768 . I
had expected both a
higher resolution and
a bit more hard-drive
space for the money.
The PC looks sleek,
though. Gateway even
made the power button
an elegant, thin bar on the
upper right. The touchpad
supports multitouch, too.
Nearly all connectivity
choices except Bluetooth
are present. The speakers
sound a bit hollow, but
they're reasonably loud.
The Gateway NV59C09u
shows a lot of potential, but
it's not quite the machine it
should be for the price.
-Pam'ck ]f!Ynr

Amazon's Revamped Kindle DX Improves Display
WHAT A DIFFERENCE a
display can make. Turn
ing on the $380 Amazon
Kindle DX (Graphite)
second-generation large
format e-reader was all it
took to see that Ama
zon's claims of a higher
contrast display than its
predecessor were true.
The blacks truly look
black, whereas the blacks
on the original Kindle
DX were dingy and gray.
Words on the new Kindle
seem to jump off the
page. The screen has a
lighter, more solid back
ground to its E-Ink display
than the first generation
did, too. Regrettably, the
darker text also means that
you can more clearly see the
jaggies in the default (and
54 I PCWORLO.COM
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THE NEW KINDLE DX offers

a higher-contrast screen.

only) text font, at least at
the default font size.
Note that the new reader
is housed in a dark gray

("graphite") exterior, as
opposed to the off-white
case of the original Kin
dle DX and Kindle 2. I
prefer the darker chassis
-I find that the dark bor
der is easier on the eyes,
enhancing reading.
Page turns left me with
the impression of being
zippier than on the first
Kindle DX, but still slug
gish compared with an
LCD-based e-reader.
Amazon does add Face
book and Twitter sup- .
port, so you can highlight a passage and share it
with your social network.
At $380-an attractive
price-the Amazon Kindle

DX continues to excel as a
large-format E-Ink-based
e-reader, for both Kindle
books and PDFs. But you'll
need to consider the trade
off involved in purchasing
this Kindle instead of a mul
tipurpose tablet like Apple's
$499 iPad. E-Ink displays
continue to hold battery-life
and readability advantages
(especially in bright sun
light), but the LCD-based
iPad is more responsive,
and it supports color.
-Melissa Pcrmson

* * * * * VERYGOOD

Kindle DX (Graphite) I Amazon
Large-format reader's new display
greatly improves e-book read ing.
List: S380
find.pcworld.com/7035 7
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Qnap NAS: Blistering Performance

•

QNAP'S TS-259 PRO Turbo
NAS (network
attached storage)
posted sky-high
performance in
tests . Our two-bay unit
($600 sans drives) had two
750GB Western Digital Black
Caviar drives in RAID 0,
which optimizes for speed .
But that explains only a cou
ple of percentage points of
zippiness; the TS-259 was
more than two times faster

****""'" SUPERIOR

TS-259 Pro Turbo NAS I Qnap
If you run demanding apps, the
speed and features justify the price.
List: S600
find .pcworld.com/70320

than its nearest rival. Ac
cording to Qnap, the prima
ry reason for the device's
speed is its 1.66GHz Intel
Atom DSlO dual-core CPU.
The TS-259's two gigabit
ethernet ports allow MPIO
(multipath IO) for fai lover
or load balancing-so if one
ethernet path dies, you still
have the other. The unit also
offers MC/S (multiple con
nections per session) to in
crease throughput by using
both ports for traffic, and it
supported iSCSI in my tests.
The compact server has
two slide-out, easy-install
trays for use with SATA-300
drives; the trays have indi
vidual locks for added secu
rity. At the back are two

eSATA ports and four
USB ports (for con
necting additional
storage, a printer, or
even a mouse and
keyboard) . At the
front are a USB port
and a copy button,
to enable copying
from a USB drive.
The box is a uni
versal plug-and-play
media server, too. The Web
based configuration inter
face and features are largely
convenient and useful.
Business-friendly perks in
clude VMware certification,
Web server and FTP server
functionality, and integrated
backup for both the unit and
remote PCs. Consumers wi ll

QNAP'S TS-2S9 OFFERS star
tling performance for a NAS box.

like the integrated BitTor
rent and iTunes servers.
If you run high-demand
data apps, the TS-259 's
incredible performance is
worth the extra cash.

-Jon L. Jacobi

Apricorn's Docking Station: Convenient, Affordable
THE PACKAGING FOR
the $89 Apricorn Aegis
NetDock docking station
merely implies an optical
drive is on board. Not
only does it have one-an
8X TEAC DV-W28S-V
DVD burner- but four
USB 2.0 ports as well.
Two of these ports re
main powered even when
the unit isn't attached to
a computer, so you can
charge cell phones and
other mobile devices
with them . This versatili
ty helps make the device
a useful add-on for laptop
and netbook users .
Our test unit also came
with a SOOGB hard drive in
side (a $189 option). Buying
the optical-only model and
adding a 2.5-inch drive your
self later will either save you
56 I PC WORLO . COM
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APRlCORN 'S AEGIS NETOOCK
comes with a DVD burner.

a few bucks or let you get a
drive with more capacity. To
add a drive, just remove one
screw, slide the drive into
the SATA connector, secure

the drive there with two
screws , and reassemble.
The NetDock is indeed
useful. A hard drive in
side makes backing up a
laptop simple, the optical
drive is great for install
ing software, and the
USB ports let you quickly
add a printer, a scanner,
or more storage. Every
computer I tried it on
including Windows XP
SP2, Vista, and Windows
7 PCs-recognized the
station , and drivers i.n
stalled automatically.
The device makes a very
handy IT tool: Instead of
dragging around separate
drives, carry the NetDock.
You can also recharge your
cell phone without having to
hunt for a free AC outlet in a
power-cable maze. Sweet.

The NetDock ships with,
and requires, an AC adapter.
You simply can't run a hard
drive and an optical drive,
as well as provide enough
power to the USB ports,
without one. Apricorn also
bundles freebie software for
various tasks : Microsoft's
SyncToy for syncing and
bac kup, BumAware Free for
disc-related chores, and VLC
for playing movies and music.
My only (minor) com
plaint is that the device lacks
USB 3.0 connections.

-Jon L. Jacobi

* * * ** SUPERIOR

Aegis NetDock I Apricorn
Affordable docking station has an
optical drive and USB 2.0 ports.
List: 589
find .pcworld.com/70317

Unbeatable power protection
now beats energy costs, too.

Only APC Back-UPS delivers unsurpassed
power protection and real energy savings.

d

Today's cost-saving Back-UPS

Back-UPS models are available with the features and runtime
capacity that best suit your application, and many models have
been designed with power-saving features to reduce costs.

For years you've relied on APC Back-UPS to protect your business from expensive
downtime caused by power problems. Today, the reinvented Back-UPS does even more.
Its highly effJCient design noticeably reduces energy use. so you start saving money the
minute you plug it in. Only APC Back-UPS guarantees to keep your electronics up and
your energy use down!

Keep your electronics up

'~ and your energy use down!

The High-Perform ance Back-UPS Pro Series
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Unique energy-efficient f eat ures
Power-saving outlets automatically shut off power to unused devices when your
computer and peripherals are turned off or on standby. Automatic voltage regulation
(AVR) adjusts the undervoltages and overvoltages without using the battery. With
our patent-pending AVR bypass . the transform er kicks in only when needed and
automatically deactivates wl1en power is stable. Plus, APC's highly efficie'1t designs
reduce power consumption when power Is good and extend runtimes when ll 1e ligl1t:;
go out. Together, these power- saving features eliminate wasteful electricity drains, saving
you about $40-50 a year. And managing today's Back-UPS couldn 't be easier thanks
to an integrated LCD that provides diagnostic information at your fingertips.

Trusted insurance for all your business needs
The award -winning Back-UPS provides reliable power protection for a range of
applications: from desktops and notebook computers to wired and wireless networks to
external storage. The reinvented APC Back-UPS is the trusted insurance you need to stay
up and running and reliably protected from both unpredictable power and energy waste!

The energy-efficient ES 750G
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Top 10 All-in-One Desktop PCs
A Sony VAIO model leads this pack of space-saving systems, despite its high price tag .
MODEL

Rating

Sony VAIO L117FX/B All-in-One PC
$1700
find.pcworld.com/69457

****
~
VERY GOOD

Performance
• WorldBench 6score:105
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good
•Overall desig n: Good

Features and specifications
• 2.6GHz Core 2Quad
• 608 of RAM;lTB of storage
• GeForce GT240M
• BD·RW drive

• Sony's 24·1nch all·ln·one remains king of the category, with strong performance, a Blu-ray burner, and lots of ports. Bu t it's not cheap.

HP TouchSmart 600 Quad

2

$1650 NEW
find .pcworld.com/70289

***1d•
VERY GOOD

•World Bench 6score:104
• WorldBench 6 rating:Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

• 1.6GHz Core IH20QM
• 6GB of RAM;lTB of storage
• GeForce GT230M
• BO·Rdrive

• HP's latest TouchSmart packs a punch, delivering strong media-center functionality and the signature Touch Smart style.

Lenovo ldeaCentre 8500

3

S1400 NEW
lind.pcworld.com/70290

***1 *
VERY GOOD

•WorldBench 6score:108
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good

• 2.6GHz Core 2Quad
•408 of RAM;lTB'of storage
• GeForce GTS 250
• BD·Rdrlve

• Though Lenovo's ldeaCentre B5DO has no touchscreen, it offers a striking design, great performance, and an Integrated TV tuner.

Apple 27-inch iMacCore i7/
2.BGHz

4

52200
find.pcworld.com/64257

***"" *
VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6score:128
• World8ench 6 rating: Superior
•Overall design:Good

• 2.6GHz Core i7
•4G8 of RAM;lTB of storage
•ATl Radeon H04850
• SuperOrive

• The fastest all-in-one PC we've seen runs Windows and OS Xand has a huge screen-but no multitouch, Blu-ray drive, or TV tuner.

Apple 27-inch iMac Core 15/
2.66GHz

5

$1999
find.pcworld.com/70291

***1

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench Bscore: 123
• World8ench 6 rating: Superior
• Overnll design: Good

• 2.6GHz Core 15
• 4G8 of RAM;1TB of storage
•ATI Rodeon HO 4850
• SuperOrive

• Only slightly slower than the Core 17 IMac. this Core i5-based 27-lncher Is otherwise similar (same OS, same missing extras).

r:m'J Gateway ZX6900·01 e

6

W
s1020
find .pcworld .com/70292

*** **
GOOD

• World8ench 6score:113
• World8ench 6 rating:Very Good
•Overall design:Fair

• 2.6GHz Core 2Quad
•4G8 of RAM;640G8 of storage
•Intel Integrated graphics
• 80·Rdrive

• Aside from a few shortfalls on its spec sheet, this large all·in·one PC produces great numbers for its relatively low price.

HP All-in-One 200-5020

7

$700
find .pcworld.com/70293

****'*
GOOD

• World8ench 6 score:104
• WorldBench 6 rating:Very Good
•Overall design:Good

• 2.7GHz Pentium Dual Core
• 4G8 of RAM;500G8 of storage
•Intel Integrated graphics
•OVD·RW

• Despite lacking a touchscreen, HP's All·ln-One 200·5020 offers excellent performance for the category, and a lush display.

MSI Wind Top AE2220

8

$900
find .pcworld.com/70294

*** **
GOOD

• World8ench 6score:90
• Wortd8ench 6 rating:Good
•Overall design:Fair

• 2.2GHz Core 2 Duo
• 4G8 of RAM; 500GB of storage
•nVldla Ion
• BD·Rdrive

• MSl's well·connected Wind Top AE222D provides a TV tuner and Blu-ray playback, plus advanced connections rare in all·in·ones.

Lenovo ldeaCentre A300

9

SOOO NEW
find.pcworld.com/70295

**""(;..
FAIR

• World8ench 6 score:85
• World8ench 6 rating:Fair
•Overall design:Superior

• 2.2GHz Core 2Duo
•4G8 of RAM;500G8 of storage
•Intel Integrated graphics

• Though its performance pales in comparison with the rest of the category, the stunning A300 has a wealth of connection options.

Acer Aspire Z5600·U1352

10

S90D
find .pcworld.com/70296

**

**""~
FAIR

• WorldBench 6 score: 98
• World8ench 6 rating:Good
•Overall design: Fair

• 2.3GHz Core 2 Quad
•4GB of RAM;1TB of storage
•Intel Integrated graphics

• With a vibrant display and a roomy hard drive, Acer's big-screen all·ln·one might not stand out much, but it offers good performance.
CHARTNOTE: Rati ngsare as of 6/29/lO.

MORE ONLINE

Looking for a lower-cost model? Browse to find .pcworld.com/69449 to see our Best Budget All-in-One PCs chart.
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Lightroom 3 Simplifies
Photo-Editing Workf Low
MANY PRO photographers
and serious hobbyists use
Adobe Lightroom in their
editing workflow. Version 3
($299 for first-time buyers ,
$99 as an upgrade) is likely
to attract even more users.
Lightroom 3 introduces a
new noise-reduction engine,
improved RAW processing,
and a streamlined workflow.

****'f

SUPERIOR

Lightroom 31Adobe
Upgraded software revamps noise
reduction and smooths workflow.
List: S299 (S99 upgrade)
find .pcworld.com/70283

Importing images into the
program is simpler; the app
also allows import presets
and gives you control over
editing metadata , keywords,
and the type of import.
Regrettably, the interface
ignores CompactFlash and
SD Card folder structures.
The Develop module now
gives you direct access to all
collections and recent fold
ers. Adobe has also rewrit
ten the tool's demosaicing,
sharpening, noise-reduction,
and vignetting algorithms; if
you like, you can add filmlike
grain to pictures, as well.
The Develop module's Lens

THE LIGHTROOM 3 import function can weed out duplicate Images.

Correction reads image meta
data and corrects distortions
inherent in the specific lens
used for a shot.
You can import, catalog,
and preview video without
leaving the Lightroom inter
face. The Slideshow module
improves video output, too,

by simplifying how it han
dles music and MP4 export.
Lightroom 3 is a compel
ling upgrade for photogra
phers who depend on the
program to import, catalog,
and prepare their images.
-Sally WienerGrotta a11d

Daniel Grona
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YOU CAN SAVE

75%

ON PRINTING COSTS OR MORE.

Only $9.99 per year or FREE with purchase of any cartridge.

~o-tt----

lnkgardT"' software optimizes image
quality for maximum print yield .

Also available at lnkgard.com ...
lnkgard™ Ultra Yield Print Cartridges
for HP, Canon , Dell, Epson , Lexmark & more.

• Up to 75% Savings on Ink and Toner!
TOP TEN

REVIEWS

EXCaiENC£

AWARD

• Works with any Printer
• Quick One-Step Setup
• Bonus: Powerful PDF Generator

Get lnkgard'" software FREE with
purchase of any ink or toner cartridge!

Visit www.inkgard.com/pc1 for details or call 858-217-3130
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Portrait Professional's
Digital Dorian Gray App
ANTHROPICS ' Portrait Pro
fessional 9 ($70) allows yo u
to remove blemishes and
wrinkles in your photo por
traits, as well as to make such
alterations as thinning faces,
widening eyes , lifting eye
brows , and plumping lips.
You upload an image and
mark five spots on it: the out

***1·,,

VERYGOOD

Portrait Professional 9 !
Anthropics
Image-editing tool evens features in
any face to make it more beautiful.

List:

S70

find .pcw orld.corn/70286

side corners of the eyes, the
tip of the nose, and the cor
ners of the mouth . Then you
adjust the points on the im
age to correspond to the fea
tures of the face , and click.
In a few seconds, Portrait
Professional 9 delivers a
brand-new face. If multiple
people appear in an image,
the program lets you change
each subject individually.
Once the program has fin
ished its automatic changes,
a dialog box prompts , 'Now
You Enhance Your Photo. '
At that point you can make
your own alterations , using
sliders at the right side of

YOU CAN ALTER any photo, using the sliders in the right-hand panel.

the screen to increase or de
crease each effect.
For amateur photographers
and photo enthusiasts, Por
trait Professional 9 is an easy
and fun tool that does a fine
job of enhancing people's
beau ty. One caveat: It didn 't
handle children 's faces well

in my tests, because its algo
rithms seemingly favor thin
ning the cheekbones and the
nose to create a chiseled ap
pearance that many people
consider beautiful in adults,
but that looks oddly disturb
ing in images of children.

-LisaCckan

The fastest way to learn
a language. Guaranteed:
With Rosetta Stone ~ you'll learn a new
language effectively and quickly without
translating or memorizing, just like you
learned your first.
• Learn na tura lly with Dynamic Imme rsion ~
by matching real-world images lo wo rd s
spoken by native speakers.
• Speak accurately and confidently when
you're coached to success with our
Speech-Recognition Technology.
• Retain the language you're lea rn ing
through Adaptive Recall ~ wh ich brings
back review material when you need it.
• Take the Rosetta Stone experience on the
go with Audio Companion• and enhance
your learning anywhere you use a CD or
MP3 player.
Innovative software. lmmersive method.
Complete mobility. The total solution .

31 LANGUAGES AVAILABLE

SAVE 10%WHEN YOU ORDER TODAY
Version 3 Edition CO-ROM products

mg.

(866) 765-9204
level 1
RosettaStone.com/pws090 level 1.2. &3
Use promo code pws090 whe.n ordenni
level I, U ,4, &5
016U~~U~ A. r1tn""""'° b

~539-

i699-

$21)5

$485
$619

SIX-MONTH

NO-RISK
MONEY-BACK

RosettaStone·
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Top 10 Ultraportable Laptops
A new HP enters the top 5, but Alienware's superbly designed Mllx retains the top spot.
Rating

MODE L

r:mJ AUenware Mllx

(lI![I $1099
find.pcworld .comf69984

****"""
SUPERIOR

Performance
• WortdBench 6 se<>re: n Good
• Overall design; 91 Superior
• Testtd llattery life: 7:27

fe,1 tures and specifica tions
• 1.73GHl Cllre 2 Duo SU7300
• 1L8·1nch widescrttn
•4.6pounds
• 50068 hard drive

• In the Allenware Mllx, gamers finally have a fully t11pable notebook that's easy to transport and offers great battery life.

Sony VAID VGN·Z59BU/B
$4450

2

find .pcworld.com/62161

*****
VERY GOOD

•World Bench 6 score: 107 Superior
•Overall design: 84 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:46

• 2.533GHz Core 2 Duo P9500
• 13.Hnch widescreen
• 3.8 pounds
• 250GB solid-state drive

• Sony's high-powered business multimedia ultraportable is a compelling machine- but with all the extras. Its price is stratospheric.

HP ProBook 5310m
$899

3

find .pcworld.comf69436

***"

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 99 Very Good
•Overall design: 86 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:56

• 2.26GHz Core 2 Duo SP9300
• 14.0·inch widescreen

• 3.8 pounds
• 300GB hard drive

• The HP ProBook 5310m's slim. stylish case Impresses-and so do Its quick-booting. business-friendly applications.

Lenovo ThinkPad X200
$1094

4

find .pcworld.comf69437

***"'"*
VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: BB Very Good
•Overall design: Bl Very Good
• Tested battery life: 9:54

• 2.4GHz Core 2 Duo PB600
• 12.Hnch widescreen
• 3.0 pounds
• IBOGB hard drive

• The ThinkPad X200 delivers full·featured performance and strong battery life, and throws in a good keyboard to boot.

HP EliteBook 2540p
S1629 NEW

5

fi nd.pcworld.comno2s1

***"

VERY GOOD

•World Bench 6score:102 Very Good
•Overall design: BO Very Good
•Tested battery life: 5:34

• 2.13GHz Core i7·640LM
• 12.Hnch widescreen
•4.0 pounds
• 250GB hard drive

• The small, travet·frlendly EllteBook 2540p breezed through WorldBench 6. earning the second·hlghest score on the chart.

Lenovo ThinkPad Edge
$799

6

find .pcworld.com/69438

***"'

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 65 Good
•Overall design: B6 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 6:30

• 1.3GHz Core 2 Duo SU7300
• 13.3·1nch wldescreen
• 3.9 pounds
• 320GB hard drive

• This ultrap ortable improves the look and feel of Lenovo's workhorse ThlnkPad line without sacrificing any of its best features .

Lenovo ldeaPad U150
$799

7

find .pcworld.com/ 69829

***""

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 66 Good
•Overall design: 76 Good
•Tested battery tile: 6:20

• l.3GHz Core 2 Duo SU7300
• 11.6·1nch wldescreen
• 3.2 pounds
• 32008 hard drive

• The nice-looking ldeaPad U150 finished In the dead center of our performance benchmarks among ullraportables.

Acer Ferrari One
$599

8

find .pcworld .comf6 9439

***"" *
VERY GOOD

• WortdBench 6 score: 51 Fair
•Overall design:86 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:52

• 1.2GHz Athlon X2 Low·Vottage
• 11.5-lnch widescreen

• 3.2 pounds
• 250GB hard drive

• Excellent design and features make up for lackluster performance In a cool little laptop that will appeal to cramped netbook buyers.

HP EliteBook 2530p
$2599

9

find .pcworld.com/69440

***

GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 89 Good
•Overall design: 85 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 6:48

• 1.86GHz Core 2 Duo SL9400
• 12.Hnch widescreen
• 4.0pounds
• 80GB sotid·state drive

• Priced at a premium but worth it. the HP EliteBook 2530p lives up to Its name with extras not found on most ultraportables.

Samsung X360·34P
$2299

10

find .pcworld.com/694'11

*** '*
GOOD

• World9ench Bscore: 73 Good
•Overall design:87 Very Good
•Tested battery life: 7:36

• l.4GHz Core 2 Duo U9400
• 13.3·inchwidescreen

• 3.2 pounds
• 128GB solld·state drive

• Samsung provides solid competition for Lenovo's ThinkPad X200 with slicker looks and a crisper Image. but lower performance.
CHART NOTES: Prices are as of 6/24no. Tested battery life figures are expressed In hours:minutes.

MORE ONLINE

Visit find .pcworld.com/69510 to see in-depth rev iews. full test results. and detailed specs for all laptops on this char t.
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Jabra's Admirably Extreme Headset
PRICED AT $80, the Jabra
Extreme puts the company's
Noise Blackout Extreme
technology in a lightweight
shell to create an excellentsounding headset that neutralizes the noise of the big
city or of a busy household .
The unit's silver, electricrazor-like microgrill body is
attractive and functional. The
dual internal microphones
worked well in my tests . 1he
0.3 5-ounce Extreme comes
with a handful of ear gels for

****"'

SUPERIOR

Extreme 1 Jabra
Sleek-looking headset works well
even in very noisyenvironments.
List: $80
find.pcworld.co m/70287

proper fit , plus two earhooks
and Bluetooth 2.1+EDR (enhanced data rate) support.
Jabra 's Noise Blackout
Extreme noise cancellation
technology worked very well
even with loud music playing in the background. Incoming audio had ample
clarity, with minimal static
or other problems .
The Extreme supports
A2DP for streaming audio
from digital music players,
but some functions (like remote volume control) don 't
work with so me devices ,
including the iPod Touch .
The Extreme can connect to
two devices at the same
time, automatically giving
priority to a ringing phone.
1he headset has a simple

on/off switch and a raised
center button for connecting and disconnecting calls
and for pairing. But the volume buttons on either side
of the center button are
somewhat hard to find because they' re almost flush
with the body. The Extreme
automatically adjusts earpiece volume in response to
ambient noise, and a sound
monitor protects your eardrums from sudden volume
spikes. The headset also supports voice commands on
compatible phones.
The Extreme comes with a
small, folding USB charging
adapter and adapters for
12-volt carfUSB use and AC/
USB use. Jabra rates the Extreme's built-in lithium poly-

THE JABRA EXTREME is a dualmicrophone Bluetooth headset.

mer battery at a talk time
of 5. 5 hours and a standby
time of 10.5 days per charge .
On balance, the Jabra
Extreme is a good, reasonably priced choice if you
want to make sure you can
be heard clearly at the other
end in noisy environments.
-Robert S. A111hony

A Versatile HD Media Streamer With Netflix
WESTERN Digital's WD TV
Live Plus HD media player
(S150) adds integrated Net
flix support to the ability of
its predecessor (the WO TV
Live) to play HD media from
USB drives, local networks ,
and Websites like YouTube.
But it still lacks built-i n
\Vi-Fi support, so you'll have
to hook it up to your net-

work via an ethernet cable
or buy a USB Wi-Fi adapter.
TI1e WO TV Live Plus is a
5.0-by-4 .0-by-1.6-inch black
box that provides HOM! ,
digirnl audio (S/PDIF) , and
composite video outputs for
connecting to your TV; two
USB ports for media; and an
ethernet port for hooking
up to your home network.
Once attached, the box

can stream media from any
other network-connected
drive you have permission to
access, as well as from any
plugged-in USB drives , and
supported Web-based media
services. To navigate, you
scroll through a list of media
types and settings, and then
across to access content or
options within each.
The Netflix interface is very
easy to navigate, as is the in
tegrated YouTube interface.
Flickr support is less robust:
You can search for your own
photos , but you can 't actual
ly log in to your account.
You can log in to your Pan
dora account, play your cus
tom stations, and rate the
WO TV LIVE Plus supports many
formats for ORM-free content.
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songs. Same with Live365.
In general, music sounded
good over the system, but
CDs streamed from DLNA
compliant network sources
play their songs in alphabeti
cal order unless the file
names are numbered to indi
cate th eir order on the CD.
Altogether the WO TV Live
Plus shapes up as an afford
able and attractive option
for adding Netflix's stream
ing service to your HD home
entertainment system.

-Yardcna Arar

****

VERYGOOD

WO TV Live Plus 1Western Digital
Boxconveniently links hard drives
and network-connected devices.
Street: $150
fi nd.pcworlcl.corn/70308
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Arches 7 Tablet Takes
Fun Out of Android
THE ARCHOS 7 Home Tab
let ($199) is designed for
people who want access to
video , audio, images, e-mail,
and Web material, but don 't
ex pect high performance. The
easy-to-use Android 1.5 OS
helps the Archos 7 perform
these tasks fairly well , but I
had trouble using the de
vice's touchscreen to navi
gate to and control the apps.

**""~** FAIR
7Home Tablet I Archos
Reasonably priced, hard-to-operate
Android tablet is difficult to endorse.
Street: Sl99
find.pcworld.com/70310

The Archos 7 has the same
480 by 800 screen resolution
as the earlier Archos 5. The
user interface looks and feels
very similar too. Connectivi
ty is Wi-Fi only (802 .1 lb/g),
and you must use the Archos
AppsLib market for new apps.
The 8.0-by-4.2-by-0.5-inch
tablet weighs 13. 7 ounces
and has a 7-inch-wide screen.
Along the top are a power
switch and a MicroSD card
slot. The headphone jack,
power connector, and USB
port occupy the right edge
of the screen. A handy kick
stand on the back lets you
prop up the Archos 7.
Archos says the device will

THE ARCHOS 7 has SGB of on-board memory and a MicroSD slot.

play video continuously fo r
7 hours before the battery
runs out, but in my tests a
fully charged battery became
30 percent depicted (and
made the tab let fee l surpris
ingly hot) after displaying
video for about an hour.
The 720p video I viewed
on the device didn't jump
off the screen at me, but it
was certainly watchable. The

Couch Potato Keyboard-Mouse Combo
LENOVO'S MINI Wireless
Keyboard N5901 ($60) crams
a keyboard and mouse into a
svelte shell. It's a compact
unit that improves interac
tion with a home theater PC.
The N5901 's black-and
orange motif is simple and
elegant. Despite being ligh t
weight, it feels solid and
should hold up well even in
a chaotic living room.
The device communicates
with your PC via a tiny USB
dongle. In my tests, I wan
dered into other rooms, at

**** * VERY GOOD
Mini Wireless Keyboard N5901I
Lenovo
Compact keyboard makes any
entertainment center more useful.
List: S60
find.pcworld.com/70285
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TWO AAA BATTERIES power the
Mini Wireless Keyboard N5901.

distances up to the 32-foot
maximum Lenovo claims,
with no break in connectivity.
The N5901 readily connect
ed to desktops running Win
dows 7, Vista, and XP with
out a hitch. It even worked
with a MacBook Pro (OS X
isn't officially supported).

Even for my large hands,
typing on the N5901 wasn' t
too unpleasant. Touch-typing
is impractical on the device,
but the keyboard-with its
raised keys of uniform size
was wide enough to keep my
hands from cramping.
The N5901 is comfortable
to hold with either one hand
or two , but the keyboard's
lack of a shortcut to Win
dows Medi a Center is a glar
ing oversight. The N5901
does offer volume and play
back controls, and these
buttons continued to func
tion properly even when I
tested them on OS X.
All in all, for a wireless
device whose purpose is to
help couch potatoes navi
gate their media, the N5901
does a reasonably good job.

-Nate Ralph

screen displayed Web con
tent, especially news, well.
Sound through the head
phones had adequate bass
and acceptable treble tones.
To transfer files onto the
Archos 7, you plug the sup
plied USB cable into your
computer and then use Win
dows Explorer (PC) or the
Finder (Mac) to move files
into the folders of your
choice on the Archos 7.
The tablet supports a fairly
impressive array of video,
aud io, and image file types.
The Archos 7 performed
its core tasks fairly well, but
the unresponsive, sluggish
touchscreen made app navi
gation and control a chore.
When I touched an on-screen
button, the screen often did
not register my touch-and
there's no capacitive touch
for tactile feedback. The de
vice has no physical Home,
Menu, or Back buttons.
Also frustrating: When
swiping my finger across the
screen to move a slider, I
had trouble grasping the
slider long enough to move
it where I wanted it to go.
The Archos 7 handles a set
of basic duties fairly well, and
at an appealing price. But
many Android smartphones
perform much better and
can access better apps.
-Mark Sulliva11
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SUPERGUIDE
This superguide offers straightforward,
hands-on instruction for all of Windows 7's
most useful features.

Get PCWorld's superguide to Android
and find out all about the best phones
and the coolest apps, and pick up insider
tips for organizing your data!

• Speed up your system with our
performance-enhancing secrets.

• Learn keypad shortcuts

• Edit your own videos with Movie Maker.

• Explore customization tricks

• Connect your Windows 7 PC to a
wireless network.

• Find out how to manage music, video,
and photo files

• Share music, movies, and more with
every PC in your house.

• Get tips on installing apps

• Protect your data with Bitlocker
Drive Encryption.
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DOWNLOAD THIS

as PDFs or
Word Files

Free Programs Help You Restore Some Control

GLOBAL GRAPHICS' gDoc
Fusion ($65 for personal/
student use, $100 for busi
ness) lets you combine doc
uments of 200 different
types, including PDFs, Office
files, various graphics files ,
and ancient formats such as
those for Ami Pro , Multiplan
Samna, and XyWrite. Also,
gDoc Fusion is available in
32-bit and 64-bit versions.
To combine documents,
drag and drop them into
gDoc Fusion, and remove or
reorder pages as you wish.
You can rotate, crop, reor
der, and an notate pages, and
then save them in PDF or a
Word format. Extras include
the ability to compress and
encrypt files . The files I con
verted with gDoc looked as
good as the originals .
Like gDoc Fusion , Adobe
Acrobat 9 Standard lets you
combine multiple documents
into a single PDF file, but it
costs $299. A free PDF read
er such as the Nuance PDF
Reader can view documents,
but it can 't combine them.
lfyou need to create new
documents out of multiple
existing ones, you 'll find
that gDoc Fusion can be a
tremendous time saver.
-Prmo11 Graila

DON'T LET TECHNOLOGY stretch you
thin. You can take control of your far
flung program windows, Internet
journeys, and iTunes libraries by using
these three free helpers. A handy utility
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JONDO USES a proxy service to hide your Internet travels

Having too many windows open can

from nosy Websites that want to track where you've been.

seriously impede multitasking. Trying
to find the right window- whether you do it

it includes a nice Assistant to help with first

through the taskbar or through <Alt>-<Tab>

time setup and testing. JonDo delivers maxi

becomes an awkward juggling act. Minime per-

mum privacy for your surfing, with a minimum

mits you to easily hide windows that you don't

of fuss. Use it along with Firefox add-on JonOo

want cluttering

Fox to sweep a big broom across your online
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up your screen.
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- Eiik Larkin
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Syncing files across your media devices is im
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you can use to

portant. too: There's nothing worse than not

quickly restore

being able to find a track that you know you

everything that you 've previously minimized.

purchased. Save yourself a headache and use

Though Minime is an admirably small utility, it

this free tool instead . find .pcworld.com/7036G

has the power to dra matically improve your pro

-Steve Honon •
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What's Your PC IQ?
Think you've got geek smarts? Test
your tech knowledge with our tricky
trivia challenge-and learn a thing
or two along the way.
Whether you're a DOS vet

eran or a Windows 7 new
bie, there are basic PC
facts you should k:now
what all those icons in
your taskbar mean, for
example, or how to trou
bleshoot and maintain a
Windows machine. After
all, the more you know

about your PC, the easier
it is to use (and fix).
But to rate 'a~ a PC guru,
you have to know it all,
from tech-quote blunders
to Microsoft minutiae.
Think that you've got the
goods? Then take our quiz

to measure your level of
PC erudition. You might

even pick up a few tips,
tricks, and trivia tidbits,
too. Just answer the ques
tions, check the answer
key on each page, and add
up your score to see how
you did. Or take the test
on our Facebook page at
find.pcworld.com/70391 for
»
automated scoring.
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0

Your home DSL connection's adver
tised average download speed is 8Mb/
sec. What does that mean?
a. 8 megabits per second
b. 8 megabytes per second
c. 8 molybdenum atoms per secant
d. 1 megabit per second
e. 64 megabytes per second

0

The Windows 95 marketing cam
paign featured the following Rolling
Stones song:
a. "Start Me Up"
b. "Get Off of My Cloud "
c. "Beast of Burden"
d. "19th Nervous Breakdown"
e. "Sympathy for the Devil"

E) No well-appointed PC maintenance
kit is complete without:

a. A Registry-cleaning utility
and a hard-drive-cleaning to ol
b. An emergency boot CD or flash
drive
c. Moisturizers and exfoliants
d. Rubber bands, paper clips, and
duct tape
e. All of the above

0

You accidentally tipped your latte
over your laptop-there's coffee every
where. Your first move is to:
a. Unplug the AC adapter, and then
pull out the battery
b. Get a straw, quick
c. Dump rice over the keyboard to
help soak up the liquid
d. Throw your laptop away-it's
pretty much a goner
e. Call 911 and tell them you have
an emergency
You're at a cafe, typing an e-mail
message, when you discover that your
laptop's battery life is low-but there's
no time to recharge the battery: You
must send the message as soon as pos
sible. Which of these moves will help
you conserve the most battery life?
a. Turn off your PC's Bluetooth radio
b. Turn off your PC's Wi-Fi radio
c. Dim your laptop display
d. Unplug your external mouse and
keyboard
e. Restore the default background

0

Which well-known apps do these
icons correspond to?

True or False:

The modern QWERTY
keyboard layout ori gi

•
•
•
•

Adobe Acrobat
\VordPad
VLC
Dropbox

nated in the 1870s, for a
typewriter that t ended
to jam when a user
pressed two neighboring
keys in rapid succession .
72 I PCWORLD.COM
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0

a.

Doom (1993)

b.

World of Wa rcraft
(2004)

0

0

0 The best
selling PC game
of all time is:

The Y2K bug caused a worldwide
panic because many computer pro
grams used only two digits {instead of
four) to store the year for a particular
date. What is the next year expected to
cause similar computer-related havoc?

c.

Myst (1993)

d.

The Si ms (2000)

e.

Vice Cit y: Peoria
(2006)

a. In th e year 2525
b. 2038
c. Y3K
d. 10,000
e. It's irrelevant- the world will
end in 2012, anyway
~ You accidentally deleted a work
presentation and your only copies of a
1978 Grateful Dead concert. So you ...
a. Open an undelete utility (like
Recuva) and restore your files
b. Stop smoking so much pot and
listening to the Dead
c. Use Windows to revert to your

most recent System Restore point
d. Re-create the presentation from
scratch while singing "Dark Star"
over and over
e. Start following Phish instead,
because yo u've heard that lots of
peo ple with PCs are into th em

ED When you turn on your PC, it loads

+1

point if you do
each of these ...

a piece of software called the BIOS be
fore loading Windows. The BIOS finds
all of your PC's essential hardware
components so that Windows can start

EXTRA CREDIT ~

a. Built-In Operating System

Keyboard Shortcuts

b. Basic Input-Output System

YOUR MOUSE IS GREAT, but your keyboard is faster. In this bonus section, you

c. Bifurcated Interlocking

don't get any points just for knowing these common keyboard shortcuts- because

up. What does BIOS stand for?

Oligopoly Server

if you ·aren't actually using them, you're wasting a lot of time clicking around.

d. Broad-based Integrated
Switch apps and tabs. If you're not using <Alt>-<Tab> to switch through

Optimetric Support
e. Big Important Overloaded

your open apps and <Ctrl>-<Tab> to switch through your open Web browser

Startup!

e

tabs, you might as well not own a keyboard. (One point if you use both.)

While installing a new app, the

Use shortcuts to Copy, Paste, and Cut. Whatever you're t yping , you 'd bet

installer invites you to try a toolbar that

ter be using the keyboard shortcuts for Copy (<Ctrl>-C), Paste (<Ctrl>-V).

can speed up your searches and make

and Cut (<Ctrl>-X). (One point if you use all three of these.)

your life easier. What should you do?
a. Continue clicking ' Next'

Close quickly. Use <Ctrl >-W to close your windows and browser tabs. It's

b. Uncheck the opt-in box, thereby

faster than hunting down the Close button. (One point.)

choosing not to install it
c. Grab the free toolbar from the

Issue Undo and Save commands fast. The Undo button is even smaller and

advertiser, and don't look back

harder to find than Copy, Paste, and Cut, at least in Windows 7. So instead use

d. Write the app's manufacturer and

<Ctrl>-Z. And use <Ctrl>-S in lieu of the Save button. (One point for using both.)

insist on paying for the toolbar
Cycle through text fields. To hop from one input field to another while filling

e. Cancel installation

out a form. press <Tab> to move forward or <Shift>·<Tab> to move back. Use
the up arrow and down arrow keys to cycle through options in a drop-down

f!) vou need a
printer, but you
also need to save
money. The first
thing you should
look at is the:

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

menu, and use the <Enter> key for checkboxes or radio buttons. (One point if
you try to avoid using the mouse for forms whenever possible.)
Stop searching for Find. It's easier to press <Ctrl>-F to find text in most
apps than to hunt down the menu housing the Find command. (One point for
using this shortcut; by the way, the command usually lurks in the Edit menu.)
Get at ease with the <Windows> key. We're big fans of some lesser-known
<Windows> key shortcuts- such as <Windows>-D (minimize all open windows

Retail price
Rebates
Cost of ink/toner

and show the desktop) and <Wlndows>-E (open a new Windows Explorer

Cost per page

the name. (One point for using three <Windows> key shortcuts regul arly.)

Warranty

Subtotal Points:
Questions 1-13
One point for each question
answered correctly.

window)- though not everyone needs them. But using the <Wi ndows> key
for instant access to the Start menu is universal, especially in Windows 7,
where you can l aunch apps and open files by pressing <Windows> and typing

»
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4' Match each quote to the

+1

point if you do
each of these...

correspond ing American politician
(one point per correct match):

a. Senator Ted Stevens (R-Alaska)
b. Vice President Al Gore
c. President George W. Bush
d. Vice President Dan Quayle
e. Senator John McCain (R-Arizona)
f. Vice President Joseph Biden
i. "I hear th ere's rumors on the

lnternets that we're going to
have a draft. "
ii. "I' m an illiterate that has to rely
on my wife for all of the assis
tance I can get. " [when asked by
a reporter whether he preferred
Macs or PCs)
iii. 'Tue Internet is... a series of tubes."
iv. "During my service in the United
States Congress, I took the initi
ative in creating the Internet."
v. "Welcome to President Bush, Mrs.
Bush ... and my fe llow astronauts. "
vi. "You know, I'm embarrassed.
Do you know the Website num
ber? I should have it in front of
me and I don't. I'm actually
em barrassed ."

EXTRA CREDIT ~

Six Wholesome Habits
THIS SECTION AIMS to reward PC users who actually do what they should do.
Knowing these six habits isn't enough; you have to do them to get credit (be honest).
Back up your data. Backing up is the PC equivalent of flossing-a few min
utes of tedium daily could save you hours of time in lost work, not to men
tion irreplaceable family photos. (One point if you could wipe your hard
drive right now and not Lose a single document, picture. video, or song.)
Keep your apps updated. Windows. Adobe Acrobat, your Web browser, and
your security suite should all have automatic-update options. and you
should be using these to keep your PC safe. Are you using them? (One point
if your system is current on all four automatic-update offerings.)
Use safe passwords. Guidelines for what constitutes a secure password
vary, but the basic rule is to use a different password (not found in a diction
ary or on your Facebook page) of at least eight characters (numbers and
letters) for each important account. (One point for doing this. Minus one
point for using your name spelled backward, your pet's name. or "password.")
Avoid e-mail attachments. You shouldn't open e-mail attachments (or Load
embedded images) from an unknown e-mail address. But not everyone can
say that they've never done it (One point if you're among the vigilant few.)
Lock down your WI-Fi with WPA2. Wi-Fi passwords can be a nuisance, but

fl' Microsoft
Office's macro
function lets you
automate repeti
tive tasks with
Visual Basic for
Applications.
This can be:

a.

A useful time-saver

b.

Saved to individual
documents

74

f

c.

A vector for viruses

d.
e.

All of the above
None of the above

PCWORLD . COM S EPTEMBER 2010

if you Leave your network open to your neighbors, \hey can eat into your
bandwidth, eavesdrop on your Internet traffic, and try to gain access to the
devices on your network. WEP won't cut it, either-most modern PCs can
crack WEP in less than 10 minutes, using readily available apps from the
Web. (One point if your Wi-Fi has WPA2 encryption.)
Don't commit e-mail faux pas. Under no circumstances should you (1) hit
'Reply All' in response to a company-wide message unless every single
person needs to read what you have to say; (2) send messages with large
attachments (SMB to lOMB is pushing the Limit; instead, use a service like
MegaUpload or YouSendit for Large files, share videos on YouTube, and post
pictures on Flickr); or (3) SEND MESSAGES WRITTEN IN ALL CAPS. (One
point if you don't commit any of these blunders.)

€?) The term "hot-swapping" refers to:
a. Something that happens in
"swinging" chat rooms
b. Connecting devices or compo
nents to a PC and disconnecting
them from the PC without shut-

ting off or rebootin g the system
c. Bartering on black-market sites
d. Nasty code traded by hackers
e. Watching half an episode of Bartle
starGalacrica on one computer,
and the other half on another one

(f) After you installed a cool new app,
your PC has been crashing. To fix it, you:

a. Run an antivirus program
b. Reinstall Windows
c. Revert to a System Restore point
from before you installed the app
d. Place a call to Fred the Fixer
e. Erase and reformat your hard
drive to ensure that your PC is safe

e
The first recorded spam e-mail
message was:

(I You still don't know why your PC is
crashing. What part of Windows 7 holds
error message data and crash reports.?

a.

a. Action Center
b. Windows Log

b.

c. Device Manager
d. Windows Events Diary
e. Ask Clippy

c.

An invitation to a demo of a new DEC
computer

d.
e.

An ad for Kozma.com

4D You're about to call tech support
for help with your poor PC. What piece
of information do you absolutely need
to have before making the call?

a. Your password
b. Your Social Security number
c. The exact error message(s) you got
d. Your PC's make, model, and year
e. Your credit card number

e

The shield icon to the Left of the

Control Panel options below means:

ndex

$J Allow

remote access

e

A discount coupon for Hormel meat products
A personal appeal from a Saudi prince
with a cash-flow problem

A poorly spelled offer for erectile
dysfunction pills

Which celeb played a part in the

a. Deepak Chopra, physician/writer
b. Rashad Evans, former UFC champ
c. Eva Longoria, actress
d. Pharrell Williams, rapper/producer
e. All of the above

Dev ice Manager

e

fl) FAT16, FAT32, and NTFS are all...
a. Only your company's IT
department can make changes
b. Only administrator acco unts can
make changes
c. Microsoft recommends that you
never change these options
d. These icons will never get viruses
e. lllustrative video clips from

Monry Pyrho11 and rite Ho!J Grail are
available for downloading

Subtotal Points:
Questions 14-25
One point for each question
answered correctly.

with a utility like DBAN , and
then physically destroy the drive
b . Reformat the drive twice
c. Delete the drive 's partition
d. Violently shake the drive like an
Etch A Sketch for 30 seconds
e. All of the above

Windows 7 "I Am a PC" ad campaign?

a. Different kinds of file systems
b. Hip-hop compression formats
c. Sexy acronyms for sexters
d. Linux networking protocols
e . Patient categories at high-end
weight-loss clinics

with "NSFW." What does this stand for?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

~ Which of these methods will wholly
eradicate data from your hard drive?

a. Overwrite files multiple times

I 1v101ans
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You're browsing the Web during

Lunch break and see a few Links tagged

e

Non-Software Fire Wall
Nice Sexy Forward Winner
Not Safe For Work
New Software For Windows
Nova Scotia Fanged Walrus
Windows' UAC security feature

dims the screen and flashes a dialog
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making it slower
d. Both (a) and (b)
e. There's no good reason-any sup
posed drawbacks are a myth
~ You can perform all of these opera

G Which one of these was not a
hidden Easter egg in Microsoft
Office?
a. A Doom-esque mini-game called The
Hall of Tortured Souls (Excel 95)

b. A flight simulator (Excel 97)

c.

To safely install a new PC compo
nent, don the following item of clothing:
a. Antistatic socks
b. Antistatic ankle bracelet
c. Antistatic wrist bracelet
d. Antistatic beer-dispensing cap
e. Duct-tape belt

ED True or False: PC users running

called Dev Hunter (Excel 2000 with

Windows Vista or Windows 7 need
to defragment their PC's hard drive
manually once every 30 days or so as
a vital part of proper PC maintenance.

d. A Mag ic 8 Ball sim (Access 97)
An animated paper shredder named

ED Identify the version of Windows

Shreddy (Excel 95)

corresponding to each Start menu but
ton below (one point for each button):

box when you try to install a new pro
gram or change PC hardware. In which
version of Windows did it debut? (Bonus
point: What does "UAC" stand for?)
a. Windows 98
b. Windows Me
c. Windows XP
d. Windows Vista
e. Windows 7

EI) Doing everyday work in your PC's
administrator account can be conve-

Subtotal Points:
Questions 26-33
One point for each question
answered correctly.
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e

A Spy Hunter-inspired arcade game
Office Web Components)

e.

tions with the <Windows> key except:
a. Zoom in and out
b. Minimize all windows and bring
yourself to the desktop
c. Switch display modes
d. Change Windows ' color scheme
e. Launch apps (in Windows 7)

I PCWORLD.COM
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nient on Windows XP machines if you
need to install applications or make
system changes frequently, but it's not
a widely recommended practice. Why?
a. The administrator account's
privileges leave you more
vulnerable to viruses and malware
b. It's easier to make unintended and
permanent changes to the system
from the administrator account
c. The admin istrator account uses
more system resources to run ,

ED Everyone remembers Clippy, the
Microsoft Office assistant whose eager
intrusions made Jar Jar Binks seem
self-controlled. Which of these was not
among the other assistants?
a. A globe named Mother Nature
b. A dot named The Dot
c. The Genius (Albert Einstein)
d. Sun Wukong, the Monkey King
e. A secretary named Peggy
»
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PC Professionals Only
WARNING: The following questions are not for t he faint of heart.
Give yourself two points for each correct answer, but take one away for
every question you get wrong.
~ Who said this? "640K ought to be

G Wh ich of the followi ng events did

enough for anybody."

not feature a " Blue Screen of Death" ?

a. Hugh Hefner
b. Rush Limbaugh
c. Bill Gates
d. Ross Perot
e. None or the above

e

The spot on the Windows taskbar

a. Comdex Win 98 demo (1998)
b. Beijing O lymp ics opening (2008)
c. Nine Inch Nails concert (2008)
d. Super Bowl halftime show (2009)
e. Game Developers Confrrence
(2010)

that houses various small icons,

ED What is the name of the default

reports the correct time, and displays

Windows XP desktop image? (Two

application notifications is officially

point bonu s: In what state is the land

known as:

scape shown in the image located?)

a. The System Tray
b. The Notification Area
c. The Dock
d. Funkytown
e. The Place on Your Screen
Where Your Eyesight Goes
to Die

e What is the
name of the
default Windows
XP theme?

a. Abstract
b. Autumn

c. Bliss
d. Miss September
e. Subliminal Advertising Image #196

Blue Screen

as flames engulfed a French bank, sys

b.

Asteroids

to rescue backup tapes, because they:

Default Windows
XPTheme

d.

Expressions

e.

Luna

His mug shot is
all over the Internet,
because the fol
lowing PC pioneer
was arrested for
reckless driving in
1977 (in Albuquer
que, New Mexico,
in a Porsche 911):

a. Steve Jobs
b. Bill Gates

c. Michael Dell
d. Chuck Thacker

e. Steve Wozniak

Et) In 1996-according to IT legend

a.
c.

e

tem administrators ran into the building

a. Were still using magnetic tape
b. Did n't have up-to-date backu ps
c. Didn't back up off-site ·
d. Backed up on physical med ia only
e. Learned that the tapes weren ' t
meant to be "bake-ups" after all

Subtotal Points: Questions 34-45
Add two points for each question answered correctly.
Subtract one point for each question answered incorrectly.

(D Fill in the blanks with the correct
symbols for the following Windows
file path: C:_Users_Public_Documents

a. - - 

b.///
c. :: :
d. \ \ \

»

e. :( :( :(

._______.I 1v101ans
o:s; e:;; o:s; anJi;z;; p:n q:o; 0:5£
(e!UJOJ!JB8 :snuoa) o:as p:LE a:9s q:ss a:;s
:s'1-'1E A3>1 ij3MSNV
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"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:

--

-------

../ Remembers your usernames and passwords .

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

../ Logs you into all your favorite websites .
../ Reduces your many passwords to just one.
../ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
../ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

PC World Readers
Download RoboForm
for FREE!

----------

www.Roboform.com/PCW

Total Points
Add all the page totals together to get your final score.
0

0
0
0

How Did You Do?

0

0

0

,.............. ~ + :.............. : + :..............: +

!'.. . . .......

..............:

:

0

Page 73
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~
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Page 75

Page76

Page 78

=

_____

...__
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TOTAL

0-19: Newbie
You know enough to get your work done. check your e-mail, and

(D True or False:
Minesweeper came

update your Facebook status every once in a while, but you may not
know what the word newbie means. Don't be shy-head over to our Website's How-To
section (find.pcworld.com/70369) and start studying for the next quiz, pronto. And look
on the bright side: You probably missed the w orst PC years (Windows Me, anyone?).

under fire from par

Recommended reading : "How to Fi x Anything " (find.pcworld.com/70370),
"The Procrastinator's Guide to PC Maintenance" (find .pcworld.com/70371 ).

ticipants in an interna
tional protest, who

20-44: Talented Techie

deemed the game
offensive to victims of

. You know a trick or two-we certainly won't expect any e-mail mes
_

_.r&..........-

sages from you asking w here the 'Any' key is. Chances are you can

Land mines and to

check you r e-mail, fri tter on Twitter, and bring up a blank spreadsheet w hen the boss

actual minesweepers.

fami liar with t o help you get your PC w orking faster, safer, and smarter. Di g down into

walks by-all at once. But even so, our Website has all ki nd s of t ips that you may not be
the Hassle-Free PC archives (find .pcworld.com/70372) to turbocharge your PC skills.

®ID Recommended reading: "Overclocking for Newbies" (find.pcworld.com/70373),

e

"Automate Your PC's Media Library" (find.pcworld.com/70374).
The proper name for 1024 bytes of

data is:

45- 59: PC Pro

a. kilobyte
b. snakebyte
c. kibibyte
d. kiwibyte
e. kibblebyte

f Know your way around a com puter? Psh- of course you do! You 've
_ _ ..____.

clea rly been in the biz for a while: in fact, you probably either work

with PCs for a living or are a dedicated hobbyist (with a lifetime subscription to

PCWorld, natch). When it comes to tech support, you're the go-to guy for your family
and friends-so you might want to read up on "How to Fix Your Family's PC Problems"

~ Due to security risks, the United

(find .pcworld.com/70375) for some practical tips on staying sane in that role. Since

States Computer Emer gency Readiness

you 're not quite ready to join the Geek Squad, check out our Answer Line archives (find.

Team encouraged users to avoid ...

pcworld.com/70376) for additional troubleshooting tips.

a. IE 6
b. IE 7
c. IE 8
d. IE for Microsoft Bob
e. None of the above

e

mate Guide to Home Networking" (find.pcworld .com/70378).

60+: Tech Guru
When it comes to com puters, you have your antistatic wrist strap at

Accor ding to Microsoft mar keting,

the " NT" in "Windows NT" stood for...

a. Neutral Terminal
b. Not Terrible
c. New Technology
d. Noble Turkey
e. Ni-Tro

80

@ID Recommended reading: "Household Hacks" (find.pcworld.com/70377), "The Ulti
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the ready, and you probab ly coined the term "Blue Screen of Death"
back in 1982. You kn ow most of these tricks cold , you do everything you're su pposed to
do to maintain your PC properly, and you undoubtedly could have written a tougher quiz
without even having to google anything. Our advice: Stop by our Web forums (find.
pcworld.com/70379) and swap t ips with other like-minded PC veterans.

l!m Recommended read ing: "Install a Touchscreen in Your Netbook" (find.pcworld .
com/70380), "Tweak Your Graphics Card for Gaming" (find.pcworld.com/70381 ). •

Faster.
Smarter.

IE vs. Firefox vs. Chrome vs.
Safari vs. Opera: Our lab tests
reveal which browser is the
fastest, the safest, and the
most powerful tool for the Web.»
BY NICK MEDIATI
ILLUSTRATIONS BY GARY NEILL
SEPTEMBER 2010 PCWORLD.COM
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part of Firefox 's skins feature-called
Personas-is that you can "try on" any
of the skins simply by mousing over the
thumbnails on the Personas site. In
Opera, meanwhile, you browse themes
from within a control pane in the app
itself; that works okay, but the pane
isn't quite as easy to browse as the
Chrome and Firefox skins galleries are.
We based our evaluation here on the
ease of use, polish, flexibility, and lay
out of each browser's interface. We also
looked at whether the interface got in
the user's way too much , or whether it
allowed Websites to take center stage.

the software on your PC, the Web
browser may be the most important tool you use each day- but you may not give
it much thought. The difference between a merely good browser and a great one,
however, can be vast. The best browsers are those that stay out of your way: When
you 're in the right browser, you feel as though you're alone with your favorite site.
The browser loads pages quickly, without crashing, and it can deftly handle any
Web page you visit without prompting you to do anything extra.
But there's more to a browser than
just that. To satisfy power users, it
must support a multitude of add-ons
and extensions. It must be customiz
able. And to protect you online, it
should do a good job of catching and
blocking potential security threats
such as phishing or cross-site scripting
attacks-and be resistant to malware.
We put the top browsers-Internet
Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, and
Opera-through lab tests and subjective
examinations to see exactly how they
stack up in terms of interface, security,
extras, and speed. Here's what we found .

User Interface
Browser interfaces all follow the same
basic formula . Within those constraints,
though, browsers exhibit some notable
differences. First off, you can tell quite
a bit about a company's approach to

product development just by its brows
er interfaces. Apple's Safari has a fair
amount of fit and finish, for example.
Google's Chrome is spartan and un
adorned, and Mozilla's Firefox inter
face is usable but feels dated compared
with newer competitors.
Slim is in. Most browsers now sport
streamlined looks, with fewer, narrower
toolbars-and in many cases on Win
dows, no menu bar to speak of. This
sort of layout typically works well ,
since it usually includes drop-down
menus in the toolbar that give you easy
access to the browser's features .
Firefox, Chrome, and Opera all let
you app ly different skins to the tool
bars. Generally I find it pretty simple to
locate and change skins in each of these
browsers . Google, for instance, has an
online repository that lets you browse
and apply themes for Chrome. Mozilla
has a simi lar site for Firefox. One nifty

~ Internet Explorer 8 The leading brows
er on the market, Internet Explorer,
sports a decent interface in version 8, but
it feels cluttered next to newer rivals.
Two aspects of its tabbed-browsing
setup are useful, however. First, IE 8
groups related tabs together using
color coding. If you open a link from
PCWorld .com in a new tab, for exam
ple, it will open adjacent to the original
tab, and the tabs themselves will have a
matching color. You can move tabs
from one group to another; but if you
have, say, three unrelated pages open,
you can't create a group out of them .

Chrome Outpaces Rival Browsers in Site Tests
I SPEED TESTS

l FEATURES

~

Theme I
support

I

BROWSER

Firefox 3.6
find.pcworld.com/70342

Chromes

Add-on
support

Opera 10.53

RSS
reader

Averageload
time, local
network
( seconds)

SunSplder
JavaScript
benchmark
(milliseconds)

"

Extensions,
toolbars

None

Plug·in update
checker

Yes 1

No

Yes

1.92

0.47

902.5

Yes

Extensions

Google
Bookmarks
syncing

Sand boxing,
URL domain
highlighting

Yes

Yes

No

1.75

0.46

301.1

No

Extensions

MoblleMe
Bookmarks
syncing

None

Yes

No

Yes

1.89

1.33

597.7

Yes

Widgets

Opera Link

None

No

No

Yes

2.19

0.57

575.4

find.pcworld.com/703115
FOOTNOTES: 'Lower times are better. ' Crash protection introduced with Firefox 3.6.4.
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Plug-In
Web page
crash
crash
protection protection

Yes

fincl.pcworld.corn /7034'•

0

Extra
security 
features

I

•••••••••

find.pcworl d.com / 70343

~ Safaris

Bookmark/
data sync
support

Average
load time,
live sites
(seconds)

SEPTEMBER 2010

Second, IE 8 offers a tab thumbnail
view: Click the thumbnail button (the
one with four squares) in the tab bar,
and up pops a screen with thumbnails
of your open tabs' contents . It's a good
way to see everything at once; whether
it's better than Opera's mouse-over
thumbnails is up for debate, though.

~ The Future of the

~ AS ~~o~L
1
11111111111:::.

tell yoo, 9'ttiog' '"'to Look eight

and work properly in all the m ajor browsers can be very tricky.
Doing so usually means settling for workarounds and compro

mises that can detract from the user experience. Fortunately.

Firefox3.6 Bearing the same basic
look and feel as earlier releases of Fire
fox , version 3.6 seems dated. It has
more "window chrome" (a window's
toolbars, menus, title bar, and so on)
than what the latest versions of Chrome
or Safari have, which makes it look like
something out of 2006, not 2010. In
additio n, its highly cross-platform
nature means that it can feel a little out
of place at times , even on Windows .
But there's nothing seriously wrong
with Firefox's interface, and it has its
share of niceties. For one thing, its Find
bar makes searching for a specific word
or phrase on any given page easy. And
though Firefox isn't the only browser
to have a URL-autofill feature, it does the
job better than most other browsers do.
One note: Shortly before we went to
press, Mozilla issued a beta of Firefox 4.
Among the new features is a revamped
interface that takes cues from rivals like
Chrome and Opera. See PCWorld.com
for our ongoing coverage of Firefox 4
as it nears its final release .

:c

some upcom ing Web technologies could help change that: The

new HTML5 and CSS3 promise to give designers more flexibility
so that they don't have to resort to hacks and tricks.
Plenty of areas w ithin HTML5 still need to be hammered out-

the specification won't get finalized for another 12 years or so.
One of those areas is which format to use for Web video. Apple is

backing the H.264 standard , but that's guaranteed to be royalty-free for Web use
only through 2016. Other browser vendors , such as Mozilla, back Ogg Theora video
since It's open source, but some parties have raised concerns about its quality.
Meanwhile, Google recently announced WebM (find.pcworld.com/70318), another
possible contender in the Web-video format wars. And Microsoft, true to form, has
stated that it will allow "or support for all three formats in Internet Explorer 9.
That said, HTML5 is al ready sneaking into sites. Most of the current browsers
provide some HTML5 support. and the upcoming IE 9 and Firefox 4 will improve
HTML5 compatibility.

If you want to play
with HTML5 demos,
Apple, Google, and
Microsoft have you cov
ered. Try Apple's demos
at www.apple.com/ html5,
Google's at www.html·
5rocks.com , and Micro
soft's at le.microsoft.com/
testdrive . For more on
HTML5 and CSS3, see
find.pcworld.com/70319.

Chromes With Chrome , Google

applied its trademark minimalist style
to its browser. The main window has only
the bas ics (a tab bar, an address field,
back/forwa rd/reload buttons , and a cou
ple of drop-down menu buttons), which
lets the page you're browsing become
the star of the show. You won't find a
status bar, either; page-loading messages
appear as needed in the bottom of the
window. The overall result is a browser
that's slick, speedy, and responsive.
Tabbed browsing is presented in a
thoughtful manner. The tabs sit above
everything else on the page, which
makes for a logical flow of information
in the window. As you open pages, the

And for more on the
future of the Web, read
"Your Browser in Five
Years" on page 10.

tabs shrink to fit the available space;
and as you close tabs, they grow again.

@) Safari 5 Safari delivers all the stan
dard options but throws in a bit of
Apple fl air. For example, the address
bar doubles as the page-loading bar.
The default homepage displays thumb
nails of your most commonly visited
sites against a glossy black background.

The bookmarks manager is laid out well
and lets you view thumbnails of book
marked pages as you click through them.
New to Safari 5 is one of my favorite
features in any browser: Safari Reader.
When you read an article on a site in
Safari 5, you can click the Reader but
ton in the address bar, and up slides an
overlay that displays only the article's
text. The feature has caused contro- »
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ss

vcrsy in certain circles-some site oper
ators say that it hurts ad sales-but it
makes reading an article easier. On the
other hand, Safari foists several Mac
interface conventions onto Windows
users, so it may not be fo r everybody.

0

Opera10.6All of Opera's menu items

reside under a single, small drop-down
menu button-and the button vanishes
if you hide the tab bar, in which case
you have to press the <Alt> key to pull it
up. I've got to hand it to the Opera folks
for trying something different, but the
result is perhaps a little too minimalist.
In part because of that aesthetic,
Opera's interface is clean, polished,
and attractive. It's also plenty flexible,
with a healthy number of toolbars to
choose from. Some of them, such as
the favorites bar (Opera calls it the Per
sonal Bar), take up more screen space
than I'd like. Opera also gives you the
option of displaying page thumbnails
in the tab bar; it's a great way to distin
guish one tab from another, and it's
one of my favorite features.

(/)
s.
CU Speed till
0

c

Matter?
IF WEB BROWSING performance is the most important factor to
you, it really doesn't matter much which browser you use.
As our testing illustrates, any current Web browser is fast
enough for anyone's purposes, despite what the browser vendors'

marketing departments may claim. In our testing , we discovered that even though
there was a striking difference in JavaScript handling (the one aspect of browser
performance that most browser vendors seem to be touting above all others). in
actual page-loading tests the differences we found w ere minuscule. Unless you run
two browsers side by side on identical computers, you won 't really notice if one
loads a Web page in 1.5 seconds and the other loads it in 2.5 seconds.
And in reality, other factors, such as your PC 's hardware, your operating system.
and your connection speed, will likely affect your browsing speed more than your
Web browser will.
Now that speed has
essentially become a base
line standard, you should
put more weight on the
other aspects of a browser:
interface, stability, securi
ty, ease of use. and add
ons. The good news, of
course, is that al l of the

0

BESTINTERFACE: Chrome

major browsers are free to

Chrome comes out ahead thanks to

download and try. If you

its clean, functional interface, but we also

don't like one, you can

liked t he polish of Opera and Safari. Which

always switch to another

interface is "best " can be subjective, so this

until you find the browser

is largely a matter of personal preference.

that works best for you .

Security
Though some browsers arc better than
others at keeping you safe online, all of
them have at least some security fea
tures. Phishing filters, for example,
have become nearly universal. These fil
ters typically connect to an online data
base of kriown phishing sites; when
you encounter such a site, you usually
get a warning. The downside is that
they may not have brand-new phishing
sites on their lists, so you'll still have to
use your own judgment.
Typically browsers will also warn you
before you open downloaded applica
tions; the idea is to keep you from get
ting caught flat-footed opening mal
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ware disguised as an image file, for
example. But since they can't distin
guish bad software from good software,
you still need a separate antivirus app.
Every browser we tested has some
form of private browsing, too. Though
such features arc useful for preventing
the next person who uses the computer
from discovering what you've been up
to, they won' t stop online security
threats-so don't let your guard down.
~ Internet Explorer 8 Historically, Inter
net Explorer has suffered a bad reputa
tion when it comes to security, but IE 8
has some solid security features in its

own right. IE 8 displays sites' domains
in a darker text color, so you can more
easily see whether you 're actually visit
ing an ebay.com page, for instance, or,
instead, a fake eBay page on a phishing
site you've never heard of. Microsoft
could still put a little more emphasis on
the domain name (using a different
color background, for example) , but
the highlighting is a welcome addition,
and Google Chrome has since picked
up this little trick. In addition, IE 8 pro
vides a cross-site scripting feature that
can prevent various types of cyber
attacks (sec find.pcworld.com/70311 for
more on cross-site scripting threats) .

Internet Explorer's
Best Feature:
TAB GROUPING

IE 8 groups related tabs togeth
er using color coding. If you
open a link from PCWorld.com
in a new tab, for example, it
opens adjacent to the original
tab, and the tabs themselves
have a matching color.
Flrefox3.6 Firefox does a good job
you visit a news site, Safari will accept
that you can download and install for
at keeping you informed about securi
free. But not all browsers support all
cookies for just that site, and not cook
ty. For instance, when it automatically
ies for the page's advertisements.
the same extensions-and some barely
installs an update, it also checks to see
support them in general. When judging
if any of your plug-ins need updating as
browsers, we looked at the types of
0 Opera 10.6 Opera uses color coding
well, and it warns you . You can run this
in the address bar to indicate whether a
add-ons each one allows, the selection
check at any time in Firefox by visiting
page is encrypted (and if so, whether it
of available add-o ns, and how easy it is
find .pcworld.com/70312. (Bookmark that
has any problems), or whether the site
to find , install , and remove add-ons.
page! Do it now!) The plug-in
check seems to work in other
l = @)
browsers, too ; but when I ran
Firefox's Best Feature:
it in other browsers, it errone
EXTENSIONS
ously told me that I was using
Firefox has a vast library
an up-to-date version of Flash
of extensions and add
Th• d•l•ult th•m•.
ons, ranging from to-do
when I wasn't (shame on me).
Another security feature:
lists to security add-ons
r u,. !he.fil]
~I
to themes to Twitter
Firefox displays the name of
Sunset Over Water
Websites that provide "idenliLy
assistants. Other browsCreated by MaDonna.
information" in a box located
ers have followed Fire
· CX
next to the address bar. When
fox's lead, but Firefox
you click on that box, more
still has the widest
selection of add-ons.
details about the site pop up.
Chromes Google took a novel ap
proach to security with Chrome: Each
open page is "sandboxed." If a site you
visit has been hijacked by cybercrimi
nals , sandboxing can help prevent mal
ware implanted on that site from ac
cessing the files you have on your PC. If
you 're interested in the technical nitty
gritty, you can read Google's blog post
on the topic at find.pcworld.com/70313 .

@) Safari 5 Though Safari has fairly stan
dard security features-such as phish
ing protection, private browsing, and a
"Reset" function-it's particularly good
at handling cookies (small files that typi
cally save preferences for a Website) .
Instead of merely letting you enable or
disable cookies altogether, Safari per
mits you to enable cookies for the sites
you visit but disable other cookies that
are on the same page. For example, if

is flagged (based on AVG 's database of
fraudu lent and malware-carrying sites).
Like Safari, Opera lets you acce pt
cookies only from the site you visit, but
on a per-site basis. To change this set
ting for a particular site, right-click the
page and select Edie Sile Preftrmces.

A

BEST SECURITY: Chrome
" " " Sandboxing is great (and you'll never
notice it) . Chrome was the last browser
remaining at this year's Pwn20wn hacking
contest (find.pcworld.com/70314 ), too.

Extensions and
Add-Ons
Some of the best browser features aren't
even the work of the browser develop
ers. Instead, independent programmers
are creating amazingly useful add-ons

@ lnternetExplorerS IE 8 permits you
to install assorted browser toolbars
including those search tool bars that
you either love or loathe. IE 8 also in
cludes Web Slices and Accelerators.
Web Slices are add-ons that allow you
to keep tabs on information from
around the Web without your having
to visit the sites . For example, the eBay
Web Slice tracks auctions, while the
USA Today Entertainment Web Slice
lets you qu ickly view the top showbiz
stories. These usually live in your IE
favorites bar, and open with a click.
Accelerators are shortcuts for tasks
that you perform in your browser. For
instance, if you highlight a block of
text, a blue icon appears next to it. If
you click on that icon, you get a menu
that lets you translate the selected text,
search for the selected text, look it up
on a map (if it's an add ress), and so »
S EPT E MBER 201 0 PCWORLD.COM
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forth. You can see th e entire library of
IE 8 add-ons at Microsoft's aptly named
Add-ons Gallery (ieaddo ns.com).

0 Performance

Firefox 3.6 Firefox first championed
extensions years ago, and though other
browsers have caught up a bit since
then, Firefox retains the add-on crown.
Mozilla has a li brary (at find.pcworld.com/
70315) of thousands upon thousands of
add-ons and extensions, ranging from
security add-ons to social networking
tools to stuff for Web nerds. By going
to Tools ·Add-01u in Firefox, you can view
and enable or disable installed exten
sions, themes, and plug-ins, and browse
through recommended add-ons.
One gripe: Updating extensions can
be more obtrusive than I'd prefer. I'd
like to see Mozilla make updating ex
tensions happen in the background.
Chromes Chrome rolled out exten
sion support late last year, and Google's
extension library (find.pcworld.corn/70316)
already has a healthy selection of good
ies such as toolbar icons, notifiers, and
weather updates . Extension updates
happen more seamlessly in Chrome
than in Firefox, and the extensions are
better integrated into the browser. That
said, Chrome can't quite match Fire
fox's breadth and selection of add-ons.
Safari 5 Extension support is new to
the latest Safari, and as of this writing
extensions are few and far between. At
least one blog (safariextensions.tumblr.com)
posts about Safari extensions, though,
and Apple plans to launch an extensions
gallery in the near future-it may be up
and running by the time you read this.

Chrome'sBest Feature:
AODRESSBAR
Chrome's address bar doubles as a
search field. In addition to per
form ing basic Google searches,
Chrome search can work with the
search features of other sites you
visit, and you can add your own.

ee 1 P CW ORLO . COM
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WE TOOK a hybrid approach in our testing, which we conducted on
a MicroExpress KHL9070 laptop running Windows 7 Home Premium.
First, we ran the SunSpider testing benchmark to get a read on
how effectively each browser handles JavaScript. the program
ming language at the heart of modern Web-based applications.
Additionally, we pitted the browsers against a suite of eight live Web pages:
PCWorld.com, PCWorld's YouTube channel, PCWorld's Twitter feed page, the Eng 
lish Wikipedia homepage. eBay, Amazon, the New York Times homepage, and Yahoo.
We connected to the PCWorld office network via ethernet fo r our testing.
We also tested the browsers on a subset of Web pages saved to an Apple MacBook
running Apache Web server software, into which we plugged our test PC directly.
In both cases we loaded up each of the browsers on the test PC, ran our speed
tests in one browser at a time, and restarted the computer between tests. In the
page-loading tests. we cleared the caches before each test run.
One last note: Web browser performance can vary greatly depending on your PC's
hardware, the operating system, the browser version you're running. and the sites you
visit. That one browser performs well on one system or on the particular sites we test
ed is no guarantee that it will perform well on every machine or on every site.

0 Operal0.6 Opera takes a completely
different approach with its widgets.
Much like the desktop widgets in Win
dows 7 or on Mac OS X's Dashboard,
these are mini-applications that can pro
vide quick updates on news, weather,
sports scores, or what have you. One
thing to note is that Opera Widgets aren't
add-ons in the classic sense-they don't
run within the browser itself. Instead,
they' re separate, stand-alone applica
tions that run alongside your other
software. This means that they stay open
even when you close O pera, which can
be usefu l, but they do little to exte nd
the functionality of the browser.

"Ci amazonl!ml

A

BESTEXTENSIONS: Firefox

~ Though there's a lot to Like about the
add-on support in other browsers. Firefox still
takes the prize in this comparison. mainly
because its extension support and library
are already mature and well established.

Speed
Browser developers are making a big
fuss over their products ' page-loading
speed right now-after all, everyone
likes to be the fastest. Though we saw
some slight speed differen ces in our
page-loading tests, our findings indi
cate that most browser speed claims
are overblown. (For more,
see "Does Speed Still
Matter?" on page 86.)
JavaScript performance

°'
°'
°'
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amazo n - Bing Search
1.'N1~·

.amazon.cor1/ - amazon

a·~,azon

kind le

a -ia: on com

According to the Sun
Spider browser bench
mark, Chrome offers the
best JavaScript perfor
mance, as it completed
the suite of tests in
»

Opera'sBest Feature:
THUMB PREVIEWS
When you mouse over a
tab, Opera shows a pop·
up preview of the page so
that you can more easily
tell pages apart-an espe
cially useful feature If
you open several pages
with similar names.

301.1 milliseconds on average. Opera
and Safari followed in second and third
place, completing the benchmark in
575.4 and 597.7 milliseconds, respec
tively. Firefox came in fourth at 902.5
milliseconds. Internet Explorer brought
up the rear, finishing the tests in 3903.2
milliseconds (no, that isn't a typo; IE 8
really did lag that far behind) .
As we were going to press, Opera
Software released version 10.6 of the
Opera browser. The new version came
out too late to be included in our live
site testing, but I did have a chance to
run it through the SunSpider bench
mark. Although Opera claims that the
new release offers a 50 percent increase
in performance over version 10.50, it
finished about even with Opera 10.53
in the SunSpider tests .
Since JavaScript is becoming so
prominent in Web apps and even on
regular Websites, it's a good metric to
test. SunSpider is a useful way to gauge
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Back to the Future Power Laces Ma

,l;MtHI G

Time lr.lvclling science-fiction flick Back Ta The Future

recently

cclcbrated

its

25th

annkcrs•l)'.

To

commemorate the C\-cot one fan set to work on
recreating the second movies Hypcrdunk shoes, po""'Cr

i.a:1 included.
The working proof-of-concept sneakers ...,'Cr! aca.ted by
lnstructable1 user blakcbtvin. Her creation mimics the autolll4led laci.ag lldion :u:
attn in the trilogy's RCOad film. You can sec the origin.al futuri.rucsbocs, as worn
by Marty Mc:Fly, in action below:

JavaScript handling, too. It isn' t, how
ever, a great indicator of overall brows
er speed, as plenty of other as pects
contribute to browser performance.

A
W

BEST JAVASCRIPTHANDLING:
Chrome Google's browser sur
passed its four major competitors by a fair
margin on this particular test.

Page-loading tests Though Chrome was
the fastest of the group in our page
loading tests, the speed differences
among the browsers were negligible.

I PCWORLD . CDM
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Internet Explorer 8 put up a respect
able showing overall and was the fast
est browser in five of our tests, but
Chrome's average page-load time of
1.75 seconds was the speediest of the
five browsers we looked at. Safari 5
came in second overall at 1.89 seconds.
In many instances the page-loading
speeds were close. For example, in our
ebay.com test, four of the five browsers
loaded the page in eight- or nine-tenths
of a second; only Opera took over 1
second, and even then, at 1.09 seconds,
its page-load time wasn't horrible.
That said, Opera was the slowest
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SAFARI READER
When you're perusing
a news article, you
can click the Reader
button in Safari's
address bar. The
browser then pulls
out the article and
presents It in an easy·
to·read format

browser in three of our eight live-site
tests . In two of those three tests
(pcworld.com and en.wikipedia.org),
Opera lagged significantly behind the
rest of the pack, loading pages more
than a full second slower than the next
slowest browser. In real time, a second
isn't that big of a difference, but in
terms of percentage, it's significant. On
the other hand , in our internal-network
tests, Opera came out ahead in two of
the three tests we performed. We
weren't quite able to explain why this
difference exists-our live-site page-
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loading tests generated repeatable re
sults, by and large-but it's possible
that other browsers handle network
latency better than Opera does.
In real-life use, browser speed claims
are probably overstated. Though your
results will vary depending on your com
puter, its operating system, and which
sites you visit, among other factors,
you likely won' t notice the difference
between browsers in regular Web surf
ing unless you perform tests similar to
the ones we did. Ultimately, any Web
browser you select will be fast enough.
Other factors-such as features, securi
ty measures, the interface, and
extensibility-should dictate your
browser preference instead .

A

BEST PAGE LOADING: Chrome
In this speed test, Chrome
enjoyed only a slight lead over the
other four browsers we examined.

W

Which Should
You Choose?
All five of the Web browsers we
looked at for this roundup are
free, so it never hurts to experiment
with a different one. But jumping from
browser to browser has one hidden
cost: your time. It can take a while to
set up a Web browser to appear and
behave just the way you like it.
With that in mind, if we had to select
only one browser, Chrome would be
our top recommendation. We like
Chrome for its clean and friendly inter
face, good performance, and strong
security. It covers all the basics for
most users, and it offers plenty of cus
tomization for power users. •

mlicash Register express
llJlfl Point of Sale Solution for Retail

DEALERS WANTED!
Join our dealer progr a~. __

It's FREE.

Dm pcAmerica

E!I

Retail and Restaurant Solu tions

I 877.722.7671 I www.pcAmerica.com/pcw/cre

Are You in Sync?

GoodSync is Easy, Fast, Automatic and Completely Reliable ...
Let's face it. .. you have a lot of important data
on your computer such as emails, contacts,
precious family photos, extensive music
collections , sensitive financial documents, etc.
Losing those files would be a nightmare.
Everybody knows they should backup their
files, but few ever do, until now...

GoodSync will :
./ Automatically backup your data
./ Easily synchronize between multiple locations

Backing up or keeping multiple computers and
devices in sync has never been easier.
Available on both Windows and Mac,
GoodSync's leading technology also powers
Government, Fortune 500 and many small
business' backup and disaster recovery
solutions. What are you waiting for?

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

./ Seamlessly work with FTP, SFTP, and WebDAV
./ Help you achieve complete peace of mind!

--

-

Free Trial

./ Effortlessly transfer files between devices

GoodSync.com/PCW

-----

GoodSync

GoodSync Enterprise is also available for your business - Learn more at GoodSync.com!Enterprise
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Printers are money pits: You pay for the machine, and

which is easier now that sharing
PDF files and other documents on
then you keep on paying more for the ink or toner it needs to produce
line is becoming commonplace.
Everyone knows that third-party,
your documents. With some lower-end models, your first set of replace
refilled, or remanufactured inks are
ment consumables may cost almost as much as the printer itself.
cheaper than the inks sold by the
original vendors. And many people
But you don't have to crack into your 401(k) just to run your printer.
go that route, despite vendors' ef
You can reduce your printing costs by buying the right printer in the
forts to coax, cajole, or scare them
back onto the straight and narrow
first place-and keeping close watch on your printing habits afterward.
path. But what is it like off-road
are the horror stories from printer manufacturers true? Earli
Before you buy a new printer, it's smart to find out how
er PCWond research (see fi nd.pcworld.com/61892) indicated that
much replacement ink cartridges or toner drums cost for the
the risks lie chiefly in print quality and reliability, which may
machine you' re considering and to look up how many pages
not concern you if perfect prints aren 't your priority. Serious
each cartridge or drum will produce so you can calculate your
penny-pinchers do the reloading themselves; in "Portrait of a
cost per page. (Read "Ink and Toner Costs: Do The Math and
Serial Refiller" (page 98), I profile a man who refilled the
Don' t Get Reamed " on page 95 for more details.)
same cartridge for five years before it finally gave out.
I've done some of the hard work for you, though. In this story,
Saving on printer costs starts with the printer itself, but it
I'll give you my picks for the latest inkjet, snapshot, and color
also
pays to educate yourself about what you can do or buy to
laser printers that save you money and still produce good results.
Even if you buy a printer that's relatively cheap to run, really
make it even cheaper to use over time. If you shop carefully,
you can save a lot of money and still enjoy high-quality prints .
saving money may require changing your own behavior. Make
a habit of printing in draft mode to reduce ink or toner consump
tion, saving the nicest quality for customers or special occasions.
Check your driver for "n-up printing"
(also known as "2-in-1 " or "4-in-1," for
EPSON'S B·510DN INKJET,
with its cheap Inks and comexample) , which lets you squeeze mul
The rule of thumb with inkjet printers is that the
petitive speed, should make
tip le pages' worth of content onto one
less expensive the printer is, the more the ink will
sheet of paper. Print less , of coursesellers of low-end color lasers
cost you. The rule's origins lie in ink-cartridge con
worry. It also offers two input
figuration and capacity. Lower-end inkjets might
have a configuration with a tricolor cartridge, com
trays and automatic duplexing.
bining cyan, magenta, and yellow inks into one
package. Tricolor cartridges usually end up costing
you more, because once a single color runs out, you
have to replace all three. lnkjets that offer separate
cartridges for each ink put an end to that problem;
models that separate the ink tank from the print
head can save you even more money.
One of the most inexpensive consumer inkjets to
run is the $100 Canon Pixma iP4700 {find.pcworld.
com/63619). It has a separate print head and five ink
tanks, a full set of which ships with the printer. The
pigment black (PGI-221) costs 4.3 cents per page,
while each color costs 2.6 to 2.8 cents per page. A
four-color page would cost about 12.2 cents .
Photo black, used only with images, lasts for 665
4-by-6-inch photos (about 2 cents per photo).
On Canon's own paper, photos were accurate
and sharp. Plain paper presented more challeng
es: Flesh tones appeared excessively pink, for
instance, and text was black but slightly fuzzy.
This model comes with an automatic duplexer,
which can help you conserve paper, as well.

Inkjet Printers
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The most economical inkjets we've tested are business
oriented models. They carry higher price tags but offer high
yield cartridge options, with a lower cost per page compared
to standard-size cartridges . As with anything you buy in bulk,
make sure that you can use such cartridges in a reasonable
period of time. If you print just a few simple pages per day,
buying a cartridge that lasts for 1000 pages would be overkill .
The $180 HP Officejet Pro 8000 Wireless Printer (find.
pcworld.com/64133), for example, comes with two standard
input trays and one optional one, plus automatic duplexing
and Wi-Fi support. It uses two print heads and separate ink
tanks that load easily into a front bay. Among the standard
size supplies, black costs about 2.6 cents per page, and each
color about 2. 2 cents. A typical four-color page would cost
about 9 .3 cents. The high-yield cartridges are an even better
deal: Black costs about 1.6 cents per page, and each color

about 1.9 cents per page. That pegs a normal four-color page
at just 7.2 cents. Overall, the Officejet Pro 8000 Wireless pro
duced very good print quality. Text was crisp and suffered
virtually no defects, while grayscale graphics showed a level
of detail in darker areas that many printers miss. Color imag
es had a rich (albeit somewhat d ark) cast that we often see in
output from HP printers. Flesh tones tend ed to be orangey.
Last and least (in ink costs) is the recently introduced Ep
son B-510DN (find.pcworld.com/70395). This $599 inkjet print
er's consumables are cheaper than those of many lasers we 've
tested. Its standard-size supplies cost 1.3 cents per page for
black and 1.4 cents for each color. A full-color page would cost
just 5.6 cents. The high-yield colors each cost 0.9 cent per page.
Epson offers high-yield and extra-high-yield black inks , priced
at 1.2 cents and 0 .87 cent, respectively. Built for maximum
efficiency, it offers two input trays and automatic duplex- »

Ink and Toner
Costs: Do the
Math and Don't
Get Reamed
BEFORE YOU BUY a printer. it
makes sense to look not only at
its price ag and reviews. but
also at its cost of operation. For
many printers- especially ink
jet models- the price of replace
ment ink or toner can quickly
outstrip the machine's initial
cost. Here's how to find out what
you're in for before you buy.
Alittle shoppi ng: We get the
current price df each cartridge
from the vendor's own Web site.
If the vendor does n't sell the
cartridges directly. we average
the prices collected from three
or more major online retailers.
The price differences can be sur
prising. so it pays to shop around.
Alittle resea rch: All printer
vendors publish yield data for
their ink or toner cartridges
how many pages a cartridge
can print before it runs dry.

Most vendors· yields are based
on industry-standard measuring
tools developed by the rso
(International Organization for
Standard i'z ation}, using a partic
ular suite of documents printed
at specific settings, so that the
results are comparable among
diffe rent models. Finding the
yields ca n sometimes be diffi·
cult, but don't hesitate to bug
the vendor for guidance if you
can't find the data easily.
A little math: For each color.
we divide the cartridge's price
by its page yield to get the cost
per color per page. If a vendor
offers high-yield cartridges as
well as standard-size ones for
a particular printer, we gather
the prices for both kinds of car
tridges. The resulting costs per
color per page will give you an
idea of how much the printer is

going to cos t you in ink or toner.
Based on current prices, the
cheaper inket printers and MFPs
sho uld have a cost per color per
page of 5 cents or lower; walk
away if it's more than 6 cents.
For a color laser, the ideal cost
per color per page should be 3
cents or lower; above 5 cents is
pricey. For a snapshot printer,
25 cents per print is the best
price currently. Your mileage
will depend on what and how
much you print day-to-day.
Highly color-saturated pages
especially photographs-will
cost more than these represen
tative prices can illustrate.

Afew tricks to watch out for:
Vendo rs sometimes charge
more for black (because it's
used more), or they may lowball
black to distract you from higher
costs for other colors. Check for
"starter-size" cartridges, too:
Printers may ship with these
lower-capacity supplies rather
than full-size ones. It's not un
usual for lower-end laser or LED
printers to come with starters;
and some snapshot printers
give just a few shots' worth of
ink. forcing you to buy a full set
right away. It's getting harder
to avoid sta rters, bu t at least
you should be aware of them.
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ing, plus record-breaking speed rivaling that of
some lower-end color lasers. Its print quality is
very good, too, just fuzzier on plain paper
which is acceptable for text, worse for photos.

Inkjet MFPs
There's no real difference in cost per page
between inkjet multifunction printers (MFPs)
and their single-function cousins, but there are
/
more competitors among MFPs. The integrated
scanners on these models can save you more ink
by converting documents into PDFs or other
electronic formats, which you can then distrib
ute electronically instead of printing.
lhe $200 Kodak ESP 7250 {fin d.pcworld .com/
THE HP OFFICEJET Pro 8000
Wireless comes with every
70030) is one of many models that use Kodak 's
thing you need: WI-Fl supnotably cheap inks. The tricolor cartridge costs
port, a touchscreen, and
only 4.28 cents per page, and the black car
automatic duplexing, plus
tridge costs just 2.35 cents per page. A page
inks that are cheap at both
with all four colors would cost about 6.6 cents.
standard and high-yield sizes.
Kodak also sells a high-yield black, but this car
tridge offers only a slightly lower cost per page:
2.2 cents. Ink savings aside, however, Kodak's multifunction
you need-Wi-Fi support, a touchscreen, automatic duplexing,
and an automatic document feeder-plus lots of paper capac
products tend to be average, with plodding speed, fuzzy out
ity. Its standard-size inks cost 2.6 cents per page for black,
put quality on plain paper, and mediocre scanners.
and 2.2 cents per color per page (9.3 cents for a four-color
Another cheap standout is the Hewlett-Packard Officejet
Pro 8500 Wireless All-in-One Printer (find.pcworld.com/62494).
page) . The economic picture gets even brighter with the high
yield cartridges: 1.6 cents per page for black, 1. 9 cents per
This $400 business-oriented model comes with everything
color per page; a page containing all four colors would
cost a mere 7.2 cents . Text output looked black and
fairly crisp. Photos and graphics appeared grainy but
had natural colors on plain paper. On HP's own paper,
the images tended to be slightly dark but very smooth.
Canon's Pixma MX870 {find.pcworld.com/69542 ; $200)
is a recent favorite whose inexpensive inks are just one
of its fine attributes, which also include Wi-Fi support,
automatic duplexing, and two 150-sheet input trays . The
Pixma MX870 has a separate print head and five ink
tanks. The pigment black (PGI-220) costs $15 and lasts
for 524 pages, or 4.62 cents per page. The cyan, magenta,
and yellow CLI-221 cartridges cost $13 each and should
last for 510 to 535 pages each, which works out to
about 2.5 cents per color per page; a page with
all four colors would cost about 12.4 cents. The
CLI-221 photo black will last for about 814
FOR THE EPSON Picture
standard 4-by-6-inch photos, by Canon 's
reckoning. Color prints on both plain and
Mate Show PM 300 snapshot
printer, a 150-prlnt paper/ink
photo paper had rich, smooth colors , while
pack works out to about 25
text pages looked black and sharp. It's also
cents per print-economical
worth noting th at a slightly older consumer
model from Canon, the $150 Pixma MP560 »
compared with its rivals.
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Snapshot Printers

(find .pcworld.com/63600), operates with similarly low costs.
A final note on this category: Three Lexmark MFPs-the $300
Pinnacle Pro901 (fi nd.pcworld.com/7003!), the $400 Platinum
Pro905 (find.pcworld.com/63602), and the $280 Prestige Pro805
(find.pcworld.com/70393)-can use Lexmark's 105XL high-yield
black cartridge, which costs just $5 and lasts for 510 pages,
or a scant penny per page. But the lOOXL high-yield black,
which also fits these models , is extremely expensive-as are
the standard-size 100 cartridges . So be careful what you buy.

Designed simply to print photos at one or more sizes , snap
shot printers appeal to convenience, rather than to economy.
No longer must you upload images to an online site and wait
for them to come back in the mail, or schlep your media card
to a local store for one-hour printing-though both of those
options cost less per print. Just put your media card into one
of the slots, select a few layout or editing options, and out »

Portrait of a
Serial Refiller....... .. .. .. ······
THEY WORK IN the privacy of
a garage or bathroom. Their
tools are simple but effective.
Serial refillers buy their own
ink and pump it into the same
cartridge, over and over again.
They wouldn't dream of buy
ing brand-name ink cartridges,
or even third-party refilled or
remanufactured ones. They
know that the cheapest way is
to do it themselves. I met a
serial refiller; this is his story.
(Note: He requested anonymity.)
My serial refiller could be
anyone's next-door neighbor: A
mild-mannered fellow, living in
a neatly landscaped house in a
peaceful suburb. He has been
refi lling not one, but two print
ers: an HP DeskJet 880Cxi
that he purchased in 1998. and
a Canon Pixma iP4000 that he
bought seven or so years ago.
He told me exactly how he
became a serial refiller. First
he searched online for bulk ink
and refill kits for his specific
printer models. Once he got
the kits. he just reordered as
needed. For his Canon printer.
for instance. he can buy a onepint bottle of ink for about S25.
Since the typical ink cartridge
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THE BULK INKS used
for refilling cost signifi
cantly less per milliliter
than the Ink In OEM
cartridges. The manual
labor is the tradeoff.

costs anywhere from SlO to
$25 but holds an amount of ink
measured in milliliters. that bottle represents a huge savings.
1 he kit for the HP included a
sma ~ h.ex wrench and screw.
The hex screw replaces the
ball bearing that origi1J9 ~ly
sealed the fill hole in the cartridge. My refiller removed the
ball bearing by forcing it into
the cartridge. using the tip of a
ballpoint pen. He then finagled
the filled syringe into the hole
and added more in k. He refilled
the same cartridge for many
years using this method, until
the print head finally gave out.
Unfazed, he bought another
cartridge and started over.
To refi ll the Canon unit. l1e
had to drill a small hole into
the top of each of its five
ta nks so he could fill them
via syringe; then he sealed
each hole wi th a screw. The

kit provided a small, manual
for the letters. invoices, and
drill. but he said it was easier
labels he printed. He also used
to use his electric drill. Occadraft mode most of the time to
sionally. he switched to a slight- save even more ink. He took his
ly larger screw, as a tank's acdigital photos to a local Wal
cess hole expan ed with reuse.
greens store, paying a dime or
He covered fhe tank's ink spout
so per print. versus 25 cents
with electrical tape during a
or more using an inkjet printer.
refill to prevent ink from leakCould you become a serial
ing. He removed the tape carerefiller? How badly do you
fully afterward and kept tissue
want to save money on in k?
ready to dab away any ink.
Refilling may not be pretty;
Wha t about print quality?
but it is very, very cheap.
Vendors warn that it will suffer
if users stray from
brand-name inks.
My serial refit er did
SOME TOOLS OF the
not care, saying that
refiner's trade: Ink,
what he got sufficed
an access tool (In this

......

:

case, a hex wrench),
and a syringe for
squirting Ink into the
cartridge (at left).
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We Can On y Find One
A rare chance to claim a unique piece of watchm aking history for under $100!
ighty-six years ago, a watchmaker
E
in Paris famous for building the
magnificent clocks at Versailles created a
legendary timepiece. He invented the first
watch with an automatic mechanical
drive. These innovative movements
required no batteries and never needed
to be manually wound. Only seven of
these ultra-rare watches were ever made
and we've studied the one surviving
masterpiece in a watch h istory museum .
Inspired by history, classic design and
technology, our Stauer Meisterzeit has
been painstakingly handcrafted to meet
the demanding standards of vintage
watch collectors.
Why the new "antique" is b etter
than the original. The original time
piece was truly innovative, but, as we stud
ied it closely, we realized that we could
engineer ours with a much higher level of
precision. The 27-ruby-jewel movement
utilizes an automatic self-winding mecha
nism inspired by a patent from 1923, but
built on $31 million in state-of-the-art
Swiss-made machinery. With an exhibi
tion back, you can see into the heart of the
engineering and view the rotor spin-it's
powered by the movement of your body.

This limited edition Stauer Meisterzeit
allows you to wear a watch far more
exclusive than most new "upscale" models.
Here is your chance to claim a piece of
watchmaking history in a rare design that
is priced to wear everyday.
Elegant and accurate. This refined
beauty has a fastidious side. Each move
ment and engine-turned rotor is tested for
15 days and then certified before it leaves
the factory.
The best pa rt is
that with our
special price, you
can
wear
a
superb
classic
historical repro
duction watch
and laugh all the
way to the bank.
Stauer specializes
View tJ1c pn.'Cision
in classic time
movement of the
less watches and
Meisterb.'il tJtrough the
jewelry that are
rear exhibition port.
made for the mil
lionaires who want to keep their
millions. This watch will quickly move
to heirloom status in your household.

Try it for 30 days and if you are not
thrilled with the beauty and construction
of the Melsterzeit, sim ply retu rn it for a
refund of the purchase price.
Ext r eme ly limit e d a v aila bility.
Since it takes about 6 months to build each
watch, the release is a limited edition, so
please be sure to order yours soon.
WATCH SPECS:
- 14K Gold-clad case and bezel
- Precision 27-jeweled movement
- Interior dials display day and month
- Croc-embossed leather strap
- Fits 6 3/•"-8 1/•' wrist

Exclusively Through Stauer
Stauer Meisterzeit Watch-~

Now only $95

+S&P

Save 13001

Call now to take advantage ofthis limited offer.

1-888-324-4351
Promotional Code MZW310-02
Please mention this code when you call.

Stauet

14 101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. MZW3!0-02
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

www.stauer.com

Smart Luxuries - Surpris ing Prices - - - - - -- -- - - - - - --
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FOR MORE MONEY-SAVING PRINTER TIPS, see "The
Cheapskate's Guide to Printing" (find.pcworld.coml70384); and
comes a finished
for more about inks. check out ' Cheap Ink: Will It Cost You?"
ruddy flesh tones and dark or lurid col
print. Most snap
(find.pcworld.com/70383) and "How Much Ink Is Left in That
ors . We also noticed grainy or fu zzy
Dead Cartridge? (find .pcworld.com/62166). Also, don't miss
shot units print just
qualities in solid-color areas. Its con
4-by-6-inch shots , but
our ranked charts of inkjet multifunction printers (find .
sumables are very economical, though:
Separate drums are built to last 20,000
Hewlett-Packard sells
pcworld.com/6942l), inkjet printers (find.pcworld.
pages each. A full set comes with the printer;
some models that can
com/69891), color lase rs (find.pcworld.com/
print on 5-by-7-inch and
69507). and snapshot printers (find.
replacing them costs about $71 to $77 apiece
4-by-12-inch paper as well.
pcworld.com/70385).
(per Oki's estimates-the company does not sell
them directly) , adding about a third of acent per
Among the snapshot printers
we 've reviewed, Epson's inkjet-based
color per page to your costs . The starter-size cyan, ma
models have the lowest cost per print. Its
genta, yellow, and black toner supplies have a mere 2000-page
yield, but the replacements are economical: Black toner costs
$150 PictureMate Charm PM 225 (find.pcworld.com/63989} and
its $300 PictureMate Show PM 300 {find.pcworld.com/64259}
about 1.1 cents per page; and each color, about 2.6 cents per
both ship with a starter ink cartridge that prints up to 20
page. A four-color page would cost just 9 cents-a bargain.
images. A replacement pack containing a 150-print cartridge
The $1549 Dell S130cdn Color Laser Printer (find.pcworld.
and 1SO sheets of paper costs $38, which works out to about
com/64136} costs a wee bit more per page than the Oki, but it
25 cents per print-very economical compared with rival
compensates with far better speed and print quality. It also
units. Both Epsons also produce quite nice-looking prints.
ships with standard-size supplies (versus the Oki' s paltry
starter sizes): a 9000-page black cartridge ($107 to replace)
and 6000-page cyan, magenta, and yellow cartridges ($195
each to replace) . That's about 1.2 cents per black page and 3.3
cents per color-or 10.9 cents for a four-color page. High-yield
If you think laser printers are always cheaper than inkjets,
supplies offer greater savings: The 18,000-page black cartridge
think again. Our familiar rule of thumb applies here: The less
($137) costs less than 1 cent per page, and the 12,000-page
expensive the printer, the more expensive the consumables.
color cartridges ($245 each) cost about 2 cents per color,
The most economical color laser or LED printers are those
adding up to a superlow 6.9 cents for a four-color page.
designed for high-volume use, which accommodate consum
By now you've figured out the pattern in printer economy: The
ables that may las t for tens of thousands of pages .
more you pay for the printer up front, the less you ' ll pay per
Kyocera Mita's FS-CS300DN (find.pcworld.com/63237} is very
page for ink or toner later on. Unfortunately this means that
fast, and its operating costs are by far the lowest among color
home and student users, who generally have smaller budgets,
laser models we've tested, but it carries a steep list price of
are signing on for higher per-page expenses in the long term,
$1739. The photoconducting drums (one for each color) and
assuming they stick with brand-name cartridges . e
toner supplies are separated to minimize waste. The drums
last 200,000 pages apiece, so you 'll take a while to exhaust
them . The starter-size toner sup
plies last an impressive 6000 pages
WITH THE KYOCERA Mita
for black and 5000 pages for each
FS-C5300DN, even startercolor. A full-size, 12,000-page
size toner supplies last many
replacement supply of black ink
thousands of pages. The
costs 0.9 cents per page, while each
separate photoconducting
10,000-page color to ner supply
drums take 200,000 pages
costs 1. S cents per page. Color
apiece to be exhausted.
image qu ality was adequate but
unsophisticated. Solid blocks of co lo r, as in
pie charts, looked fine , but color photos tend
ed to appear grainy or fuzzy, with a yellowish
cast. Grayscale images struggled with subtle
gradations and looked too dark overall.
Following close behind the FS-CS300DN
is the $699 Oki C610dtn (find.pcworld.com/
70297}, an LED model. The printer' s output
speed is impressive, but you might need to
tone down the color palette, which produced

Color Laser/LED Printers
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Your company's bottom line depends on the
performance of its PCs.

To assess and compare system
performance across your organization,
use the benchmarking software developed
by the experts at PC World Labs.
Real-World Performance
WorldBench is the core set of applications that PC World uses

to test desktop and laptop PCs. The results play an important

WorldBench 6
runs on all editions of Windows 7,
Windows Vista, and Windows XP,
including all 64-bit and 32-bit versions.

role in PC World 's computer reviews-the reviews you trust.
Because our benchmark uses actual programs performing
common functions, it is an excellent barometer of PC
performance outside the lab and on your desk.

Automatic Testing
From Web browsing to file encoding to general tasks, the
automated test scripts that run in WorldBench 6 are designed
to deliver a tough evaluation of today's top computers. Although
multicore processors and larger amounts of RAM are appearing
even in budget PCs, it 's important to have benchmarks that can
accurately assess-and challenge-systems with a wide variety
of configurations. WorldBench 6 delivers.
Since it's automated, the suite can report errors and restart
failed tests without user input. It then records the results,
including the final WorldBench 6 score as well as the individual
results of each application 's workload, in both text and graphs.
Refined over the past decade, WorldBench is currently used
in over 30 countries by Fortune 500 corporations, government
agencies, and international media outlets.

Visit www.worldbench.com today and secure
your DVD of WorldBench 6.

ere's
Set Up a Secure Web Connection
Worried about wi re
less security while
you 're working on the
road? Here's a way to
ensure that your con
fidential data is safe.
BY STEVEN ANDRES
IF YOU WORK on the go,
you've probably hopped on
a public wireless network at
least once or twice. You
should know how to keep
your data safe when you're
on such a network, by taking
precautions such as using
your company's virtual pri
vate network or an encrypt
ed Web tunnel like Hotspot
the same network could spy
Shield. (For advice, see page
94 in the July issue or visit
on your Web traffic.
find.pcworld.com/70270.)
You can fix this problem
If you don't have a compa
by creating an encrypted
ny VPN and you don't want
tunnel through which you
to deal with Hotspot Shield's
can send traffic that origibanner ads, however, you can still
Secure Web-Tunnel Setup
set up your own
private, encrypted
Your laptop
Coffee
Internet connec
shop
tion free from
eavesdroppers .

Tunneling
Your Traffi c
Whether the wire
less network you
use is password
protected or pay
per-minute, any
one in the area
who connects to
102 I PCWORLD . COM

once the traffic leaves your
tunnel, it's subject to the
usual potential scrutiny
from ISPs , law enforcement,
and the like-but while your
data is moving through the
public-access Wi-Fi hotspot,
your surfing is secure.

Easy, Cheap Security
Through SSH

The easiest way to set up
your own secure Web tunnel
starts with paying a monthly
fee for a hosting company to
do all the difficult work of
obtaining a server, installing
an operating system, and
making sure the server stays
online 24 hours a day with
nates at your laptop and
plenty of backup generator
power. I prefer this approach
ends at a known location
because you don' t have to
(the tunnel "endpoint").
From there, the tunnel
fuss with firewalls at home,
and you don't have to leave
routes your Web requests to
a computer running when
the Internet. Of course,
you' re on the road.
Any inexpensive
Through a Hosting Company
shared-hosting
provider will do
for your purposes ,
Website
as long as it offers
access to a secure
shell (SSH) server.
Unsecured
SSH was created
laptop
Internet
PubllcWl·FI
as an encrypted
of Telnet,
version
- - Secure tunnel
- - Unencrypted connection
one of the Inter
net's original pro
ORDINARILY, WHEN YOU use the wireless hotspot In a coffee shop or other pubUc location,
tocols, used to
you take a direct route to a Website (solid line in red). An encrypted tunnel (In blue), how
send character
information be
ever, shields you in the hotspot network. Beyond the tunnel endpoint, your traffic travels over
the Internet by regular unencrypted methods (again, In red) to the destination Website.
tween computers.
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You should be able to find
to 22 (the default SSH port) .
you can set up your tunnel.
a provider that offers a basic
Click the Open button.
Type the command exit to
hosting package with SSH ac
close your SSH session.
Since this is the first time
cess for about $5 per month,
you're connecting to this
so for some three nickels per
Local Listeners and
server, either client will .dis
workday you can have your
Remote Endpoint s
play an alert and ask you to
confirm the host's finger
Here's where things get a bit
own secure tunnel.
Once your hosting provid
print. (This should happen
confusing. You need to con
only once; thereafter, your
er creates your account, you
figure a port on your local
client will confirm that the
receive your login informa
computer (a "listener") that
tion and your assigned
:@ii PuTTY Configuration :.c:....
server. From there, you
\!-. :<. '., ·o.:.
0::-,
can set up an impromptu
Categoiy:
Web proxy by issuing
Basic options forJ.<>U" PuTTY session
f?· S~
J
j 1.... Logging
SSH commands. I'll dem
Specfy )'O'S comection by host name or IP address
8- Tenninal
!
Host Name (or IP ad<i"eS5)
Port
onstrate both OS X and
-i !-· Ke}'board
22
Windows versions; Linux
t·· Bel
L.. Features
Protocol:
!
users can follow along
0 Raw
6 Telnet 0 Rogl1 @ SSH
E;l Wndow
I ;
and make minor adjust
ments where necessary.
IN THE PUTTY SSH client for Windows systems, enter the server name from
your hosting provider and select the SSH radio button for the protocol.

. I

~

I

Use an SSH Client
OS X has a command-line
will take any packets you
fingerprint hasn't changed.
If it does change, that could
throw at it and stuff it into
SSH client, so all you need
to do is open Terminal (in
mean that your connection
an SSH encrypted session.
the Utilities folder within
has been tampered with.)
At the other end of the tun
Once you confirm the fin
nel , the traffic will dump
your Application folder).
out on your SSH server. I'll
The command prompt has
gerprint, PuTTY will prompt
your username and your
show you how to configure
for your username and pass
computer's name, followed
word. OS X will request the
your Web browser to proxy
by the $ symbol. All of the
traffic through this local lis
password only, because you
commands in the following
tener. Even though it seems
gave your username on the
command line already.
that you would want to
sections will be things that
After you 're logged in, you
you type beside that symbol.
point your browser to the
remote server, you will tech
On Windows, you need to
should see a prompt show
download a client. One pop
nically be pointing it at
ing that you are now con
ular freeware client is PuTTY
"localhost, " which is a spe
nected to the command line
(Iind.pcworld.com/70271 ).
of the remote server; notice
cial name for your local PC.
You'll need to tell your
Using the login informa
that the server name preced
tion from your hosting pro
SSH client to open a tunnel
ing the $ symbol has changed
vider, you can open an SSH
to reflect the remote system.
that begins on your laptop
session on OS X by entering
Now that you know you
(localhost) on port 8888 and
terminates at the SSH servthe portion shown below
have a working SSH server,
after the $ symbol:
Sssh username@server
Web browser
name.example.com
Your proxy set to:
On a Windows PC, start
localhost port 8888
PuTTY and enter the serv
er name that your host
ing provider gave you.
POINTING YOUR WEB browser to "localhost" sends traffic to a port (called a
Select the SSH radio but
listener) that Is configured to open a tunnel from your laptop to the SSHserv
ton under 'Protocol'. The
Port field should be set
er, where the data will then be forwarded to the destination Website.

er, where the data will then
be forwarded to the Website
you want to visit.
The process is straightfor
ward on OS X, and you can
handle it in one command:
Sssh-ND8888 username@
servername.example.com
The 'N' option tells the
SSH client that you do not
want an interactive
session (a command
prompt). The 'D 8888'
option tells the client to
set up a "dynamic" port
forwarding tunnel on
port 8888. The tunnel
should be dynamic be
cause the destination site
will change during your
Web surfing; other port
forwarding tunnels have
static ru les, but for brows
ing you want the dynamic
version. After issuing the
command, you will be asked
for a password, and then.. .
nothing will happen. Actual
ly, if the command works,
the port will be open, but
you will not receive any con
firmation in Terminal.
In Windows, start PuTTY,
scroll down the 'Category'
listing to 'Connection', and
expand 'SSH' to select Tun
nels. Select the Dynamic
radio button, enter 8888 for
'Source port', and click Add.
Now click the Opm but
ton. After you enter your
password, your tunnel
should be created. No con
firmation will display in
the command prompt.

Try Out You r Tunnel
Now it's time to test
things . First, fire up your
Web browser, visit www.
whatismyipaddress.com ,
and take note of the IP
address displayed.
»
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Forwarded ports:
fiemove
the previous sections
able at no cost for personal
This is the public IP
1~8888
were easy for you to
use. Run the installer and
address that the rest
select the Personal Edition.
of the world sees
understand. Also, you
when you connect
need to know how to
The control panel will show
the Easy Settings wizard. All
allow a connection
from your current
of the defaults are fine for
location (home, work,
through your home
your purposes , so click Ca11
DSL/cable router (or,
school, or the cafe).
To change that,
if you want to do this
cel. Click the Start Wi11SSHD
link to start the SSH server.
Internet Explorer
at the office, how to
WHEN SETTING UP your port-forwarding tunnel
users should go to
adjust your firewall).
Test Your SSH Server
Toolrolmcmct Options.
In PuTTY, be sure to select the Dynamic option.
This method makes
In this dialog box,
I won't elaborate on proper
your connection in
select the Co1111ectiom tab
ly disabling your local laptop
network connection. On the
teresting to network scan
and then click LAN Set1i11gs.
Proxies tab, select the check
ners that look for open ports
firewall or your network fire
on the Internet. You will have
In the pop-up dialog box,
wall to allow port 22 to get
box for SOCKS ProJ.y and
select the checkbox for Use a
enter localhost for the address
to keep the computer you
incoming connections-if
use for the server running all
proxy scnmfary our LAN. Click
you've read this far, you're
and 8888 for the port. Click
Adua11ced. Next to 'SOCKS'
the time back at home, too .
an advanced user who knows
OK •Apply and then close
enter localhost for the address
If you truly understand the
how to do that. Your next
System Preferences.
and 8888 for the port; leave
risks involved and you want
Regardless of your brows
step is to test your SSH
to run your own SSH server,
all the other fields blank.
er and platform, once you
server, so you'll use some of
Click OK three times.
change your Web proxy set
continue reading. The dia
the commands described in
gram below illustrates how
tings, return to What Is My
previous sections.
Firefox users on Windows
the configuration looks.
should go to Tools•Options;
IP Address to verify that the
OS X users shou ld enter
OS X Firefox users should
An SSH server is built into
the following command:
Internet sees you as visiting
"from" your SSH server, con
click Firefax•Prifcrences.
OS X. Open System Prefircnc
$ssh username@localhost
cs•Shan·ng. On the Scroiccs
firming that your browsing
Afterward, on either plat
In Windows, start PuTTY
form , select the Aduanced
is secure from snooping by
tab, select the Remote Login
and enter localhost for the
category (a gear icon) and
(aka SSH Server) checkbox.
server address. You can use
other Wi-Fi hotspot users.
then choose the Networl· tab.
For Windows, a number of
the password that you nor
Run an SSH Server
free and inexpensive SSH
Click the Settings button.
mally use to log in to your
Select Manual Proxy Conjig
servers
are
available
(some
laptop.
Since this is a new
What if you don't want to
times
referred
uratio11. Next to 'SOCKS
to
as
SSHD
connection,
you'll likely see
pay a monthly fee to a host
Host', enter localhost for the
the
"D"
is
for
daemon,
a
way
a
fingerprint-verification
ing company? You can run
address and 8888 for the
of saying "server" in geek
prompt. If it doesn 't work,
your own SSH server. This
port; leave the other fields
approach isn 't for everyone,
speak) . The one I'll use here
check your firewall or other
though-don't continue with
is WinSSHD version S (find.
security software that may be
blank. Choose the SOCKSS
radio button if it isn't
pcworld.com/70272); it's avail
the following steps unless
blocking your connection.
already selected. Jn
Next, try to connect
Windows, click OK
from the outside back
Setup Through a
twice; in OS X, sim
to your SSH server.
Home Connection
ply close both prefer
Create a test account
ences windows.
on your local comput
Your laptop
Coffee
shop
OS X Safari users
er and ask a friend to
should go to Safa1i•
test the connection
Prifcrcnces. Select the
using the password
Unsecured
Adua11ccd category (a
for this test account.
laptop
Internet
gear icon) and then
Your friend should
PublicWi·FI
click the Change Set
follow the same steps
Website
- - Secure tunnel
tings button next to
in configuring the
J - - Unencrypted connection
' Proxies'. This will
SSH client and his or
INSTEAD OF CONNECTING directly to Websites (In red), you can send your laptop traffic
open System Prefer
her Web browser as
ences for your current
via a secure tunnel (In blue) to an SSH server that you maintain on a PC at home.
described earlier.
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9 Ways to Spice Up Office 2010 Documents
Business doesn't
have to be boring.
These simple tricks
can turn plain -vanilla
text and images into
alluring, evocative
comm unication.
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EVEN IF YOUR work is
humdrum, your documents
shouldn't be. The latest ver
sion of Microsoft Office
makes it easier than ever to
create handsome documents,
thanks to some new tools
for dressing up text, display
ing images, and embedding
video . (For a review of the
Office 2010 suite, see find .
pcworld.corn/70269.)
You don't have to be a
graphics pro to take advan
tage of these features, and
the suite's Live Preview and
Undo commands encourage
experimentation by letting
you painlessly ditch looks
that you don't like. Try these
nine uncomplicated features
to add a little eye candy to
any document you create.
(Note: You must save files
in an Office XML format,
such as .docx or .xlsx, for
the new features to work.)
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THE NEW TEXT Effects button in t he Font section of Office 2010 l ets
you apply WordArt effects to t ext without turn ing it int o a graphic.

enables you to apply Word
Art effects to text without
transforming it into a graph
ic. You can still edit the text,
run a spelling check on it,
change the underlying font,
and do everything else that
you can do with regular text.
To get a complete set of
effects that doesn't appear
in the pop-up Text Effects
gallery, click the lower-right
corner of the Font group to
launch the Font dialog box,
and then click the Text Efficts

button at the bottom.
The WordArt feature in
Word and other Office apps
still appears in the Insert
tab. It creates a text box in
which anything you type
supports Text Effects. The
same effects are ava ilable as
WordArt in both PowerPoint
2010 and Excel 2010.
Create your own calligraphy
(Word, Publisher): Want to
give text an elaborate cop
perplate handwriting look?
Click the lower-right corner

Fun With Fonts
Apply Text Effectstoyourdocu
ments (Word, PowerPoint,
Excel): In Office 2007, Micro
soft introduced WordArt,
which let users create text
that incorporated decorative
fonts with effects such as
reflections, glows, and out
lines. But WordArt text was
essentially a type of image;
it didn't behave like text.
Office 2010's Font group
(aka the Home tab) adds a
Text Effects button that

~.· .:.!.1f iJ
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THE IMAGE-EDITING TOOLS in Office 2010 allow you t o perform com
mon processing t asks, such as sharpening or adj usting contrast.

of the Font group; in the
Font dialog box, select the
Adoanced tab to access set
tings for custom kerning
(spacing between characters),
ligatures, and stylistic sets,
which create the extended
swirls that give some fonts
a calligraphic appearance.
By default, 20 stylistic sets
are listed; but not all Open
Type fonts have that many
different styles, and some
fonts change very little in
response to the style set you
use. Experiment to figure
out which ones work best.
Microsoft recommends try
ing out style sets with a new
font, Gabriola, or with Cali
bri, Cambria, Constantia, or
Corbel- four fonts that were
also in earlier Word versions.
Some of the O penType fea
tures in Word 2010 are also
available in Publisher 2010.

Quick Pix Tricks
Crop and edit on the fly (Word,
Excel,PowerPoint, Outlook):
With Office 2010's ro bust
image-editing tools , you may
not need to process images
in a third-party app before
adding them to documents.
Place your cursor where the
image should go, and click
the Insen tab and the Picture
button in the Illustrations
group. Now browse to the
picture that you want to
use, click it, and click lnsen.
111is procedure places the
image in the docu ment and
activates the Picture Tool
ribbon, which lets you try
out effects via Live Preview
(simply hover over an effect
to see how it will look) .
Click the Cotrccrio11 button
to try any of a huge range »
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of exposures and sharp
you 'll appreciate Power
ening changes. Click the
Point 2010's new video
Croppi11g button to crop
tools. By default, any
the photo, in place, while
local video file that you
graying out the areas you
insert is embedded in
would be cropping; alter
the presentation, so you
natively, you can specify
don't have to worry
a fixed size or shape.
about bundling extra
Finally, click the Remo{)c
files with your .pptx file.
Backgro1111d button to
Compress as needed: Of
automatically create a
course, embedding video
cutout of the main sub
files can swell the size of
jects in an image; if this
OFFICE 2010'5 REMOVE Background
your PowerPoint file. To
tool doesn't get the edges
avoid such problems,
button automatically creates cutouts
right, you can use the
of the main subject in an image.
compress videos to re
buttons in a pop-up rib
duce their size. Click the
bon to add or remove areas.
maximize your Office app,
File tab to access the Back
Try an artistic effect (Word,
and click Screws/rot in the
stage View of your presenta
Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook):
Illustrations group of the In
tion; by default, you'll see
sert tab-but this time click
the Info page, with 'Media
Bored with garden-variety
photos? To experiment with
Size and Performance' as the
ScrwrClippingat the bottom
effects that make them look
of the pop-up window. You
top section in the center.
more like paintings or draw
will return to a view of the
Click the Compress Media
ings, click the Anistic Effects
desktop the way it was when
button to see options for
button in the Picture Tools
you last saw it, except that
reducing the file's size (and
ribbon and hover over any
it will be frosted over; use
video quality). Be sure to
effect. (Be prepared to wait a
play back the compressed
your cursor to select the
few seconds to preview some
area to capture, and it will
file; if you think you've sur
effects.) To try out intensi
appear in the document.
rendered too much in video
ties and transparencies, pick
quality, you can always re
an effect and click Anistic
vert to a la rger file size.
New Video Tools for
EasllyplayWebvideo: If the
E.lficrs Options at the bottom
PowerPoint
of the preview gallery.
If you've ever used a video
video you want to use is on
a Website, PowerPoint 2010
Insert a screenshot instantly
clip in a PowerPoint presen
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Out
tation only to have it vanish
makes the video easier to
look, Publisher, OneNote): In
when you run the presenta
play back-if you run your
Office 2010 you can insert a
tion on someone else's PC,
presentation on an Internetscreenshot of any open non
minimized window on your
desktop with a couple of
... ~• -•1t..i r0t"'f
·:..- ..
clicks. In the Insert tab, click
Embedded Video
the Scru11S!10t button in the
•
Illustrations group to get a
pop-up window that shows
all open windows. Just click
the one you want, and the
screenshot appears in your
document, ready for editing
with Picture Tools.
You can even insert part of
a screen. Minimize your
Office app and maximize the
YOU CAN EMBED, compress, and edit movie cUps-as well as play
screen you want to use. Then
Web video-with the new tools available In PowerPolnt 2010.
1·. ...
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connected PC. Copy the
embed code from the site,
open the Insert tab on the
ribbon, and click the Video
button i.n the Media group.
Then click Video.from Web Sire
in the pop-up menu, and
paste in the embed code.
(This feature isn't available
in the 64-bit Office, because
Adobe hasn't made a 64-bit
version of Flash to support
the video playback.)
Edit video within PowerPoint:
The video editing tools built
into PowerPoint 2010 let
you work on your movies
inside the application.
When you insert a clip into
a slide, two new Video Tools
ribbon tabs-Format and
Playback-appear. Format
has tools for adjusting expo
sure and contrast, for dis
playing the video within
geometric shapes such as
stars or circles, and for cre
ating frame effects such as
soft edges, glows, and bevels.
Under the Playback tab you
can trim the clip (it works on
a copy of the file-the origi
nal remains unchanged), add
bookmarks so that you can
start playback anywhere,
insert fade-ins and fade
outs, and specify whether to
loop a video or rewind it.
Quickly access transitions
and animations: In Power
Point 2010, Transitions has
its own tab, which makes
discovering, sampling, and
app lying transitions easy.
Live Preview applies here,
too: To see a Live Preview,
navigate to any transition.
New to animations is the
Animation Painter, which
lets you quickly copy an ani
mation and then apply it to
objects in other slides.
- Yardwa Arar
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Turn a PC or an iPhone
Into a Kid-Friendly TV
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CALLING ALL PARENTS:
YouTube is a mighty popular
destination for kids, but not
all of the video offerings
there are child-appropriate.
Send your toddlers and
tweens over to Kideos (www.
kideos.com) instead. The Web
site serves up thousands of
child-friendly videos, from
Animaniacs to Pixar shorts to
Sesame Street to Word Girl (a
personal favorite).
All you do is click an age
group (0-2 , 3-4, 5-6, and so
on) and then choose a "fea-

I

0

tured video" to watch, or
click into any of the dozens
of available "channels. " The
site also has a search option.
When you click a video,
the site presents you with a
simplistic player-and none
of the often-disturbing user
comments frequently found
on YouTube pages.
My favorite Kideos fea
ture? The free iPhone com
panion app. Whenever you
need a 5-minute break from
the screaming in the car or
whenever the kids are get-
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ON THE KIDEOS Website, you can browse through a wide selection of
videos grouped by topic as well as by age-appropriateness.

ting restless at a restaurant,
bring it up, and presto: child
friendly video on the go.
One warning: Avoid that

ANSWER LINE

insidious "Gummy Bear"
song at all costs. You will
never get it out of your head!
-Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS.PCWORLD.COM

account. This will lead to the Account Settings dialog box. One

How do I set a Web-based e-mail
service to be my default?

option you should definitely select is Launch {your service] a~er

creating a dra~ message. If you use Gmail. that option is on the
Preferences tab; for Yahoo, it's on the Account tab. Why do this? As

- Patrick, via e-mail

I noted, Affixa creates the message in Gmail's or Yahoo's Drafts
folder. With this option checked, Affixa will show the message in a

IN FIREFOX, YOU can set either Gmail or Yahoo Mail to be the
browser's default so that clicking a mail to link on a Web page brings

browser window for addressing, editing, and sending. (I 've found

you to it. But that won't do you any good when you click Windows

that it does this more reliably in Gmail.}
You can upgrade to the full version of Affi xa for an annual sub

Explorer's E-mail button or use Word 's Send Email option. Mailing
from those sorts of programs is a Windows issue. If you want to send

scription of £2 (about S3 as I write this) . You can then use the tool

a document from Word, for instance, the app creates the message

for more than one account, and to zip files before you send them.
Firefox users may want to augment Affi xa by setting their

through Windows' default e-mail program-and I have yet to see a

browser to handle mailto links directly. It's faster, and it doesn't

browser that can be installed as Windows' default e-mail program.

interfere with Affixa's handling of Windows apps' mail tools. Within

My solution: Use the free Affixa (find.pcworld.com/70276 ), which
can install as Windows' default
e-mail app. Tell Windows
Explorer, Word, or WinZip that

L~ .J

Affixa - Options
Accounts L~L Rle Hosting

I Computer &Internet I S~scribe I Peout

the appropriate choice.

ates a message in the Draft

both options; the tray app

you might wish to supplement

attachments made easy

folder of Gmail or Yahoo Mail.

tem tray application. Uncheck

If you use Gmail and Chrome,

AFFIXA

Affixa uploads the file and cre

dialog box asks about the sys

0 Add • •

Edit

Make Default

I: M ,.._,_.~ IDO.,J

Affixa w ith ChromeMailer (go
to find.pcworld.com/70277 for

Delete

the 32-bit version; grab the

-

' m•i'

64-bit version at find.pcworld .

I

doesn't do much. Affixa then
asks if you want it to be your
default mail program. You do.
Next it shows the Options
w indow, for setting up your

Options. Click the Applications
tab. In the mailto line, select

f

you want to send a file, and

When you first load Affixa, a

the browser, select Tools·

I

OK

1 1 Cancel

I

WHEN YOU HAVE Affixa installed, sending e-mail In Word or Explorer
creates a message in your Webmail's Drafts folder, ready for editing.

com/70278). It makes Gmail the
mailto default. w ithout affect
ing Affixa's work outside of the
browser. And it too is faster
than using Affixa for this job.

-Lincoln Spector
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Here's How
Customize the Welcome
Screen in Windows 7
WHEN YOU START and
shut down Windows 7, the
operating system briefly dis
plays a rather bland wel
come screen . Hey, we don't
d o bland around these parts!
Allow me to in troduce
WinBubble {find .pcworld.
co rn/70273), a free Windows
tweaker utility that, among
other things, allows you to
swap in a fa ncy wallpaper or
just about any other image
you prefer. In other words,
it lets you customize the
Windows 7 welcome screen.
Here's how to use it.
1. Download, install, and

run the WinBubble program.
2. Click the Windows 7 tab.
3. Scroll through the avail
able Logon Backgrounds
(which the utility draws from
Windows ' ava ilable wallpa
pers) and click the one yo u
want. You can also click

Browse and choose any .jpg
image on your hard drive.
4. Click Sci to lock the
new image in place, and
then select View to get a pre
view of how it w ill look. Not
h appy with the re.s uits?
Choose something else or
click Restore to bring back
the original background.

ANSWER LINE

IN WINBUBBLE, YOU can select an image for Windows 7's welcome
screen from the given assortment-or use one of your own images.

Now, every time you start
or shut down Windows ,
you 'll get the new back
ground. It may appear for
only a few seconds, but at
least it's the image you want
to see, not the one that
Microsoft sticks you with .
By the way, WinBubble

gives you the ability to tweak
about a zillion other Win
dows settings, too. Feel free
to poke around the various
tabs, but keep in mind that
this application is some
thing of a power user's tool.
So proceed with caution.
-Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD . COM

I can't access one particular site on
the Web. What can I do to get to it?

llQ Find IP 1ddrt:n of .1 wd» ...

-Frankt316, PCWorld.com forums
ANY NUMBER OF issues could be the cause. The problem might
be in your router. Or your PC. Or your browser. Or it could be some
thing affec ting the site. a matter that's entirely ou t of your control.
The first thing you should do is try another browser. If you gen
erally use Firefox or Chrome, try Internet Explorer-it's already on
your PC. If you use only In ternet Explorer, maybe th is is a good
time to install and try something else.

The IP address of lncolnspector.com is 64 .17.156.207
The IP address 6J.17.156.207 is assioned to~ United States

Rebooting everything is another good idea. Shut down the PC,
unp lug the router from the AC power. and then unplug the DSL or
cable modem's power. Wait a minute, and then plug the modem

TRYING TO ACCESS a Website through Its IP address may help with

back in. When the lights indicate that it's working properly, plug in
the router and wait for its lights. Then boot your PC and try agai n.
If that doesn't do the trick, see if using the IP address rather than
the domai n name wi ll work. Every domain name is just a pointer to
an IP address. and somewhere down the line, your PC may be get
ting bad information about the I P address for that page.
The easiest way I know to fi nd a domain's IP address is to visit
Self SEO's IP finder (find.pcworld.corn/70274). Simply type in the
URL, press <Enter> or clic k Get IP. and up it comes. Then paste
the IP address into your browser's address bar.
If the site still doesn't come up. relax- the s ite is probably down,
and there's nothing you can do about it. On the other hand. if the
s ite comes up via the IP address but not the URL, something is

giving out wrong domain-name information. It just might be your
hosts file, which affects any browser you use. Click Start (Start · Run
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troubleshooting. Self SEO's tool can provide this information.

in XP), type notepad C:\Wlndows\System32\drlvers\etc\hosts , and
press <Enter>. Look for the domain name in the resulting text file.
If it's there, add a pound sig n (#) to the beginning of the line that
contains it. Save the file , restart the browser. and try again.
If that doesn't work, try another computer to see if the problem
is limited to your PC. Or take your laptop to a nearby cafe to see if
t he problem is with your router or ISP. Or combine both tests by
using one of the pub lic computers at your local library. If the site is
accessible everywhere except in your home, complain to yo ur ISP.
For more, read the forum discuss ion at find.pcworld .com/70275.

-Lincoln Spector

Reduce Workday Annoyances With the Help of a Few Fast Fixes
SEEMINGLY MINOR HASSLES can become a major irritation over
the course of a busy day. This month, I have tips for tailoring e-mail
and calendar views to suit your needs, as well as a suggestion for
effortless networking between Windows XP and Windows 7 PCs.

l

Quick adjustments help you improve the view in
Windows Mail and Google Calendar, and an easy
t o-use ut ility simplifies cross -OS networking.

above, the one you changed in step 2, automatically adjusts from

Add Columns to Your Windows Mail Inbox

'Custom View (4 Days)' to 'Custom View (5 Days)'.

Reader Claire uses Windows Mail (aka Windows Live Mail) to man

4. Scroll to the top or bottom of the Settings page and click Save.

age messages from her Gmail account. (Smart-sounds just like
what I recommended at find .pcworld.com/70279.) When she clicks

Streamline Windows XP and 7 Networking

Sent Mail, however, the message list show s only that she sent

Finally, I heard from reader Nayana, who has two PCs on her home

each e-mail, not who she sent it to. In other words, the screen has

network-one with Windows XP, the other with Windows 7. Curiously,

no column that shows the recipient's name for each message.

the Windows 7 PC won't let her access shared folders on the XP one.

Fortunately, changing what columns appear in Windows Mail,

but she can reach the Windows 7 folders from the XP machine.

and in what order they do so, is a simple matter.

Windows networking has been a nightmare for as long as I can

1. Run Windows Mail and then go to your Inbox, your Sent Mail

recall. Windows 7 solves a lot of the headaches-but only if all your
PCs use it. If you have an XP box too, problems are inevitable.

folder, or whatever view you want to modify.
2. Right-click anywhere in the column header above your mes

('iJ Cisco ~twork M&gic Pro

sages and choose Columns.
3. Check the box next to any column(s) you want to see in that

~

view. In Claire's case, she'd need to check To.

~

4. Before clicking OK to exit, note that you can also change the
display order of the columns. Just select a column and then click

!-

~

-~

Map

Share

Sta~

fl
Adw:;or

-------

ti/ ~~~,~~~~~-:

9 Ci<:.~~: 7SAI

~----

!

Move Up or Move Down, keeping in mind that the top-to-bottom
order in this list corresponds to left-to-right order in the mail view.

Networlt TaSks

Connect and Protect

Share
Sharell Folder

Al!o..v other computei-s to access a

fukfer on tNs computer

Change the Default View in Google Calendar
~

Another reader, Rob , loves Google Calendar, but he's tired of the
default view, which presents the entire month. What's more,
Add a Device

though the view toolbar has a '4 Days' option, he wants five days.
How can he get a five-day view and make it appear every time he
visits? Easy. All it takes is a trip to Google Calendar's Settings page.

1. Open Google Calendar in your Web browser, and then click

·

1.\.

~

Share a Prlnt r.r

A.!!o-.v other ~ters to u~ a

pm :~tha t isc~~dtotl"d

""""""'
Troubleshoot Sha ring
0.1he>'pcl>"'°slnQ•shorno

THE EASY-TO-USE NETWORK Magic Essentials utility can help you
link up your Windows XP and Windows 7 systems with little fuss.

Settings·Calendor settings.
As much as I like DIY fixes , tinkering w ith Windows' netw orking

2. Click the 'Default view ' setting and choose Custom Vie w.
3. Look for, and click, the drop-down that's ca lled, aptly enough,
'Custom view'. Choose 5 Days. (Notice that the field immediately

fruitless that I'm going to suggest a different (and much simpler)
solution. Install Cisco's fantastic Network Magic Essentials utility

-

Default view:
Custom view:
Location:

Custom View (5 Days)

l,?.g_ ~Y~ . . .
2 Days
3 Days
4 Days

...

EJ

(find .pcworld.com/70280) on both of your PCs, and in no time you'll

-

6 Days
7 Days
2 Weeks

be swapping files, sharing printers, and so on. Trust me: It's the
path of least resistance. The software costs $30, but Cisco otters a
free seven-day trial. If your main goal is simply to migrate files and
data from an old system to a new one, that should be plenty of time.
One word of caution: For reasons I don't fully understand, Net
work Magic's system requirements make no mention of Windows 7.

._....,.IJ:.Pl.."i .,

Show weather based on my
location:

settings (especially XP's) is so confusing, frustrating, and frequently

rnw weather

IF GOOGLE CALENDAR'S default layouts don't flt your needs, you can
easily change the view that it displays whenever you visit.

The software is compatible with that OS, but I suspect that Cisco
may have halted or abandoned its development- probably because
of networking features in Windows 7 such as HomeGroups.
In any case, before you spend a l ot of time trying to troubleshoot
networking settings manually, give Network Magic a try. •
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WITH MOTION IN MINO
Visit our website to see tl1C gears in action

KIN EKTD ESIGN .COM

RAID/HODS/Tape •
DOD-level SecurilY •
Alfordable. Up-fronl Pricing•
loo hidden chargesl

Be an iPhone &
iPod Touch Pro

Macwo~d

Supe111uldes are avaiable In 2 convenlenl formals for only $12.95:

I> Downloadable PDFs: Get Immediate access
I> PDF on CD ·ROM : Order the CO·ROM and always have a back·up
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High Recovery Success •
Class-100 Clean Room lab Standards•
Complete Computer Forensic Services·
Downloadable Dala Re covery Software•
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When
Real-Time
Protection
Goes Back
in Time

Reader Michael Tedjasukmana was impressed to receive a notification that the
Ad-Watch Live module in Ad-Aware (find.pcwarld.cam/70390} had detected a "latest
event" in 1969-before the first PC was created. Now that's advanced protection!

Sony Smells Sony
st arts scenting its stores
with van illa and mandarin
(for women) and bourbon (for men).
Next up: a combination of dark choco
late, sandalwood , and Budweiser.

No Next of Kin Micro
soft kills the Kin phone
just weeks after its launch.
Does this mean that the long-awaited
matc hing passion-pink Barbi phone
wi ll be scrapped from development ?

New Power
for Widows
Bernard Goldentyer was
perusing a local news
paper when he came
across an advertisement
for bargain-priced
laptops. Nothing unusu
al about that, except
that these machines
appear to run on
"Widows" power. "All
I can add," says Gold
entyer, "is 'Never
underestimate the
power of a woman ."'

Kremlin Gremlin
Secret agent Alexey Kar
etnikov, since deported to
Russia, had wo rked as a Microsoft
software tester. So much for Win
dows' built-in spyware detection.

Disaster Plan BP buys
Google search ads for
terms like "oil spill" and
"oil spill claims .'' Proving once again
that it's easier to manage a PR disas
t er than a natural one.

Left Out Som e lefties
are getti ng poor iPhone 4
reception because of an
antenna design flaw. But it's not true
that Apple CEO Steve Jobs respond
ed, "Who cares? I'm right-handed ." •

-JR Raphael and Sieve Fox

That Dell ls Smokin'
Timothy Pierce was having driver problems while setting up dual monitors on a
Dell workstation. But when he opened System Information for Windows (aka SIW;
find .pcwarld.cam/70353} to determine the driver version, he learned that his PC was
running a bit hot-as in hotter than the sun. "Guess it's a good thing that we got
our air conditioning fixed at our house last month," he notes.
BIOS Date
Core Temperature
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Have an idea for a Back Page
item, from an offbeat screen
shot to a wild Windows hack?
Submit your suggestion to
TheBackPage@pcworld.com.
You'll earn a small slice of
fame, our undying gratitude,
and a nifty PCWorld mug.

The IBM System x3550 M3 Express.
When the downturn ends, the upside begins.
With new opportunities ahead , now is the time to invest in a faster, more powerfu l
server : the IBM ~ System x3550 M3 Express®server, powered by the Intel" Xeon®
processor 5600 series. By replacing your aging servers, the x3550 M3 can help you
reduce operating costs, increase efficiency and respond to customers more quickly.

IBM System x3650 M3 Express

IBM System x3550 M3 Express

.'"

$3 ,299

$3,065

or $84/month for 36 month s '

or $78/month for 36 months '

PN : 7944E2U

PN : 7945E2U

1U dual-socket server feaiuring up to 2 Intel• Xeon• processor 5600 series
--· ·----------18 OIMM sockets 1333MHz DDR-3 ( 18 RDIMMs. 144GB max)

2U dual-socket server featuring up to 2 Intel• Xeon' processor 5600 seriEs
-·
----·
18 DIMM sockets 1333MHz DDR-3 ( 18 RDIMMs, 144GB max)

IBM System Storage DS3200 Express

See for yourself.

$6,495

'

I'

.;

or $165/month fo r 36 months '

'

'
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PN : 172622X
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ibm .com/systems/performance
1 866-872-3902

External Disk Storage with 3 Gbps Serial Anached SCSI (SAS) interface technology
····-·-· -·
-..
Scalable up to 7.2TB oi storage capacity with 600GB hot-swappable SAS disks
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See how much you could be saving - in just minutes 
with the IBM Systems Consolidation Evaluation Tool.
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Powerful·.
Intelligent.

Innovation #7,698

Lamp-less LED Projectors

Eliminate the lamp.
See the light.
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At Samsung we use our extensive R&D resources to develop innovative
products, such as our lamp-less LED projectors that deliver vibrant,
intense colors and a lower total cost of ownership . This same innovative
approach can be found in our complete line of LED products. Because
at Samsung, it 's not just business. It's business, innovated.

41'!ti&11rn1»
Discover our future-forward line of LED products at samsung .com/pro LED.

TUR N ON TOMORROW
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